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INTRODUCTION

The relationship between hinterland and metropolis has become

a predominant focus for analysis in contemporary Canadian studies.

Canada's udilemma" has been analyzed in terms of its hinterland status

vis-a-vis the American metropolis, and the hinterland-metropolis formula

has become a standard explanation· for social and economic disparities

between Canadian regions.
1

Even within provinces the hinterland

metropolis thesis can be applied,2 and the recent focus on northern

Canada has given scholars and researchers ample opportunity to witness

the dynamics between hinterland and metropolis on a smaller, though

not le�s intense scale. .

In SaSkatchewan, the establishment of a northern hinterland began

with the expansion of the fur trade to the North-West in the second half

of the eighteenth century. After the. Hudson's Bay Company consolidated

its control of the North-West in 1821; the culture and economy of Cree

3J1d Chipewyan Indians began being undermined and progressively under

developed. The Company organized its relations with. Indians to promote

social stabi lity so that profits from the fur trade could be e�sured. 3

Though the Company formally ceded control of the area to Canada in 1869,

it continued to share a dominant role with the churches in northern

settlements while the North became relatively insignificant to national

deve10pment.4 Bi the late nineteenth century, the essential features

of northern underdevelopmentS were clearly established. Traditional

economic activities no longer were capable of generating self-sufficiency

1
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and native people became subservient to the white power structure in

northern settlements.'

Underdevelopment continued in the twentieth century through

resource extraction industries such as mining and forestry; northern

resources were depl�ted without producing substantial benefits for

.

id
6

nat1ve reS1 ents. Only since the Second World War have northern

native communities begun to benefit from the statutory services such

as health, education and welfare ordinarily available to all provincial

residents.' However, these services have been of inferior quality. The

result has been appalling'in statistical terms, let alone in human terms.

In 1971, major diseases such as tuberculosis and typhoid plagued the'

northern populace at rates 'from two to thirty-five times greater than

provincial, norms. More than sixty percent of northern children dropped

out of school before grade five. Of eleven thousand persons of labour

force age, fewer than half were employed and'lessthan one-quarter of

7
those employed earned over·two thousand dollars annually.

Clearly, the problem for government has been to determine and

implement ways of reversing previous patterns of underdevelopment in

northern Saskatchewan. As in most Third World countries, it was

apparent that underdevelopment could not be altered or reversed through

a few isolated changes in policy. An integrated long-term framework

for development was required so that the provision of services, both

physical and social, could be co-ordinated with economic, human and

resource development.
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It was equally apparent to government that a single adminis

trative instrument was required to implement a long-term, integrated

development strategy. Many problems of previous northern policy

stemmed from the failure to co-ordinate the northern activities of

various agencies. T�erefore a single agency was established in 1972

to develop and im1?lement northern policy that would directly benefit

northern residents, with their active involvement in the process of

policy making.

The policy initiative of establishing a single agency reflected

a clear appreciation of the link between substantive policy and the

policy-making process. Without a fundamentally different process for

formulating and implementing northern policy, the substantive objectives

established by government for northern policy could not be realized.

Hence, this thesis will be concerned with the policy-making process per

se , rather than substantive policy. Substantive policy, however, must

be described and analyzed to explain northern policy-making processes.

Theorists in political science and public administration have

not always agreed about how the policy process can be defined, though

for the purposes of this thesis, there is sufficient agreement to

derive a workable definition. Two components are involved--policy and

process. Policy is generally defined as a statement of government

objectives which are manifested in programs and activities intended to

achieve those objectives. However, programs and activities may not

clearly and logically relate to policy objectives or policy objectives

may be so vague as to be meaningless. In these cases, general policy
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objectives must be inferred from programs and activities. Thus policy

must be considered both as it is. formulated, and as it is implemented

"and affects the public. Process, on the other hand, implies procedure

or the production of some definable good or entity through a repeated

pattern. Thus, the .definition of policy process which will be adopted

for this study is: the pattern or patterns by which policy is formul�ted,
.

8
decided upon and implemented.

The single agency's failure to develop or implement an innovative

strategy for northern development can be largely attributed to difficulties

in the Department's policy-making process. Exposition of the relationship

between weaknesses in the Department's policy process and failure to

achieve innovative northern development is the central task undertaken

by this thesis. Three particular weaknesses in the Department's policy-

making processes can be singled out.

Contrary to original intentions, depar tment.a l : policy making has

been incremental in nature rather than innovative.9 Policy co-ordination

alid integration, essential features of a single agency, have been lacking

in 3everal of the programs most essential for northern residents to

reverse previous patterns of underdevelopment. As well, the department

has been unable to involve northern residents in formulating or imple-

menting �olicy in any effective fashion; thus losing the support and

.mobilization of northern residents necessary for any development program

to succeed.

By creating a single agency, government clearly demonstrated that

innovative policy and policy-making approaches were intended to emerge.
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New approaches·taking unique northern considerations into accoWlt were

required for both the provision of basic services and facilities long

available in the south, and for establishing economic" human and resource

development programs appropriate for the north. However, an incremental

policy-making approach has prevailed over innovative policy making for

various reasons.

The capacity of the fledging agency to plan and implement

innovati ve policy was severely compromised by the magnitude of adminis

trative effort required to establish the agency and establish programs

without much delay. As a result of the perceived need to quickly deliver

programs never before present in the north, personnel from the south with

administrative backgrounds �ere immediately recruited to the Department.

In many cases, these personnel have actively resisted attempts to

implement innovative policy.

The original nucleus of innovative policy development in the

single agency was its Policy and Planning Branch. Within two years of

establishing the single agency, branch employees became so frustrated

with the Department's direction that they published a document calling

for the res i gnat i on of several senior' managers as well as the Minister,

Deputy Nlinister and Assistant Deputy Minister. As a result, the Branch

was disbanded. Since then there has never been'a planning branch or

process sufficiently strong to develop innovative policy. Hence, the

Department's policy-making process has been incremental.

A second central weakness in northern policy making has resulted

from a failure to integrate policy. and program objectives, and the
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diFficulties encountered in co-ordinating day-to-day activities between

or even within branches. Two basic reasons for establishing a single

agency we�e to provide a focus for channelling resources toward northern

development and to co-ordinate and integrate northern policy making.

By immediately impl�menting programs, it became necessary to establish

many different administrative units. These units have tended to become

compartmentalized; that is, they have developed separate identities and

strived toward bureaucratic goals of self-preservation and status

10
enhancement. Co-ordinating their day-to-day activities has proved

difficult, particularly because the single agency's structure has not

taken the need for such co-ordination into account in an effective

fashion. Integrating the objectives' of programs to ensure consistency

with overall policy and to avoid overlapping and duplicated effort has

been difficult for a variety of reasons .. Responsibility for closely

,

. related programs has been diffused to various branches. Because the

branches are compartmentalized, related programs have operated in

isolation from each other resulting in much duplication of effort. ·A

further consequence of such inefficiency is that valuable dollars and

personnel are tied to existing programs and cannot be made available

to support new or innovative program efforts.

A third essential component of the single agency's development

strategy was to involve northern residents in, determining how development

would occur. While the Department has continuously professed to be

striving toward development for the benefit of northern residents, there

is little evidence that northern residents have had a significant voice
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in formulating and implementing policies and programs.' Because so much

e ffo rt; has been devoted to establishing a higher level of services
. ,

quickly, only rarely has the necessary lead time been allotted to

involve northern residents effectively in policy development or

implementation.

There are no adequate comparisons to the Department of Northern

Saskatchewan; as a single agency, it is and has been unique, though

somewhat simi lar agencies exist elsewhere. The Department's policy

process has been examined in light of government policy statements and

on the basis of a detailed case analysis of policy making in three

branches which were administratively grouped together because of the

close relationship between them. 'Department of Northern Saskatchewan

officials in these three branches, among others, generously donated

their documents and:time for interviews.

Interviews were conducted with a wide variety of Department

officials ranging from the Minister, Deputy Minister and Assistant Deputy

Minister of Economic and Resource Development, down to civil servants

involved in the day-to-day administration of policy. Field staff in

three branches, as well as northern residents in remote communities,

were interviewed to obtain as accurate a cross-section of opinion as

,

possible regarding northern development and the Department's activities.

The granting of access to government documents,was essential

to the research. Though the extent of access was dependent upon the

predispositions of particular officials, most were very helpful. Thus

a large mass of documents pertaining to each policy'area has been
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analyzed, giving insight to the perceptions of a wide range of officials

regarding departmen� policies and policy making. It must be emphasized

thai these documents are confidential, and access to them was granted

with the understanding that they not be widely circulated. The combina-
...

tion of detailed documentary analyses and personal interviews with

participants directly involved in the policy-making process has made

it possible to determine the critical factors shaping policy in Northern

Saskatchewan.

These features of the study make it clearly relevant to the study

of policy making in Canada, which has been described by Simeon as

"shrouded in ignorance if not mystery. ,,11 Moreover, northern development

as a policy area for government is of increasing concern in Canada.

Academic interest in both northern development and policy research

generally has also been high, reflecting a realization that research and

analysis must keep pace with the dynamics of policy making. This study

itself is a unique contribution to the literature, since there have been

no major studies of policy making in Saskatchewan's north and no similar

studies of policy making with respect to other areas of Canada's north.

Thus the thesis substantially contributes to the study of Canadian policy

making by revealing central forces which determine policy making in a

unique government agency.

The organization of the thesis is straightforward. It is

designed to help the reader develop a broad understanding of the context

within which the Department has evolved, before delving into detailed

analysis of particular policy areas. Chapter 1 places the Department's
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creation in a historical perspective and illustrates how goals relative

to policy and P?licr making were-established. Salient historical events

which have encouraged incremental policy making, complicated policy co

ordination, and frustrated northern involvement �n pOlicy making are

outlined to provide a general understanding of the single agency.

Subsequent chapters ·analyze particular cases of policy making

in detail. Chapter II examines fishery resource management policy,

demonstrating that program diffusion led to the evolution of competing

management strategies within one branch. As a result, incremental

policy and policy making have prevailed over a rational comprehensive

policy approach. Chapter III analyzes how northern ,community colleges

were implemented and demonstrates that program diffusion through a

variety of organizations has hampered college development and made it

difficult to utilize community colleges for an adequate range of

northern human development programs. Ministerial discretion has

frustrated northern involvement in supervising the operation of northern

�ull�ges. This chapter also explores interest group involvement in policy

Jccision making. Chapter IV considers policy making surrounding the

Department's primary vehicle for promoting economic development, the

economic development loan fund. It is established that economic

development efforts have proceeded without meaningful local or northern

involvement. As well, the branch responsible for economic development

has been unable to avoid an incremental approach to development because

of severe administrative difficulties with the loan fund. In Chapter V,

a broader consideration is given to the difficulties encountered in
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co-ordinating activities among the three branches studied. These

branches have becom� compartmentalized; closely.related policy

responsibilities have been diffused among them. As a resu1 t ,

programming gaps in critical developmental areas have emerged, and

resources have not ?een effectively directed toward achieving northern

policy goals. The Conclusion integrates and addresses the central

argument of the thesis: the innovative northern development strategy

perceived as the central rational for the creation of t�is unique

agency has not materialized because of fundamental weaknesses in the

single agency's policy-making processes.
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Notes to Introduction

1Baro1d A. Innis and Donald Creighton are generally considered
the fathers of the metropo1is�hinterland thesis within the Canadian
context. Innis's The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian
Economic History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1964) is

particularly relevant to this study in historical terms. Many Canadian
writers have taken up the hinterland-metropolis theme. Articles surveying
the development of this theme include: J.M.S. Careless, "Frontierism,
Metropolitarism, and Canadian History," Canadian Historical Review,
Volume XXXVI (1954), pp. 1-21; Arthur K. Davis, "Canadian Society and

History as Hinterland Versus Metropolis" in R.J. Ossenberg (ed.),
Canadian Society:' Pluralism, Change and Conflict (Scarborough: Prentice-
Hall of Canada, 1971), pp. 6-32; J.W. Warnock, "Metropolis-Hinterland,
The Lost Theme in Canadian Letters," Canadian Dimensions, Volume 10,
November 2 (June, 1974), pp. 42-46. As well, reference should be made
to the volume of articles edited by W.T. Easterbrook and Mel'Watkins,
Approaches to Canadian History (Toronto: The Macmillan Company of
Canada Limited, 1978), particularly Parts One and Four, pp. 1-98,183-
258.

2Two, case studies of the hinter1and-metrop�liS analysis on an

intra-provincial level are Peter Douglas Elias, Metropolis and Hinterland
in Northern Manitoba (Winnipeg: The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature,
1975); and G.R. Weller, "Hinterland Politics: The Case of Northwestern
Ontario," in the Canadian Journal of PoU tical Science, Volume X, Number
4 (December, 1977), pp. 727-774. See also the A. K. Davis article referred
to in the preceding note for occasional references to,northernSaskatchewan
as a hinterland.

3
See, for example, Gustavus Myers, A History of Canadian Wealth

(Toronto: James Lewis Samuel Limited, 1972), particularly chapters III,
IV, VIII, IX.

4
The process of underdevelopment became even more pronounced

after the Hudson's Bay Company ceded control of Rupert's Land, Manitoba
and the Northwest Territory to the Dominion of Canada in 1869. See
Aski Puko (The Land Alone), a report on the expected ef'fects of the

proposed hydro-electric installation at Wintego Rapids upon the Cree
of the Peter Ballantyne and Lac la Ronge Bands, prepared by the Federation
of Saskatchewan Indians and members of the Peter Ballantyne and Lac la

Ronge Bands (September, 1976), Chapter II, pp. 17-50 and Chapter IV, pp.
84-137. See H.A. Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada, op. cit., chapters 5,
7, 10 and 11 for a detailed analysis of Hudson's Bay Company economic
activities in the interior. In Chapter II, Innis demonstrates how the
fur trade declined in the interior even before the company lost its

monopoly.
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5For a good outline of underdevelopment theory, see Colin Leys,
"Underdevelopment and Neo-colonialism," Chapter One, Underdevelopment
in Kenya: The Political Economy of Neo-colonia1ism 1964-71 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1975), pp. 1-27. See also, John Loxley,
"The Process of Underdevelopment in Manitoba." Paper prepared by John

Loxley, Secretary to the Rural Economic Development Sub-committee of
Cabinet (September, 1976).

6
See Chapter� Four and Five, Aski Puko,. op. cit.

7
G. R. Bowe rman , "Principles for Northern Development." Paper

presented to Cabinet (September 30, 1971), pp. 1-2. Please. refer to

Appendix C for a more thorough statement of socio-economic conditions
in northern Saskatchewan.

8This .definition is a synthesis derived from the rather substantial
literature on policy making. For. references specific to incremental and
innovative approaches to making policy, see the relevant sections in

Chapter I. General references to the policy-making process are R.A.
Bauer and K.J. Gergen, The Study of Policy Formulation; Randall B. Ripley
(ed.); Public Policies and Their Politics (New York: W.W. Norton Company,
Inc., 1966); Austin Ranney (ed.), Political Science and Public Policy
(Chicago: Markham Publishing Co., 1968); and Theodore Lowi, "Decision·

Making vs , Policy Making: Toward an Antidote for Technocracy," Public
Administration Review (May/June, 1970).

For some consideration of the policy process in Canadian politics,
see Richard Simeon, "Studying Public Policy," Canadian Journal of
Political Science and G. Bruce Doern and Peter Aucoin (eds.), The Struc

tures of Policy-Making in Canada (Toronto: Macmillan, 1971), especially
·the Introduction and Chapter One.

9Definitions, for the terms "incremental" and "innovative" may be
found in Chapter I.

10"Compartmentalization" is more fully discussed in Chapter V. For

a discussion of "bureau' terri toriali ty," which focuses on the same prob
lem as compartmentalization, see Anthony Downs, Inside Bureaucracy (Boston:
Little Brown and Co., 1967), Chapter XVII, pp. 211-222.

llRichard Simeon, "Studying Publ ic Policy," Canadian Journal of
Political Science, op. cit.
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Chapter I

nIE EVOLlITION OF A STRATEGY FOR NORTIiERN DEVELOPMENT

The administrative history of the Department of Northern

'Saskatchewan is a fascinating subject in its ownYight , As well, a

brief sketch of some fundamental aspects of the agency's creation an�

evolution is essential .. Problems and difficulties encountered very

early in the Department's history led to fundamental weaknesses in

its policy-making process which have resulted since in failure to

implement an innovative northern development strategy. The task in

this chapter is twofold: first, to set the historical background leading

to the Department's creation, and second; to illustrate how general

problems which formed early in the agency's history have complicated

the development and implementation of innovative,northern development

strategy.

,
.L.

1
A Historical View of Northern Development

Saskatchewan'S north has been a focus for government activity

unly since the rise to power of the Co-operative, Commonweal th Pederatd on

in 1944. One of the primary emphases of the new government was to

deve1op.theretofore largely untapped natural resources, many of them

in the north, to provide a more diversified economic base for the

province.

The main vehicle for government attention in the north was the

Department of Natural Resources, which in the late 1940s and early 1950s

13
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expanded its n-orthern activi ties. However, through the ensuing decade

and a harf, it beca�e apparent that northern development could not be

achieved simply by regulating and administering resource extraction.

First of all, it was necessary to provide such prerequisites for

development as an e�ementary transportation and communications network._

Further, it readily became obvious that the province's activities were

rapidly changing political, social, cultural and economic realities for

the vast majority of northern residents.

The traditional lifestyle of northern native people had already

been undermined by over a century and a half of contact with white
-

/
society through the churches and the Hudson's Bay Company. Government

activities iri the early-1950s were decisive in making the traditional

lifestyle virtually obsolete. Government policies were designed to
-

-

provide northern residents with services southern civilization had long

since taken for granted. These policies tied native people to settlements

from which they could not efficiently pursue traditional activities of

hunting, fishing and trapping, and in which no alternate economic base

existed.2 To illustrate how profound this impact was, the consequences

flowing from the provision of health services need only be considered.

T?e mortality rate in general and the infant mortality rate in particular

dropped so sharply that the native population began to increase dramati�

cally. Some estimates from isolated areas place the natural rate of

increase as high as 60 per 1,000 and at a minimum,- the rate remained

35 per 1,000 for more than two decades.3 The increase in population

rendered traditional economic activities inadequate to maintain an

independent subsistence existence in remote northern communities.
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In the first two decades of government interest in northern

affairs, policy fo�ulation and implementation was handled in a diffuse,

complicated fashion. Policy was primarily implemented by the Northern

Administration Branch of the Department of Natural Resources. The most

pressing administrative difficulties encount.e red by the Branch resulted

from the extremely broad range of responsibili�ies it assumed because of

the disinterest of most departments in northern affairs. Not only did

it assume the expected duties .of regulating and managing resource use,

but it also tackled such tasks as distributing social welfare, organizing

and assisting local governments; providing municipal capital facilities,

organizing co-operatives, as well as general responsibility for community

development work. Attempts to provide such services were hindered by

the fact that they were undertaken by tonservation officers statio�ed

throughout the north, whose training was appropriate only for resource

4
development and management tasks.

Policy making was diffused into a number of line departments;

although the Department of Natural Resources administered almost all

policy affecting the north, other departments retained authority to

formulate policy on a province-wide basis. Not surprisingly, programs

were developed to meet the needs of southern Saskatchewan where the

. \
vast majority of people reside. This often put Northern Administration

Branch officials at odds with those in other departments.S
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2. The Emergence and Adoption of the Single Agency Concept

Attempts were made in the early 1950s to compensate for defici-

encies inherent in the northe.madministrative·structure by establishing

inter-agency co-ordination committees .. These were all unsuccessful,

however. Therefor�� in January, 1959, Treasury Board directed its

Secretary to discuss with relevant deputy ministers the question of

effecting unified direction of government affairs in northern Saskat-

6
chewan. This signalled the beginning of official discussion of the

single agency concept. In November of that year, Treasury Board

recommended, and Cabinet approved in principle, the establishment of

a single agency for all northern programming. Further study on the

matter was undertaken by the Director of the Northern Administration

Branch with assistance from the Budget Bureau. The Budget Bureau's

�eport, completed in March, 1961, presented.various proposals which

reflected differing degrees of emphasis the government might wish to

place on northern-oriented administration.7
These proposals were rendered temporarily irrelevant by

opposition to the proposed single agency from other program agencies

and the difficulties were compounded by Cabinet rivalry. Departments

other than Natural Resources began taking an increasing interest in

northern affairs toward the end of the 1950s. Thus, when the single

agency concept was reviewed by Cabinet, several departments attempted to

halt discussion on it, while Natural Resources officials viewed the

single agency as a means of consolidating responsibility they already

perceived as de facto theirs.S As a result of the Cabinet disagreement,
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the single agency concept was quietly dropped, though official Cabinet

approval in princip�e was never rescinded.9
The Budget Bureau report of 1961 was interesting in other

respects as well. . Its authors perceived an

. evolution in government thinking from emphasis
on resource development in the late 1940s and early
1950s to a special approach ..• which will facili
tate accelerated development,. corranunity development
programmes, co-operative development, etc., ., • •

to promote the establishment of political, economic
and social institutions which would enable people in
the north to maX1�ze the utilization of resources
available to them.lO

A concomitant requirement of this special approach was the development

of much stronger local government institutions to facilitate greater

citizen participation. As the Budget Bureau report noted:

. • . local government institutions are limited to

such groups as ratepayers' associations, trappers'
councils, and various co-operative bodies. In most

cases, even these institutions are only advisory
and require considerable nursing .. '. . Local

government institutions, as they are known in the
south, are virtually non-existent. II

Local participation in government programs and a.decentralized approach

to providing community services were. recognized as essential elements

for northern development. ·There was an implicit appreciation that

northern communities were worth supporting.and that human development

as well as resource development was required for these communities to

realize thei.r potential. In this, the report echoed the language

characteristic of Department of Natural Resources annual reports during

these years. Co-operative development and community development in

combination with local participation through local decision-making
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structures were perceived as priorities, though the monetary commitment

. 12
required to mak_e t.hLs "developmental" emphasis real was meagre.

After the Liberals gained power in April, 1964, tendencies

counter to a single agency structure began taking effect. In agricu1-

ture and social we1�are, administrative responsibilities were shifted

back to parent departments from the Northern Affairs Branch. The

Liberal government also created the Indian and Metis Department in 1965,

which assumed responsibility for much of the community development work

in the Northern Administration District. These administrative changes

were justified as an attempt to make the work of conservation officers

13
more manageable. Such incremental, administrative changes, however,

did not address the basic problems of northern underdevelopment.

Ouring the 1950s and 1960s, symptoms of northern underdevelopment

had become quite acute. The population growth rate remained one of the

"

world's highest, while traditional economic activities became progres-

sively less capable of supporting the expanding population. As a result,

half the population was dependent on income transfers from various levels

of government. Only in the three incorporated centres were incomes

comparable to provincial norms. Indeed, three-quarters of the total

earned income in the Northern Administration District accrued to La Ronge,.

Creighton and Uranium City, primarily because of mining activity. ·The

forty other northern settlements, populated by a roughly equal proportion

of Metis and Treaty Indians, were almost totally without basic physical

and social services. Educational facilities were inadequate, and more

than fifty per cent of northern children dropped out before grade six�
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Poverty-related diseases afflicted between two and ten times as many

n?rtherners as-othe�provincia1 residents, while insufficient medical

services existed to deal with such problems. Many medical problems

resulted from unsafe water supplies; again only residents of the

incorporated centres had safe water supplies and adequate sanitation

facilities. Housing conditions were grossly sub-standard; one- and two-

room log shacks housing upwards of ten people were common. Local govern-

ments existed in only eight of the forty or so remote �ommunities, and

even they had virtually no authority over local affairs because of

legislative limitations, the-absence of a local tax base, and the lack

of �ndividuals knowledgeable in local government processes.14
Recognition of these symptoms and their underlying roots made'

it apparent that the application of government policies designed for

the south would not result in development different from that which had

already produced such appalling conditions in the north. It commonly

carne to be perceived that if northern residents were to take an active

part in northern development and benefit from it, community-based

economic, social and political development which incorporated elements of

northern culture would have to be promoted. To achieve such development

and provide a singl e focus for government resources, it became similarly

apparent that an innovative administrative instrument was necessary.

Within the New Democratic Party, the single agency concept

proposed in 1961 had re-emerged in the 1971 New Deal for People election

15
platform. Little else was proposed specifically. The lack of specific

development proposals which could have been addressed and criticized led
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to the confusion and general misunderstanding which became prevalent

after the new department was established.

The initiation of a single agency was not assured by an

election campaign. promise. Familiar problems. were encountered after

a four-man Cabinet· Committee was established to study the agency's
"

d
" "

d "1
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1ntro uct10n 1n eta1 • As in 1959, officials of some departments

demonstrated reluctance to transfer responsibilities from their

.

departments to the newly proposed one. The strongest opposition came

from the Depar-tment of Natural Resources because that Department

possessed the largest degree of responsibility for northern programming

through its Northern Affairs Branch. Indeed, there are indications

that the department's minister, Eiling Kramer , boycotted the Cabinet

Commi�tee meetings. Kramer had apparently been under the impression

that the new agency would be part of Natural Resources. When it became,

apparent that this would not occur, he and his staf� "dug in.,,17

The final solution was drastic, but probably inevitable. Some

three weeks after the act establishing the new department was given

assent in the legislature, a cabinet shuffle was announced which moved

Kramer to the Highways portfolio while G.R. (Ted) Bowerman received the

new Northern Saskatchewan portfolio and the Department of Natural

18
Resources.
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3. Goals for and Comprehensive Constraints on the

Single Agency'� Policy Process

The act of establishing a unique administrative instrument to

develop and implement northern policy demonstrated a clear recognition

of the link between policy results and the process of making policy.

Government reafized that previous attempts to deal with northern policy

problems had failed because the process of making policy had lacked a

northern focus and was diffused between various agencies. The general

commitment to northern development consistent with the New Democratic

Party's principles and election plat form, together with the choice of

a single agency to develop and implement , northern policy, implied three

particular goals for the Department's policy process. Policy and policy

making was. to be innovative in nature because the policy problem being

addressed obviously was insoluble through an incremental approach to

policy and policy making. ,Second, the lack of co-ordination and

diffusion of policy responsibilites characteristic of previous northern

administration was to be solved by bringing all government services

under the aegis of one agency. Finally, northern residents were to

be involved directly in formulating and implementing northern policy,

thereby mobilizing their support and active effort toward northern

development. The balance of this chapter will identify how general

constraints have emerged to hinder the realization of each policy process

ideal.

--.�
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A. Innovative Policy Making and the Role of Planning

The foremost reason for initiating .a single agency responsible

for most aspects of northern administration was to address the critical

problem of northern underdevelopment through an innovative approach to

policy. It was weli understood that a fundamental break from past

policy was required to reverse the pattern of northern underdevelopment.

New approaches to human and economic development were considered necessary

in order for northern residents to benefit from further development.

The creation of a unique administrative tool as a response to

appalling northern social and economic conditions also implied that an

innovative approach would be taken to making policy. In theory, an

innovative policy process would include the following steps.19 First,

government's view of societal well-being and the primary problems

hindering the achievement of societal well-being leads to government

defining the values it wishes to achieve through policy. These values

are clarified and ranked according to their importance as perceived by

policy makers. Then alternative policies are generated and their

consequences evaluated. In the final stage, a policy alternative is

chosen on the basis of its connection to policy goals and its perceived

consequences.

The relevance of such a model to the problem of underdevelopment
is at once apparent. By identifying the values required to break from

underdevelopment and designing policy to meet values, it·is possible to

marshall scarce resources to fit unique needs in an integrated, effective

fashion.
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The innovative, rational-comprehensive model of policy making

has been subjected to some criticism from political theorists and

administrators. It has been argued quite correctly that most government

policy making is incremental in nature. Policy makers eXperience great

difficulty in defining problems, clarifYing objectives, and in reconcil-

ing objectives when they conflict. They also operate in an environment

of insufficient information, and alternatives are perceived as extremely

limited. Policy making therefore tends to be .incremental: that is, it

is made by choosing from only marginally different policies without any

direct relation to clearly expressed policy objectives. "Agreement on

policy thus becomes the only practicable test of a policy's correctness. ,,20

While incremental policy .making may describe reality for most government

administrations, it is not suitable as a model for an administration

created specifically to foster social and economic change on a broad

scale. When innovative, tradition-breaking policy is required, incre-

mental policy making is not adequate.

Quite clearly, an innovative approach to making policy was

envisaged by creating the Department of Northern Saskatchewan. As the

Premier noted in 1972:

We look to the new Department to provide a new focus
for building government services in the north, with
the involvement of the people living in northern
communities. This means involvement but not only in
an advisory capacity--but also in a developing
capacity of self-government and local decision

making ... it will require readiness ... to

abandon the safe, standardized approaches to the

delivery of government services.2l

l ._ . ...__,,,
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The. Department's broad policy objectives were first outlined

in a Cabinet-approved document authored by the Minister-to-be entitled

"Principles for Northern Development." The broad policy goals outlined

there were:

- Recognize Northern Saskatchewan as an area of

special and urgent concern to the government.

- Recognize that the differences in culture, social

developmental patterns, economics, environment
and the current levels of human development
require a different approach by government than
that of the south.

- Prepare to legislate new administrative approaches,
vital economic development programs and socio
economic research.

- Develop northern resources in the best interest
of Saskatchewan, principally by and with those
who make our northland their home.22

In describing the single agency's role in northern development, the

policy paper stated:

There is little realization and less real apprecia�
tion of the fact that problems of the north are

different from those of the southerly developed
sectors of the province. To try and administer
them in the same way is an impugni ty on our ability
to cope outside the established and traditional
structures. 23

The document went on to describe a broad range of possible policy

initiatives and recommended the establishment of Northern Research and

Development Authority with representation from northern areas. The

Development Authority was to advise the previously mentioned Cabinet

Committee and to

provide the ongoing review and recommendations,
involvement, research and programming development for
establishing the new agency, department or commission
of northern affairs. 24
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Thus it was thought originally that development of the new agency would

take some time, and that planning of new'policies and programs would

take precedence over actually implementing programs, at least in the

short term. The central feature of such an approach was that it allowed

time to involve northern residents in planning northern development

programs.

As it turned out, the recommendation to establish a Development

Authority was disregarded almost immediately.' .Instead, a full-fledged

department was created quickly, with the responsibility to plan and

implement programs simultaneously. It may be surmised that Cabinet

perceived a need to make its presence in the north felt quickly, thereby

demons t rat i ,
...

d' h d I
25

emonstratlng government s slncerlty regar lng nort ern eve opment.

This decision imposed immediate constraints on the single

agency's structure and func�ions, and on how northern development could

proceed. First of all, it became necessary to hire senior personnel

with strong administrative backgrounds to supervise the transfer of

government programs from southern departments and their implementation

in the north. Second, a strong research and planning component was

required to modify existing programs in accordance with northern

conditions and to devise new and innovative programs to deal with

unique problems of northern development. These two conditions were

the genesis of a profound and spectacular dispute within the Department

which focused on the Policy and Planning Branch.

As its Director noted, Policy and Planning Branch's responsi-

bilities included:
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• • • the evaluation of existing programs and the

development of new ones, and for seeing that

departmental programs are appropriate to the

Department of Northern Saskatchewan objectives.
It has the responsibility for long and short

range planning with respect to all departmental
programs, and it is expected to plan for as much

integration of programs as is possible, so that
the department does not continue to carry out

independentiy the responsibilities of the nine
line departments whose legislative jurisdiction
it inherited.26

The activities of the Branch represented an innovative approach toward

policy and policy making. Branch proposals in the areas of fishery and

forest utilization, health services, adult education, staff development

and public participation all represented significant departures from

previous government policy. In all cases, policy was clearly related
. .

to government's stated ob jectives for northern development � 27

By late 1973, while the Department was still becoming operational,

it became obvious that Policy and Planning Branch and the operations

branches were working at cross-purposes; This can be partly attributed

to the lack of any line relationship betwe�n the planning and operations

components. "Consequently, Policy and Planning was isolated from those

who had responsibility for implementing programs and policy.28 More

fundamentally, the poor relationship between these groups can'be traced

to personality conflicts based on ideology and career background. The

individuals recruited in Policy and Planning had strong academic back-

grounds with relatively little experience in government and interpreted

government's philosophical commitment to northern development quite

strictly. The operations personnel, for the most part, were career

civil servants more concerned about establishing administrative systems
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with which they felt comfortable and which they perceived as priorities

b d h
.' . 29

ase on t e1T government exper1ence.

The conflict was made most obvious in the animosity between

planning staff and the Director of Operations as well as his immediate

superior, the Assistant Deputy Minister. For example, one member of

the Policy and Planning Branch discovered that the Director of Operations

had initiated several planning studies without Policy and Planning Branch

knowledge or approval. The Acting Director of the Branch complained

that:

.•. this present situation is the result of the
Director of Operations:

(i) presumptuously attempting to impose study
design and consultants upon the Northern

Municipal Council;
proceeding without budgetary approval;
planning without any consultation with

Policy and Planning or requests to employ
the resources of the Branch.30

(ii)
(iii)

This memo, in tone and in substance, indicates a strained relationship

between members of Policy and Planning and many of those charged with

implementing programs.
-

The ongoing conflict climaxed in mid-May, 1974, when Policy and

Planning Branch employees published "A Statemerrt to the Public" in

response to plans for disbanding their branch. In the document, they

charged that department officials has misused public funds, operated

outside the intent of various acts and regulations and had abrogated

the department's objectives. The resignations of the Minister, Deputy

Minister, Assistant Deputy Minister and two branch directors were called

for, and it was recommended
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. . . that the department itself be disbanded so that
the people in the north need no longer be controlled
by a single agency.3l

Understandably, the· employees were given the choice of resigning or

having their contracts terminated.

The departure of these employees and their branch from the

Department marked the end of the best opportunity the Department has

ever had to establish innovative policy making as its modus operandi.

No planning component has subsequently been given the mandate or

resources accorded Policy and Planning Branch. A Central Planning Unit

exists at present with limited staff operating as a research arm for

the Deputy Minister, while the planners are assigned to each of three

. Assistant Deputy Ministers to meet their shor-t-rt erm planning needs.

Long-term planning has become impossible under these circumstances and

even short or medium-term planning is complicated by the dispersion
32

of planners into administratively separate components. Thus the·

development of innovative policy has been severely constrained by the

lack of effective resources allocated to planning. Incremental policy-

making has prevailed in the Department virtually by default.

B. Policy Co-ordination and Organizational Evolution of the Department

The most obvious reason for establishing a single agency was

to integrate and co-ordinate northern policy. This policy process goal

had implications for policy formulation and administration. In formu

lating policy, it was understood that policies and programs would be

integrated, meaning that programs in separate areas would be explicitly
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linked to ensure maximum utilization of resources and policy impact.

Adult :ducation pol�cies and programs, for example, would have to be

designed to complement economic and resource development programs.

In policy administration, the intent was to co-ordinate particular

activities in a detailed way. Personnel from different though related

branches, for examp l e , would not arrive in the same community to explain

related programs to community residents on different days. Such co-

ordination and integration has generally not been achieved. The evolution

of the Department's structure provides key insights into why policy

integration and co-ordination has often been absent in northern policy.

The Department's original organization was not at all conducive

to co-ordination. It can be most accurately described as a simplified,

s ca l ed-down replicate of the provincial government as a whole, albeit

wi th· a number of omissions. Under the Deputy Minister was an Assistant

Deputy Minister in charge of operations. He was r-espons i.b Le for all

ten branches offering services directly to northerners, while only four

33
internally-oriented support branches remained separate. Inevitably,

an impossibly large span of control resulted. In an attempt to

introduce co-ordination into this diffuse, unwieldy structure, . three

mechanisms were established. These were task-oriented committees,

branch heads' meetings and area co-ordinators.

Task-oriented committees were initiated in fall, 1973, to

develop policy proposals on a wide variety of topics. In forming

these committees, an attempt was made to include individuals with

widely varying interests so that any particular policy proposal would

29
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have input from individuals with experience in different policy areas.

Thus it was hoped th?t policy developed by the committees would not

.

. 34
require inordinate modification by senIor management. It is diffi-

cult to assess the impact of these committees on policy formulation.

Thei r function was �imi ted to preparing one policy paper each. .Dpon

each paper's comp l e td on , the committee in question was dissolved.

By January 7, 1974, three of the committees had been dissolved and by

August that year, all mention of them ceased.35
More significant as structures for policy co-ordination were

the branch heads' meetings. Their purpose was

. . • to promote the co-ordination of all those
activities that bridge two or more branches; to

provi�e an arena for discussion, communication
and decision-making relating between or accross

[sic] branch boundard es ; to provide a medium of

exchange and communication between branches or

from within branches to the management team.36

The first of these meetings was in late 1973, and thereafter

they were held on a monthly basis. Branch heads',meetings suffered

from serious shortcomings as mechanisms to achieve inter-branch co-

ordination. The meetings included relatively large numbers of individuals,

were too infrequent, and an excessive amount of time was devoted to

.

f
.

di
. . 37

Th f ib d h
.

In ormat i on IsseIDlnatIon.· ese actors contri ute to t e i r

ineffectiveness as vehicles for dealing with major policy issues and

playing a role in determining the general thrust of departmental

programming. Branch head meetings are now held very infrequently, and

h h "h f h
. 38

t e Department as yet to determIne t e purpose or suc meetIngs.

K2
-
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The final ad hoc co-ordinating mechanism was the area co-

ordinator program. Among draft proposals for the single agency's

structure explored in early Budget Bureau documents, frequent �ention

was made of an area administration approach to promote co-ordination

in policy implementation. Such co-ordination�was to be achieved by

placing a senior administrator in four or five regions to whom all

39 .

staff in the respective area would be responsible.

Within little more than a year of its inception� the Department

had appointed five area co-ordinators who were responsible to the

Field Services Branch for the following functions:

... to involve northern residents in determining
programs and policies affecting them, to create a

unified administrative structure of all government
services in the north, to facilitate employment of
northerners in the.public and private sectors of the·
economy and to co-ordinate governmental programs at

all levels.40

Such an extremely broad "job description" clearly was intended only as

a general statement of the responsibilities area co-ordinators could

assume. However, the clauses indicating a co-ordinating function for

these individuals certainly did not reflect their actual relationship

with other employees. Area co-ordinators possessed no line authority

over other employees,41 and consequently could neither "create a

unified administrative structure" nor "co-ordinate government programs

at all levels."

The day-to-day aspects of this problem were made clear by the

area co-ordinators. At a Field Services Branch workshop held at Lac

La Plonge, they complained that
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•
"

•• constantly area co-ordinators" identify problems
to field staff and request or recommend action, but
their requests go unrecognized, mainly because certain
Branch Heads are too concerned with keeping their own

disciplines as major objectives rather than an inte

grated delivery system.42

In practice, the degree of co-ordination achieved by the co-ordinators

was primarily dependent on force of personality. Individuals with a

strong personality accomplished" some of their obj ectives, though often

at the expense of alienating those they were attempting to influence:
"

43
Of the five area co-ordinators, only one was generally effective.

The area co-ordinator. program was allowe4 to die through attrition

beginning late in 1975 after two of the co-ordinators accepted alternate

44
employment. Though the need for policy co-ordination at the field

level has not disappeared, the Department has been without any formal

mechanism for achieving this for nearly four years.
45

The inability of early ad hoc co-ordinating mechanisms to

achieve their goals, the fairly serious challenge posed by Policy and

Planning Branch1s diSSOlution, and the considerable confusion which was

plainly evident throughout the Department by early 1974: provided the "

Lmpe tus for major o r'gan i zat.Lonal changes , By May, 1974, a new structure

was being drafted containing the concept of related branches in sections

under three or four Assistant Deputy Ministers. Also included was the

idea of forming a management committee consisting of these Assistant

Deputy Ministers and the Deputy Minister to create a senior management

team in the Department that would represent various perspectives and

be more workable and effective than branch head meetings.46
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The appointment of a new Deputy Minister in October, 1974, led

to immediate changes. He organized the lines of communication· immedi-

ately so that more of the branches became directly responsible to him

while the Assistant Deputy Minister's burden was reduced.47 Almost

simultaneously it was announced that an Executive Committee was to be

formed, though this body was not estab1ishe� for approximately six.

months pending final decisions on the reorganization and staffing of

1 d iseni
.. 48

new y create sen10r pos1t10ns.

The resulting structure has gone largely unmodified since,

and may account for the relative organizational stability in recent

years. There are now three sectors: Social Development, Economic and

Resource Development, and Project Management and Municipal Services,

each with their own Assistant Deputy Min ist er-, and a support sector

h· h d' 1 h D Mi
. 49

Th
.

l'w 1C reports 1rect y to t e eputy n1ster. . e sen10r po 1Cy-

making body within the Department, the Executive Committee, now

consists of the Deputy Minister, the Assistant Deputy Ministers and

the Chief Planning Officer of the Department, who is also the Director

for Central Planning.

·This administrative structure has evolved directly in a response

to the need for policy co-ordination among branches which in the south

are represented by· entire departments. For southern departments, programs

are formally co-ordinated through· such mechanisms as Cabinet, Executive

Council and Treasury Board. Given the longevity of the majority of

government programs and basic administrative structures in the south,

co-ordination has been institutionalized and is more widely understood
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by all concerned. None of these conditions exist in the north. The

adroinistrative structures are new, the personnel are usually new to

the area, and the many programs are adjusted to fit the particular

requirements of northern administration. Hence, the need for more

attention to co-ordinating these programs is reflected to a degree in
.

.

the organizational structure.

However, the structure still has two apparent weaknesses.

There is no process or structure for co-ordinating field level

activities. The second weakness is that co-ordination between branches

not under the same sector is dependent largely upon the predispositions

of individuals concerned. In fact, it will be demonstrated in subsequent

chapters that even within one sector, policy co-ordination has been

lacking.

C. Public Participation in Northern Development: The Northern

Municipal Council and the Department's Relationship with

Northern Native Groups

The scope of government effort proposed for the north in 1971

was very extensive; it called for a reversal of previous development

patterns which explicitly involved major social, economic and political

changes. When governments initiate such rapid, large scale change, it

is essential that those most concerned with or affected by·it are

involved in determining what policy will be, and how it will be

implemented. Otherwise, government policy will likely provoke

hostility and hence be ineffective.

r
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Innovative or rational-comprehensive policy making generally

involves extensive public participation, particularly when the outcome

6f such a process is likely to represent a substantial departure from

previous policy. Incremental policy making, on the other hand,

generally does not require public participation, because policy changes

are so small that public acceptance and active support for change is

not perceived as necessary by policy makers. Thus to support the

Department's goal of innovative policy making, it was clear that public

involvement in determining policy was essential.

The Director of Policy and Planning Branch expressed this point

quite effectively.

It is essential to the success of the program of
Government in the North that northern people corne

to see most of the programs, policies, laws,
regulations, etc. which affect their lives as

being relevant to their concerns. This is not

a selling job, but a job of changing our institu
tion up here so the northern objectives are met.
If this is to be done, northerners must partici
pate more fully in all phases of any development
strategy implemented in northern Saskatchewan.

They must help us plan, priorize, authorize and

implement programs. To do otherwise is merely
to continue the pattern of Government doing things
for northern people .. 50

The Department's inclination to involve northern residents in program

formulation and implementation has been lessened severely as a result

of. its general experience with northern native groups.

The Northern Municipal Council has been the most visible

northern native organization. The Department's relationship with it

illustrates how contentious an issue public participation has become,

and why senior policy makers have been unwilling to commit the

-
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Department effectively to public participation as a policy process

objective.

Provision for the establishment of the Northern Municipal

Council was made on May 4, 1973, by an amen�ent to The Northern

Administration Act, after the government had experienced considerable

pressure from northern interest groups. The Council was to be composed

of five members elected from geographical areas in the north, with a

provision for two appointed members, one each from the Metis Society

of Saskatchewan and the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians. The powers

and duties conferred upon the Northern Municipal Council reflected the

government's intentions to establish municipal government in the north.

Excluding the three incorporated centres of La Ronge, Creighton and

Uranium City, the Council was directed to:

exercise the powers and . • . perform the
duties that are conferred or imposed on the
Council of a rural municipality with respect to

the rural municipa1ity.51

Th€se powers were not to restrict in any manner the Minister's authority,

nor did they interfere with the rights of already e�isting local govern-

ments to pass by-laws or to alter their municipal structure where they

h d h hor i
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a suc aut orlty.

By conferring upon the Council powers enumerated in The Rural

Municipalities Act, a highly confusing situation was created. Though

rural municipalities have considerable powers, Council members have

never appreciated these, and in fact have. generally resented the app1i-

cation of legislation intended for rural, southern Saskatchewan with

its references to insect and rodentcontrol, railways, and other matters

1
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irrelevant to the north. In fact, since the 1971 provincial election

campaign, the issues of northern municipal government and public partic-

ipation have been extremely confusing for the Department and northern

residents.

In 1971, "The New Deal for People" election platform promised

that a New Democratic government would establish northern regional

councils, with regional representatives selected from these councils

f 1 h
"

1 '1
54

Th
.

f'to orm a arger nort ern ter-ratort a councl. •
.

.

e specl. .l.C nature

of such a "territorial council" was never precisely de fd ned , Cons e.-

quently, the election promise and subsequent public statements of

various governmen� officials have encouraged somewhat differing inter

pretations of the duties and powers appropriate for any unique form of

northern municipal government. Department officials have generally

agreed that the department intended "to introduce a full measure of

, 5S
municipal self-government to the north." .However, there were govern-

ment employees and influential political actors outside the department

who interpreted the 1971 campaign promise literally.

Foremost among these actors was the Metis· Society of Saskatchewan,

an interest group representing all non-status Indians and Metis in the

province. Metis compri�e the largest population group in the North,

though until recently, they have not exerted a commensurate political

influence, particularly on local government bodies .. As a Metis Society

brief to the government explained, the old colonial order needed

disman t ling.

L.
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Since our native people make up a very large majority
of the northern population, we believe that this means

northern development by and for the native people as

opposed to aevelopment by a small minority of whites
for their own benefit or for the benefit of others
who live outside the area and in many cases outside
the country as has been the case in the past.56

The Metis Society brief also suggested a local government structure

in which native people "would be assured majority control of local

57
government." Local government representatives were to sit on

regional councils, which in turn were to have representation on a

northern council with control over department staffing and a crucial

role in determining departmental policies and programming.58
After the legislation establishing the Northern Municipal

Council was passed, the Department was crit�cized for not consulting

northern residents fully before creating the Council. At a meeting

of Metis Society representatives from most northern communities,

... a watchdog committee was established. to
explain the new act and formulate initial plans
and preparations so that the new council, when
elected will understand and be able to perform
its duties.59

Resolutions passed at this meeting affirmed the desire of northern

residents for local self-government and control of northern development.

The most explicit stated:

We feel there should be only one council--the
Northern Municipal Council. This would be the

governing body of the north and take the place
of the Deputy Minister.60

The attitude of this watchdog committee was indicative of the Northern

Municipal Councillors' perception of the powers appropriate for their

Council.
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The Council's perceptions were influenced as well by the

Department's public pronouncements regarding northern involvement

in policy making. Early policy statements in departmental literature

. indicated a strong commitment to public involvement in decision making.

A document distributed to staff included two points:

[the] community [was] to gradually, take over the

major decision-making functions, including budgeting,
hiring of local personnel [teachers, welfare officers,
health personnel, etc.] and delivery of services on a

decentralized basis. Government [was] to provide
back-up services, acting on the advice of the three
levels of councils, and under the direction of the
Minister. 62

By creating the Northern Municipal Council, the Department

assumed it 'had established an entity which would take on municipal

functions beyond the ability of existing local governments to deliver

and which would promote development of the same local governments.

Moreover, the regional body was to assist the Department in deciding

priorities in the' areas of economic development and public housing.62
This suggested functions somewhat more extensive than those of municipal

government.

Even after the first Council had been created and Councillors

63 '

elected, the Department was unable to define its version of the

Council's role. As the Assistant Deputy Minister pointed out:

Our recent crash effort to establish� an operational
set of powers and duties of the Northern Municipal
Council for the near future and an appropriate funding
formula has been unsuccessful for a variety of reasons.

The relationship among D.N.S., N.M.C. and the
L.C.A. is very unclear. . . . The legislation setting
up the N.M.C. does not rescind the N.A.D. legislation
and hence the legal relationships are very unclear.64
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Within the Department there were divergent views about the Council's

functions. The Policy and Planning Branch employees in their public

statement argued that:

One must assume that it was intended that the Northern

Municipal Council would take over the responsibilities
of the Minister progressively as the-council developed
its staff and expertise and that the Minister would
vacate the responsibilities as they were taken over,
until the Minister's duties were assumed by the Counci 1.65

Almost all government policy statements regarding the Council's

mandate since have restricted it to a municipal role. However, the

Department's actions have continued to provide credibility to extra-

municipal interpretations of the Council's role. Within the first few

months of its election Department officials began taking major policy

proposals to the Council for its perusal, though proceeding with these

proposals was never made �onditional on Council's assent.66 The Deputy

���ister from August, 1974, to September, 1975, D.F. McArthur, allowed

the Council some say over hiring senior staff and encouraged his

staff to communicate regularly with it over major policy or program

d
.. 67

eC1S10ns. Although the present Deputy Minister has taken the view

that his senior staff need only consult the Council when they feel so

inclined,68 the Department is still occasionally willing to transfer

program responsibilities of an extra-municipal nature to the Council.69
In general, however, the Department's position has become more

narrowly defined over time in an attempt to limit the Council to purely

municipal functions. Even these have been paradoxical in nature for

the Council. It was in an intermediary position between the Province

lSi;

40
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and local governments. The Council had dual responsibility for

providing municipal services which existing local governments could

not deliver and for encouraging development of the same local

governments. As northern local governments assumed responsibilities

and duties� it was therefore expected that the Council-would literally

"work itself out of a job." However, the Council has never assumed

these municipal powers and duties because, as legislated, these powers

have always seemed inappropriate to Council members and staff.

o

Local government development has therefore been neglected by

a Council which fears that if local governments develop significantly,

an erosion of its -authority would occur. In fact, this is what has

happened. The Departme�t became impatient with Council reluctance

to engage in municipal affairs, and altered the local government

funding formula so local governments were encouraged to by-pass the

Northern Municipal Council for aU municipal services. Six of eight

local governments granted this option have exercised it and removed

themselves from the Council's administrative umbrella, against the

Council's advice.7Q It is clear that the Council's credibility and

influence has been severely weakened, perhaps beyond the point of no

return.

The continuing confusion and conflict between the Council and

the Department reflects the underlying conflict between the Department's

position on public participation and the position taken by various

northern native groups. Native leaders in northern Saskatchewan have

perceived control of northern development as the primary issue. They
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- have not obj ected to the single agency concept, but have demanded that

control of the agency and development in general be in the hands of

native northerners. The Northern Municipal Council is the only

elected, exclusively northern body. Native spokesmen originally

perceived it as the vehicle through which northern development could

be controlled when they insisted that it take the place of the

Department's Deputy Minister. Similarly, at the Northern Municipal

Council's local government convention in June, 1977, the Council's

Chairman stated that it had been government's ordgi.na l intent to

•.• set up·a northern development authority, in
this case the Northern Municipal Council, to oversee,

plan and develop the north; including control over

all industrial and other development.72

The creation of the Northern Mun�cipal Council without clear

and appropriate responsibilities in a political arena so full of

contentious issues has resulted inevitably in it insisting on having

functions far more extensive than purely municipal affairs. Moreover,

the Department's tendency from early 1974 until early 1976 to take

major policy proposals to the Council for its perusal resulted in

Council members perceiving two roles for themselves: one municipal,

and one as a consultative or advisory body on all northern development

issues. The Department has not recognized the latter role formally

since D.F. McArthur left as Deputy Minister. In large part, this is

because Department· officials have judged the Council as not sufficiently

representative of northern public opinion. Consequently, the Department

has attempted to establish other avenues for public involvement in

determining general northern policy. These alternate mechanisms have

tlEi
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been ineffective for the most part, either because of direct opposition
,

by the Northern Mun�cipal Council, or because native leaders have

thought that participation on them was inconsequential.

The Northern Development Advisory Council was established in

May, 1974, as a part I aj, attempt by the Department in ful filment of a

New Democratic Party 1971 election promise to achieve northern direction

of northern affairs. Composed of all five Northern Municipal Councillors

and representatives from northern interest groups, the Advisory Council

was to advise the Minister on a broad range of northern issues.72

However, the Council met only once before effectively being disbanded

because the Northern Municipal Council boycotted it. The Councillors

maintained that the Advisory Council constituted an erosion of their

authority

to function alone in the capacity of reviewing
D.N.S. policy and program as rightfully their duty
as elected representatives of northern people. Fur

ther, that local governing bodies playa major role
in reviewing such policies and programs rather than

simply advisory boards set up by the government.73

After the Northern Municipal Council's credibility had begun to

deteriorate seriously, the Minister again initiated a mechanism to

achieve public consultation on general issues. A Consulting Committee

to the Minister was established in June, 1977, with representation almost

identical to the Northern Development Advisory Council.74 The Northern

Municipal Council participated in the Consulting Committee because its

influence had diminished. Since only one Council member sits on the

Consulting Committee, a boycott would not have had any appreciable. effect

on it. The Council is no longer generally perceived 'as a body

,
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representing northern residents outside of the three incorporated

centres and its influence has rapidly declined.

One of the most visible instrUments of northern development

was and remains the Western Northlands Agreement. Signed between

the western provinces and the federal Department of Regional Economic

Expansion, the Western North1ands Agreement is a cost-sharing arrange-

ment worked out separately between the three western provinces and the

federal department. The terms of the arrangement indicated that some

process of public discussion and. involvement in allocating the dollars

available from the agreement had to take place prior to finalizing the

Agreement. In Saskatchewan, the participatory mechanism adopted was

the North1ands Advisory Committee, established in February, 1976,

••. to examine and make recommendations on objectives,
policy and procedure for the implementation of projects;
to review the progress of �rojects; to evaluate the
effectiveness of projects. 5

The Committee, which was to include representatives from the

Metis Society, the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians, the three

incorporated centres, and the federal and provincial governments, was

never particularly effective. The Association of Metis and Non-Status

Indians of Saskatchewan did not attend the Committee's first eight

meetings. The Metis association viewed the committee's activities as

a "rubber stamp" for provincial development proposals in which

h
.

d h d
.

fl· 1
76

nort ern reS1 ents a no mean1ng u 1nvo vement. The Committee

was disbanded finally in May, 1977, when it became apparent" it was'

77
serving no useful purpose.
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In fact, the Northlands Agreement is a poor focal point for
.

public participation. Though it-appears'irnpressive on paper, the

agreement is a retro-acti ve cost-sharing arrangement. The Department

must still budget for all its expenditures, and reimbursed federal

dollars are transferred directly into General Consolidated Revenue

rather than into any· program department budgets. Northern natives'

concerns about the Agreement result because they perceive it as a

significant component of provincial northern development strategy.

In fact, because the Department has not prepared or publicized an

overall development strategy or engaged. northerners meaningfully in

its planning activities, the Northlands Agreement appears by default

to be the only integrated set of proposals for northern development.

The difficulties in departmental relationships with the

Northern Municipal Council, the Northern Development Advisory Council

and the Northlands Advisory Committee indicate failure to achieve

effective public participation in northern policy making. The Department

appears to have taken the position that public participation is necessary

primarily to legitimize its own activi t i es , While this is a valid

concern, one of greater importance is that northern residents begin

exercising more control over their own destiny. For three decades,

northern residents have had practically no voice in government develop-

ments which have radically altered their existence. The large scale

developments taking place in northern Saskatchewan will have a profound

impact on its residents' future. If northerners are not assured an

adequate voice in how these developments proceed,.development will not
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likely be appropriate for northerners, and the Department will have

failed to direct development so that northern residents benefit from

it.

4. Conclusion

This chapter has illustrated how government chose a single

agency as an instrument through which innovative northern development

might proceed, and how achieving an innovative, cO-,ordinated policy

process which incorporated effective northern participation has been

hindered by events occurring early in the Department's history.

The development of innovative policy has been frustrated by

the low priority accorded planning ever since the Department's Policy

and Planning Branch was disbanded. As well, incremental policy making

was made almost inevitable by the speed of implementing programs, which

resulted in hiring southern administrators and limiting northern"

participation in program planning and implementation. Not enough time

has been arranged to involve northern residents in policy making as·

clieilts, or to hire and train northern residents to administer government

policy themselves.

Policy integration and co-ordination as well has been affected

by the speed of administrative development. Insufficient consideration

was given to relating diverse programs to each other� Moreover, the

Department's original structure made policy co-ordination dependent on

ad hoc co-ordinating mechanisms which were never really effective.

Only after three years was the Depar tment formally organized in a "
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manner conducive to some degree of policy co-ordination. Weaknesses

still remain in the.structure, particularly at the field level.

Now that some background has been given on the original,

underlying factors which have frustrated an innovative, co-ordinated

and participatory approach to northern policy, detailed case studies of

policy making can be considered. Separate chapters will be devoted to:

resource management of northern fisheries, adult education through

northern conununity colleges, the northern economic development loan

fund ,and' various attempts to establish integrated human, economic and

resource development projects.
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Notes to Chapter I

IThis study cannot begin to consider all aspects of northern

development from a historical perspective. To do so would entail a

description of Cree and Chipewyancivi1ization prior to the eighteenth
ce�tury and some analysis of Hudson's Bay Company and various church
activities after 1750.

2
For a more detailed analysis of how government policy changed

the lifestyle of northern natives, particularly with respect to the
fur industry, see· V. F. Valentine, "Some Problems of the Metis of
Northern Saskatchewan," The Canadian Journal of Economics and PoU tical
'Sc i.ence , Vol. XX, No. ,1· (February, 1954).

3See Valentine, ibid., p. 93 and Fact Sheet on Saskatchewan

Natives, Planning and Research, Executive Council (August 20, 1976),
pp. 3-4.

4See as an example of the duties of Conservation Officers and the
broad range of responsibilities of the Northern Administration Branch,
The Report on the Organization for the Provision of Government Services
for Northern Saskatchewan, Appendix A, the Budget Bureau (March 1961).

50ne example of this occurred when Natural Resources officials
objected to an increase in Social Assistance rates proposed by Social
Services officials to apply across the Province. The'Natural Resources

officials wanted the funds to be spent on community public works activi
ties which coulq employ people gainfully. From H. Buckley, J.E.M. Kew,
J.B. Hawley, The Indian and Metis of Northern Saskatchewan (Saskatoon,
1963), p. 36.,

6
The Report on the Organization ·for the Provision of Government

Services for Northern Saskatchewan, op , c.i t , , p. 2.

7Ibid., pp. 2-10.

8For one interpretation of this, see Richard Adrian and John
Rids dell , "D.N.S.--Reoccupying the Colony," Next Year Coun t'ry, pp. 24-26.

9Vernon C. Ser1, "Action and ReactLon": in Arthur K. Davis (ed.),
A Northern Dilemma (Bellingham: Western Washington State College,
1967), p. 64.

10
Report on Government Services, op. cit., p. 5.

llIbid., p. 4.

12
See Buckley, Kew, Hawley, op. cit., p. 24.
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13
Annual Report (1976), p. 37.

14
See D.N.S. Data Base, Northern Saskatchewan, Consolidated Data,

Volume I, Summary. "(La Ronge: D.N.S., .1973).

l5New Deal for P 1 "NDP N th 0 1 t P
___----e...,.o.....p-e, or ern eve opmen ro gram . • .

1971 " (Service Printing Co., .1971) .

l6The Committee included the Minister of Indian and Metis Affairs,
G.R. Bowerman, the Minister of Natural Resources, E. Kramer, the Minister
of Education and the Premier ex-officio. Cabinet Minute No. 1310
(October 12, 1971), p. 1.

1 7Th . .

f' f h 1
. .

1S 1n ormat1on comes rom tree separate persona 1nterv1ews:

Jerry Hammersmith, ex-DNS employee (May 16, 1977); A.C. Towill, Special
Assistant to the Deputy Minister (June 10, 1977); and G.R. Bowerman,
Minister of Northern Saskatchewan (July 13, 1977).

18 .

''Three More Added to Saskatchewan Cabinet," Regina Leader Post

(May.12, 1971), p. z.:' �.. �. �S-",:: 2.

19Such an ideal view has been described as the rational-comprehensive
approach to policy making. Herbert Simon may be considered the father of
rational decision making. See his . Administrative Behaviour, 2nd ed. (New
York: Macmillan, 1957). . Rational-comprehensive policy making has also

been described by Amitai Etzioni in The Active Society (New York: Free

Press, 1968), see Chapter II, pp. 249-282 and "Mixed Scanning: A Third

Approach to Decision Making," Public Administration Review, Volume XXVII

(December, 1967). For a prescription of rational-comprehensive elements
to produce better policy making, see Yehezekel Dror, Public Policy
Making Re-examined (San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co., 1968), see

Part IV, "An Optimal Model of Public Policy Making," pp. 129-216, and

pp , 271-272. See also Fremont J. Lyden, Geor-ge A. Shipman and Morton
Kro l l (eds.), Policies, Decisions, and Organizations (New York:
(-.t.;redith Corporation, 1969), pp. 1-3; Thomas R. Dye, Understanding
Public Policy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1972), pp.
26-30; James E. Anderson, Public Policy Making (New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1975), pp. 10-11; and Peter Self, Administrative Theories
and Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973), pp. 19-54.

20The most outstanding proponent of such an approach to policy
is Charles E. Lindblom. See particularly, "The Science of Muddling

. Through," Public Administration Review, Volume XIX, (Number 2, Spring
1959), pp. 79-88. See also, David Braybrooke and Charles E. Lindblom,
A Strategy of Decision (New York: The Free Press, 1963), chapters 4,
5 and 10; Charles E. Lindblom, The Intelligence of Democracy: Decision

Making Through Mutual Adjustment (New York: The Free Press, 1965); and
The Policy-Making Process (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall Inc.,
1968) .
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21 .

Statement by Premier A.E. Blakeney to Department of Northern
Saskatchewan Staff Conference, Prince Albert, mimeo. (Prince Albert:
D.N.S., December 12, 1972).

22G. R. Bowerman, Minister of Indian and Metis Affairs, "Principles
for Northern Development," Memorandum to Cabinet (September 30, 1971),
p. 3.

23Ibid., p. 4.

24Ibid., p. 7.

25�ersonal interview with G.R. Bowerman, OPe cit. It should be
noted that there was strong opposition from Bowerman's advisors in La

Ronge, A.C. Towill and B.R. Hill, to this decision. Interviews with
Towill and Hammersmith, OPe cit.

26Memo from B.R. Hill, .Director, Policy and Planning Branch, to
J.W. Churchman, Deputy Minister, re: Briefing Material on Policy and

Planning Staff (April 16, 1973), p. 2.

270ne example of how Policy and Planning Branch was proposing
innovati ve policy was .with respect to staff development. The concept
of "shadow positions" was proposed, whereby one native northerner would
have been hired for each planner in the Policy and Planning Branch.
The particular knowledge of native northerners about the north was

deemed equal in value to the knowledge gained through a tmiversity
education. By including native northerners at that level in the

Department, "public" participation would have been facilitated and
native northern�rs could have been involved in an intensive development
process to groom them later for middle and upper management level
posi tions. See proposal by Gary Wouters, Program Consultant, ·"Shadow
Pos i ti.ons s II. Covering memo on paper by P. D. Elias, "Does Charlie Dysart
Know What He's Talking About?" (La Ronge: D.N.S., 1973).

28See organization·charts 1 and 2, Appendix I.

29p 1
. . .

h H
.

h T '11
.

dersona 1nterv1ews W1t arnrnersm1t, OW1 ,op. CIt., an

W.O. Worster, Acting Director of Planning and Research Secretariat
(September 30, 1976). See also a memo from Shakir Alwarid, Planning
and Research Secretariat to W. Worster, Acting Director, Planning and
Research Secretariat, re: Planning and Research Secretariat Organization
(March 23, 1976), p. 1.

3°Memo from Peter Brook, Acting Director, Policy and Planning
Branch to D.H. Schweitzer, Assistant Deputy �tinister, re: Evaluation
and Research Activity Associated within the Northern Municipal Cotmcil
(May 10, 1974), p. 2.

3lpolicy and Planning Branch employees, "A Statement to the

Public" (May, 1974) J p. 2.
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32persona1 knowledge of author while in the employ of the

Department in the Central Planning Unit.

33See Appendix' I for detailed organization' charts covering the
years 1972-77.

34
Attachment appended to Branch Heads Meeting Minutes

(January 7, 1974). These committees appear to be outcomes of Branch
Heads Meetings. It is difficult to trace the development of them

precisely, but since Task-Oriented Committee 5 was struck to consider
the question of housing just prior to the November 13, 1973, Branch
Heads: Meeting, it seems reasonable to surmise that they did not begin
much before then. The topics they covered included agriculture, public
participation, area staff meetings, the role of area co-ordinators,
air ambulance service, housing, fisheries, a management information
system, recreation and metric conversion .

. 3SMinutes of Branch Heads Meeting, Item 3, Committee Reports
and Recommendations (January 7, 1974), p , 2 and Minutes of Branch
Directors. Meeting (August 27-28, 1974), pp. 1-3.

36Memo from J. Millar; Director of Operations, to D.H. Schweitzer,
Assistant Deputy Minister re: Suggested Outline for Regulations Covering
the Operation of Branch Directors Meetings, pp. 2-3 (January 24, 1974).

37Typically, fifteen individuals were present at a Branch Directors

Meeting. As an example of how information dissemination could impede
consideration of more important matters, one Branch Directors Meeting
reviewed only two items from previous meetings and one new item before

tabling the balance of the agenda for a future meeting and adjourning
Minutes from Branch Heads Meetings, November 13, 1973-November 1, 1976,
and Minutes of Branch Heads Meeting, March 9, 1974, pp. 1-4.

38In the past two years only two Branch Heads Meetings have been
!-,ald. As one of the participants in these remarked: "The use of Branch
Heads' Meetings as a mechanism for information dissemination is time

consuming and somewhat dull for the participants. Experience in using
the branch head format as a decision-making form shows that function
to be of little value." Memo from Ross Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister,
to M.O. L'Heureux, Deputy Minister, re: Branch Heads Meeting, November
IS,. 1977.

39The Organization for Government Services in the North, The

Budget Bureau (October, 1963), p. 2.

4°1973-74 Annual Report of the Department of Northern Saskatchewan,
p , 15.
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41See Appendix I. Area Co-ordinators reported to the Field
Services Branch, which reported to the Director of Operations,
along with program qelivery branches.

42A d" d f h D Mi
'

f h1SCUSS1on paper prepare or t e eputy nlster 0 t e

Department of Northern Saskatchewan (La Pl onge , Saskatchewan, October 7,
1974), p. 3.

43personal inte�view with A.C. Towill, Ope cit.

44See Brian Cousins, proposal for
Branch (February 10,1976), pp. 14-15.
shuffled as the Department expanded its
for municipal affairs.

.

45The only exception to this is the Athabasca Area Co-ordinating
Commi ttee established in the far northern region in March, 1976.
Initiated voluntarily by Uranium City staff, Executive Committee's

attempt to encourage staff in other areas to institute these has been
unsuccessful. See Executive Committee Minutes (January 25, 1977), p.
2.

organizing "Extension Services"
Branch responsibilities were

responsibilities and programs

46Memo from W.R. MerryWeather to J.W. Churchman, Deputy M[nister,
Draft Proposal to Re-organize the Department of Northern Saskatchewan

(May 8-June 5,. 1974).

47Branch Directors Meeting Minutes (October 15,1974).

48Memo from D.F. McArthur to D. Schweitzer, J. Perry, M. Gurstein,
A. Towill and J. Stobbs, re: D.N.S. Executive Committee Meetings
(April 22, 1975).

49See Appendix I.

50Memo from B.R. Hill, Director of Policy and Planning, to J.W.

Churchman, Deputy Minister, Department of Northern Saskatchewan, re:

Western North1ands and D.R.E.E. (July 24,1973), p. 3.

51
Statutes of Saskatchewan, 21 Elizabeth II (1973), C. 70.

52Ibid.

53The powers and duties of rural municipalities are enumerated

exhaustively in The Rural Municipalities Act, Revised Statutes of
Saskatchewan. Briefly, they give rural municipalities certain powers
of taxation and assessment, borrowing, business licensing and regulating,
roads and streets maintenance, and providing public services and munici

pal undertakings. The legislative context is rural, and therefore
contains many references to agricultural matters. See the statement
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by Ron Cherkewich, Legal Counsel for the Northern Municipal Council
made to the Northern Saskatchewan Local Government Convention, 1977,
a report prepared by Research and Planning, Northern Municipal Council
(July 28, 1977), p.-23.

54New Deal for People, OPe cit.

55
Department of North�rn Saskatchewan Objectives. Mimeo attached

to Statement by Premier A.E. Blakeney to Prince Albert Staff Conference
(December 12, 1972).

56Metis Society of Saskatchewan, Presentation to Government of
Saskatchewan in Regards to Statement of Northern Administration and

Legislation (January 9, 1973), p. 3.

57Ibid., p. 7.

58Ibid., pp. 6-16.

59Memo from Jerry Hammersmith, Program Consultant, to A.C. Towill,
Assistant Deputy Minister, and B.R. Hill, Director of Policy and

Planning, re: Resolutions and Motions--Northern Municipal Council
Meeting (May 11, 1973), p. 1.

60Ibid., p. 3.

6lSummary:· Northern Development Considerations, attachment to memo

from G. R. Bowerman, Minister-in-Charge to all Ministers, Deputy Ministers,
and Assistant Deputy Ministers (January 13, 1972), p. 7.

62"The Northern Municipal Council," pamphlet published under the

authority of G.R. Bowerman, Minister, Department of Northern Saskatchewan

(La Ronge:
. Northern NewsServices Branch, 1973), p. 3. It should be

noted that this pamphlet estimated the Council's budget at $2,800,000
with ten positions to be transferred to the Council from the Department.
The immediate difficulties between the two bodies resulted in department
budget restrictions that have impaired Northern Municipal Council's
capacity to deliver the services expected of it by senior government
and northern residents.

63The first Council ele'ction on October 5, 1973, underscored its
close relationship with the Metis Society. In four of the five electoral
areas , Metis Society candidates were elected.

64Memo from D.H. Schweitzer, Assistant Deputy Minister, to J.W.

Churchman, Deputy Minister, re: Northern Municipal Council (Novembe-r
22,1973), p. 1.
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65
"A Statement to the. Public," OPe cit., Appendix VI.

66
See Northern Municipal Council Minutes, January, 1974, until

January, 1975.

67Memo from D.F. McArthur to D.H. Schweitzer and all Branch
Directors re: Consultations with Northern Municipal Council (January
20, 1975).

68personal interview with Marcel L'Heureux, Deputy Minister,
Department of Northern Saskatchewan (June 13, 1977).

69The most recent illustration of �his is the Department's attempt
to establish a co-ordinated placement service through a contractual

arrangement with Canada Manpower and Northern MuniCipal Council, the
Council to be the delivery agency. S. Alwarid, Executive Committee
Minutes (March 14, 1978), p. 2.

70See Robert Hauck, Six Years Later: An Overview of the Department
of Northern Saskatchewan's Programs and Accomplishments, A paper prepared
for the Central Planning Unit, Department of Northern Saskatchewan (June
8, 1978), p. 38.

71Lawrence Yew, Welcoming Address to Northern Municipal Council
Local Government Convention, June 27, 1977; in Ken Gran, The Northern
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Chapter, II

COMPETING POLICY APPROACHES IN FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

1. Introduction

The fisheries policy area provides an excellent example of

the difficulties encountered by the Department in attempting to .",

implement innovative policy. In remote northern communities, the

commercial fishing industry in 1971 was the largest employer, although

the average annual income of a commercial fisherman was below $1,500.1
The single agency's objective to support the development of rem?te

'northern communities and their residents appeared most relevant to

this industry.

However, in dealing with fisheries policy, the Department has

been caught in a web of conflicting organizations and operational

philosophies. Fisheries resource management was one of the most active

program areas of the Department of Natural Resources while it adminis

tered northern affairs. When the Department of Northern Saskatchewan

was established, parent agency responsibilities, staff and resources,

were transferred directly to the single agency. It immediately began

operating the same programs in the same manner as the Department of

Natural Resources had previously. Parallel with this transitional

process, the Department has attempted to implement innovative northern

fisheries policies. Competing management approaches to the northern

fishery operating within the same departmental branch have resulted,

55
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making it extremely difficult for the Department to articulate a

single fisheries policy.

This chapter will explore how policy co�ordination, a central

goal for the single agency,. has been absent even within one branch.

The competing operational philosophies which have arisen within this

branch will be analyzed, particularly in their approaches to local

participation in resource management and public participation in

policy formulation. Finally, it will be demonstrated that the effect

of intra-organizational conflict has been to defeat innovative policy

making in favour of a continued incremental approach.

2. The Development of Resource Management Fisheries Policies:

An Incremental Policy Approach

The creation of the Department in 1972 without a comprehensive

plan of operations meant that for some agencies �he administrative

machinery already in existence was simply transferred relatively intact

to the new Department. This was true of the Department of Natural

Resources and its Northern Affairs Branch. In fact, in its first year

of operations, the new Resources Branch2 of the Department of Northern

Saskatchewan maintained responsibility for such varied tasks as super

vising the construction of houses, conducting an industrial assistance

program, and assisting riorthern co-operatives, all in addition to its

regular, strictly resource-oriented duties.3 When these extraneous

activities were transferred to other branches, Resources Branch was

left with administration of programs and policies essentially identical
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to those of the Department of Natural Resources. The new Resources

Branch headquarters of the Department of Northern Saskatchewan even

remained in Prince Albert where the old Northern Affairs Branch had

previously been stationed� rather than being transferred to La Ronge

along with most of the new Department. There was also almost complete

continuity between Northern Affairs Branch employees and those employed

by the Resources Branch.4 With programs, personnel and operational

philosophy largely intact� the Resources Branch was merely a reorganized

version of the old Northern Affairs Branch, albeit with. a narrower� more

manageable scope of operations.

The foundation for Resources Branch policy and operational

philosophy with respect to the fishery resource emerged gradually

between 1950 and 1969. Its "multi-use" policy has been designed for

two purposes: to reduce conflict between the commercial fishing

.industry and the tourist outfitting industry� and to conserve the

resource by ensuring a balanced harvest of both game fish and non-game

fish species. The multi-use fisheries management strategy developed

during this period used "tolerances" as a central management tool. A

"tolerance" is a quota restricting the poundage of game fish commercial

fishermen may take from a lake as a proportion of the total catch of

those fishermen. The proportion may vary from nil to twenty-five

percent and is applied where there is a conflict in resource use

between commercial fishermen and tourist outfitters. Tolerances were

initiated in 1959� although they were not formally established by

regulation unti l 1969.
S

The practice was reaffirmed by a Resources
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Branch policy directive in 1974:

Where it is established the sport fishery is making
efficient use of the game fish,popu1ation, commercial

operations will be restricted to that portion of the
resource not taken by the angler.6

Tolerances might not be so negatively received'were it not that game

fish are usually more lucrative than whitefish, the mainstay of the

commercial fishery.

The implementation of tolerances and other resource management

policies and practices at the field level has drawn criticism from

commercial fishermen, their organized representatives and personnel

within the Department. In a number of instances, lakes have been

arbitrarily zoned so commercial fishing operations and tourist outfitting

operations do not come in contact with each other. The general complaint,

particularly on the part of some department employees, has been that

Conservation Officers through �heir ad hoc interpretations and judgments

in field si tuations � have a "high potential for biased paternalism"
7

which has often been translated into-discrimination against commercial

fishermen. As an independent study of the Northern Saskatchewan fishery

noted in 1974:

It has apparently been longstanding practice for the

Department [DNS and previously DNR] to informally
regulate certain aspects of fishery activity. In

particular, the Department has required commercial
fishermen to fish only in certain areas of specific
waters and to move their nets if they were catching
what was deemed to be an excessive amount of game
fish. Such practices should not be continued without

legislative authority.8

The primary reason advanced for the maintenance of the multiple

use policy system by Resources Branch employees is to conserve healthy
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fish stocks by maintaining a balance in fish populations between game

and non-game fish sp�cies. The underlying principle of resource

conservation certainly has merit, especially given the relatively

recent and rapid increase of pressure on a fishery resource base

which, contrary to popular opinion, is not a "vast and abundant weal th."

Increased accessibility to the north by road has led to an influx of

tourists, who can be particularly dangerous to the resource because

little control can be exercised over self-sufficient tourists compared

to outfitters or commercial fishermen. Increasing pressure on the

fishery resource has reinforced the beliefs of Resources Branch employees

that only continued vigorous enforcement of existing policies will

protect and maintain the resource. Despite continuous criticism and

porposed alternatives to the multiple-use management approach, Resources

Branch employees remain firmly committed to it.9

This policy approach is fundamentally incremental in nature.

The basic multiple-use policy approach, which has existed for twenty

years, guides field officers and senior management. P?licy adjustme�t
is based on iSOlated, ad hoc decisions dependent on personal judgments

b
.

1
. . 10

a out partlcu ar sltuatlons.

Recent attempts to implement an innovative fisheries management

system have been directed primarily at problems with the commercial

fishing industry. Its most fundamental difficulty has been the rapidly

inflating cost of production in the face· of relatively stable returns

from fish products. From 1970 to 1975, prices received by fishermen

rose approximately eight percent, while nets and other supplies
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increased in price by more than fifty percent. Air transportation

costs increased by approximately forty percent and fuel costs have

risen dramatically.II The result of this cost-price squeeze and

other associated difficulties was noted by an inter-agency task force

on the freshwater,fisheries which, in 1975, reported that:

• • • many fisheries . • • particularly remote

northern fisheries are economically non-viable.
The problem is becoming so critical that the
termination of fishing operations in certain

regions is regarded as a certainty.12

The significance of commercial fishing for the nOFthern economy

should not be underestimated. At least a thousand individuals still

participate in the industry, and for them, fifty-six percent of

aggregate earned income is derived directly from fishin�.13 Yet, one

study in 1975 estimated that even if the number of fishermen on some

lakes were reduced by sixty percent, the average annual income of the

Temaiilder could be increased from only approximately $300 to $1,000.14
The difficult and unfortunate circumstances of this industry

indicate that the days have passed when commercial fishing could be

considered a traditional economic activity. However, it is still a

crucial economic activity in remote northern communities, and most

of those involved do wish to continue commercial fishing.15 Recognition

that the industry is still prominent in the north and that the traditional

multiple-use management policy has worked against commercial fishermen

led the Department to support the development of an alternative fishery

resource management strategy.
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3. The Fisheries Development Program: An Innovative Policy System

An alternate fisheries management strategy was an important

component of Policy an,d,Planning Branch's attempt to develop integrated

and innovative northern development policy. By 1973, some of its

employees were beginning to formulate plans for "rational resource

t'l" d t" wi.thfn �he fl·shery.16u 1 lzatlon an managemen The "understood

objectives of the Department of Northern Saskatchewan" regarding fishery

resource utilization were outlined at a workshop attended by various

Government officials as follows:

(1) To maximize economic returns, with due attention
to preserving the quality of the environment;

(2) To aim develop�ent programs specifically at

people already living in the north; [and]
(3) To maximize participation by northerners in

,decisions which affect their way of life.17

The first step in actually realizing these objectives was the contracting

of the Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries Study to a Winnipeg consulting

firm "to formulate a comprehensive plan for the continuing rational

development of the fisheries resource." As the study noted:

The fundamental premise of the proposed study is
that resources should be managed as means to social
and economic ends and not as ends in themse1ves.18

The study was clearly intended to identify a development strategy for

the northern fishery. Thus it broke radically from past government

efforts which focused on simply maintaining the resource and permitted

ad hoc policy implementation to. affect commercial fishing adversely.

As the Resource Management Consultant for Policy and Planning asserted:
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• . • the [proposed Management] System would put the
Department in a position to continually assess all

fishery resource uses, and all factors affecting these
uses. All fishery management, planning and development
activities would be integrated through an active allo
cation process specifically designed to incorporate
public participation.19
The planning and management system being proposed was innovative

in nature; it can be described as a rational process for formulating

and administering policy.
20

Government's overall obj ectives for

northern policy were identified and applied to the fishery resource,

so that fisheries policy was to maximize benefits for those who made

northern Saskatchewan their home. The management system was to assess

all fishing resource uses in totality, to inform resource users about

the policy alternatives which could be implemented, and to allow them

a critical say regarding specific resource allocations.

It was recognized that to estab1ish.such a comprehensive

proposal as the Fisheries Management System, a high degree of intra-

departmental co-operation was necessary. Thus a Branch Heads Fisheries

Planning Committee was established in November, 1973, to aid imp1emen-

tation of the Fisheries Management System. A fairly critical decision

approved by the Committee was

. that the Fisheries Management System and

Development Strategy be developed and implemented
as an integrated unit without fragmentation within
the Department.21 .

The decision to establish the Fisheries Management System in an integrated,

non-fragmented manner had significant implications for several branches,

but primarily for the Resources Branch which was responsible for ongoing

operations, and supported the incremental, multiple-use policy system.
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The requirement to orient these employees into the new system was

duly noted by the Branch Heads Fisheries Planning Committee.22

Nevertheless, the failure to incorporate Resources Branch employees

into the new Fisheries Management System b�came a critical factor'

precluding its impl�mentation.
As the first step in attempting to establish rational fisheries

policy, the Minister in February, 1974, introduced a $500,000 fisheries

Development Program with the triple objectives of creating greater

returns to people in the fishing industry, creating greater employment

in the industry, and providing better protection of the fishery resource.23

The importance of this program to the Department was underlined by the

Minister'S remarks to the annual meeting of Co-operative Fisheries

Limi ted:

• . • this program will represent the most significant
development opportunity ever initiated in the Canadian
inland fisheries outside of the Great Lakes . . . .

Frankly, I' know of no other government which has
dedicated itself to such a degree to furthering
fisheries development and to promoting an open rapport
with meaningful �articipation by all those involved
in the industry. 4

.

Gordon Koshinsky, the Resource Management Consultant in Policy and

Planning Branch, became head "

- of the Fisheries Development Unit in

the Resources Branch which was charged with implementing the new

fisheries development program .. The existing ,fisheries management

system was maintained. While the new fisheries program could and did

undertake several "immediate action" initiatives,25 it had not yet

developed to the point where the existing system could be replaced
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in its entirety.26 The existence of these two management systems has

provided a focus for intra-branch conflict.

4. The Implications of Competing Management Approaches

One of the J?rimary causes of intra-branch conflict was the

ambiguous definition of specific program responsibilities between the

existing management system and the Fisheries Development Unit. The

Resource Services component of Resources Branch maintained responsibility

for:

• • . fishery policy interpretation and implementation,
the provision and the maintenance of fisheries statis
tical records, the carrying out ·of an adequate liaison'
with departmental field staff, fishermen and fishery
agencies and undertaking several special projects
pertinent to fishery program [sic].27

At the same time, the Fisheries Development Program was supposed "to

provide an ongoing administrative and planning capacity for fisheries

d 1 d

.

,,28
program eve opment an management.· For the first while, it seemed

clear that Resource Services was to continue its management system while

the Fisheries Development Unit was to work out the operating details

and gradually implement an alternate management system. However, two

separate administrative units existed, responsible for the same policy

area. There was little or nothing to demarcate their specific areas

of functional authority or to serve as guideposts for a transitional

implementation process to the new management system.

This situation could not continue indefinitely. As the

Fisheries Development Program began delivering services to the same
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clientele as the traditional resource management unit was administering

conflicts arose and �egan to make it impossible for the Department to

articulate a single fisheries policy. As an internal evaluation of

the Fisheries Development Program noted:

most of the functions of the Management Group
are either being or will be carried out by the

Development Group. This overlapping of mandates
and work is Leaddng to confusion and frustrations
on the part of both groups. The lack of communica
tions, especially regarding allocations at the

_community level, is producing conflict and harm to
the functioning of both programs and is creating a

bad image for the Department in the communities.29

Thus the continued duplication of policy responsibilities has formed

the backdrop against which most of the specific disagreements over

substantive policy have occur-red, The existence of an' unworkable

administra�ive structure, with no-clear understanding of-when, how or

even if the organizational components were to be merged meant that

each group came to perceive very clearly that its survival as an

administrative unit was at stake. The struggle for organizational

survival has focused on resource use issues, primarily on the question

of local participation in resource management.

The operational philosophy of Resources Management Division

held that only through vigorous enforcement of existing regulations

could conflict between various fishery resource users be managed and

30
resource conservation ensured. This emphasis on resource conservation

has implied a limited role for resource users, since their activities

are only significant insofar as resource conservation is concerned.

On the other hand, the Fisheries Development' group has insisted that
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northern residents engaged in the fishing industry be able to determine

resource allocation _among themselves at the conununity level. Such an

allocation mechanism had been recommended by·the 1974 Fisheries Study

as an essential component of any rational 'resource management system.

Thus the Fisheries Development group established community resource

al1ocatiop committees on·a pilot project basis during the first years

of their program's operation.

It was over the existence and potential functions of community

resource allocation committees that the Management and Development

Divisions revealed their strongest differences. In theory, these

committees were to represent all' potential resource users in a given

location. These people or their representatives were to determine who

could fish by having authority over the issuing of fishing licenses.

It was proposed that local allocations. committees would have access to

information regarding species populations by year and class, thus

facilitating rational decisions regarding optimum resource use.31

However, continual fears have been raised by Fisheries Management

employees that powers of this nature delegated to the local level' would

result in discrimination by commercial fishermen against outfitting

operators. Since commercial fishing interests are more often numerically

predominant at the local level, it has been asserted that skewed resource

utilization would prevail, and fish populations would be adversely
32

affected. These arguments, however, are quite academic because the.

allocation committees have not yet been able to function as was

originally intended. Advocates of resource allocation committees have
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countered Fisheries Management arguments by saying that given adequate

information about general lake limitations, ·local resource users will

allocate local resources to ensure future viability.

The Department has not been able to specify and support the role

of communi\r resource allocation committees largely because of conflict

between the Management and Development divisions. While the Fisheries

Development group operated several of its employees were actively engaged

in field work. This extension program involved travelling into communities,

establishing liaison with local fishermen, and encouraging them to play

a more active role in allocating local resources. In a number of cases,

decisions reached by local fishermen with the aid and support of

Development group.employees were subsequently altered or ignored by

Conservation Officers responding to the wishes of senior Management
33

Division employees. These incidents have exposed the fundamental

philosophical differences between the_ competing adrninistrati ve units

about the most appropriate role for local participation in resource use

decisions.

One reason these philosophical differences became so significant

in the intra-branch dispute is the equivocal nature of senior management

policy statements. When the Minister announced the development program

on February 28, 1974, he. said:

The second .stated development policy is to promote
and encourage ·to the fullest extent possible, community
participation in fishery resource allocation, in fishery
development and in resolution of local problems.34

The Development Group employees perceived that in light of the Department's

mandate to decentralize decision making to the local level, people in the
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communities had the right to control access to the. resource. They

viewed the actions o,f some Conservation Officers as tmdermining the

authority of local committees and defeatingthe Department's mandate.

The management division, on the other hand, accused employees in

Fisheries Development of actively encouraging people in the communities.

to believe they actually oWned the resource. Moreover, management

group employees interpreted the community resource allocation program

in general as a violation in some sense of the principle that the

Province owns natural resources.35

The Minister himself reinforced Resource Management employees'

fears that these committees would discriminate against tourist outfitters.

At a meeting between. the Minister and the Co-operative Fisheries Limited,

the co-operative body presented a brief calling for an end to departmental

policies that discriminated in favour of tourist outfitting operations.

The Minister responded by interpreting these remarks as meaning that

commercial fishermen ultimately wished to shut tourist camps down, in

spite of vigorous protests by commercial fishermen there against that

. . 36
mterpreta t aon ,

The disagreement over the role of local participation in

determining resource use demonstrated the continuing polarization of

attitudes and beliefs on the part of employees in both administrative

units. The lack of a clearly defined jurisdiction between the two units

made conflicts at the field level inevitable, and each incident in turn

".

served to reinforce the beliefs of all concerned. These beliefs were

intensified because all of the individuals in Development and Management
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groups remained essentially the same from 1974 until 1977. Senior

employees in Fisheri�s'Management were all transferred from the

Department of Natural Resources, while all Fisheries Development

employees were new recruits unattached to northern administration

prior to the Depart�ent 0; Northern Saskatchewan's creation.37 These

new employees tended to regard Fisheries' Management personnel and

Conservation Officers as part of the "neocolonial" administration which

existed before 1972.38 In turn, Fisheries Development employees were

viewed as "shit disturbers." This animosity hampered all acti vi ties

carried out by employees in both programs. In a situation where close

co-operation between units was an obvious requirement, the policies

administered by these groups were doomed to failure. As the recent

internal evaluation of the fisheries program noted:

Given the confusion which exists now regarding our

resource allocation procedures and policy (even
within the Department) and the lack of commitment/
understanding for the role of these Local Allocation

Committees, the program is useless and/or frustrating
to both staff, fishermen and outfitters.39

Since this situation went unresolved, it was natural that staff

turnover should finally "solve" it. In a submission to the Executive

Committee in November, 1976, the Department was requested by the

Fisheries Development leader to approve complete implementation of th�

Fisheries Management System with all its policy and organizational

implications.40 The Executive Committee was unable to decide, and

instead requested further information from Resources Branch. The

matter has not been formally raised since. However, the Fisheries

Development Program leader left the Department for two years beginning
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in the summer of 1977. Over the course of the following year, many of

the remaining Fisheries Development personnel left. As of early 1978,

the program is under the direction of a senior Fisheries Management

. employee who formerly resisted it vigorously. This change in personnel

means that for the ,foreseeable future, no attempt will be made to

implement the Fisheries Management System. The staff now responsible

for the Fisheries Development Program are not committed to its concepts.

Without consciously trying, the Department finally "integrated" the two

.' management systems by failing to implement the Management System

conclusively. A number of original Fisheries Development programs are

still operational, but these are peripheral to the central concepts of

the resource use system originated by Policy and Planning Branch in

1973.

It is apparent from this analysis that all levels of the fisheries

policy process have been seriously harmed. The.duplication of policy

responsibilities within Resources Branch meant that the separate adminis

trative units established were allowed to go their own way, making eventual

integration impossible. As each group became more entrenched in its

position, it became progressively more difficult for the Department to

make decisions about substantive fisheries policy, let alone the

organizational structure required to administer such policy. Finally,

the implementation of fisheries policy at the community level has been

confused and incoherent; separate components of the same branch of the

same Departmert have attempted to administer contradictory programs

for their clients and to rationalize these to more senior officials in

the Department.
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This illustrates a central point about the policy process in

the Department of N�rthern Saskatchewan. In policy areas where

previous agencies have had a significant impact on the north, their

incremental policy "systems" and processes have prevailed over inno

vative policy initiatives proposed and developed within the Department.

In the process of transition, the Department incorporated some of these

agencies as a first step in its creation. These agencies and their

personnel have had the first and predominant influence in their

respective policy areas, and have imposed serious constraints on the

single agency's ability to implement innovative policy.

s. Public Participation in Policy Formulation

Two relatively well-established interest groups have been

involved in northern fisheries-related issues: the Northern Saskatchewan

Outfitters Association representing the outfitting industry, and Co

operative Fisheries Limited representing commercial fishermen. The

Outfitters Association is composed of outfitters operating in northern

areas, though residency in the area is not a prerequisite for membership.

Co-operative Fisheries Limited, established in 1959, is a producers'

co-operative. Once involved in marketing and processing member fisher

men's produce, the co-operative has recently curtailed its processing

and ceased marketing as a result of the Freshwater Fish Marketing

Corporation's establishment.4l

The extent and significance of these two interest groups'

attempts to influence government policy in their favour cannot be
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estimated with a high degree of certainty. However, for the most part
.

42
they have only attempted tD affect government policy incrementally.

The most obvious opportunity. to encourage policy adjustment has

occurred at annual meetings of the Outfit�ers Association and Co-op

Fisheries. Resolutions considered at these meetings have generally

dealt with fairly specific, locally oriented issues such as allowances

established on a particular lake, or problems encountered with a local

agent of Co-op Fisheries. Two exceptions to this general pattern have

been outfitters' complaints that government policies favour commercial

fishermen and very broad issues not particularly resolvable solely,

within the provincial context. Two examples in the latter category

include the concern expressed over the general impact of po l lutLon and

industrial development on natural resources and the preoccupation of

commercial fishermen with the Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation, .

particularly since 1974.43

Government officials from a number of federal and provincial

departments are always present at such conventions. The resolutions

��� noted and usually draw comment by memo from an appropriate government

official. During the remainder of the year, personnel in the respective

organizations and the relevant government agencies keep in touch. The

only definite indication of these organizations' impact is that the

Outfitters Association is regarded quite favourably in the Prince Albert

Resource Management office.44

It is difficult to say whether the generally incremental approach

of the interest groups toward policy is a result of the incremental
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policy approach of the Resources Branch� or is a result simply of

their members' pred�spositions. Certainly Resources Branch's

incremental policy-making approach has led relevant interest groups

to concentrate on incremental policy adjustments. However� the

predominance of very localized policy adjustment requests leads to

the conclusion that members of such interest groups are interested in

specific, individual economic problems, and perceive their organization's

annual conventions as a means of communicating policy adjustment

requests to government officials. In any case, Co-operative Fisheries

Limited and the Outfitters Association as organizations have not become

heavily involved in formulating the innovative proposals initiated from

the Fisheries Development Program.

The concern of the Policy and Planning Branch for extensive

public participation in policy formulation has been reflected in many

aspects of the Fisheries Development Program. In the early stages of

developing an innovative fisheries management s�rategy, affected

. resource users were closely involved. For example, in conducting the

1974 Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries Study, Gordon Koshinsky established

a steering committee with client representatives. As he noted in a

letter to one of the.prospective committee members:

The driving motive for the study is the particular
plight and opportunities of the commercial fishing
industry, with particular concern for the primary
producers. To ensure that the study is conducted

along lines acceptable to the people actually
producing and handling the fish, it is my intention
that we establish, as soon as possible, a steering
commi ttee. 45

The Committee was composed of three members, one nominated by Co-operative
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Fisheries Limited, .another from the Northern Saskatchewan Outfi tters

�sociation, and a ):hird from a privately owned Buffalo Narrows

.

1
46

Th C
.

f
. .

processIng pant. e omnuttee met on our occaSIons to reVIew

work of the consulting firm on the proposed Management Study.

It is diffi�ult to assess the impact committee members may have

had on the study's final !ecommendations. However, the central function

of the committee was to keep committee members and the resource users

they were representing informed of the study's status. In this manner,

new fisheries policy and the programs subsequently developed were

sanctioned by the people most directly affected by such policy.

Clearly, when proposals with far-reaching implications are considered

by government, those immediately affected must be convinced that the

proposals will be of benefit to ·themselves. The advisory committee

was a significant step toward this end. All committee members gave

their approval to the study and appear to have been fairly effective

in registering their specific concerns regarding fishery resource use

with the consultants.47

The concern for systematic public participation did not end

with the advisory committee. One of the first activities conducted

under the Fisheries Development Program was the creation of two'

development committees, one representing the outfitting industry and

the other representing the commercial fishery industry. The manner

in which these committees have functioned and their relationship with

both government and established interest groups representing these

industries affords an interesting example of one form of public

participation available to government .

, •
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The Tourist Sport Fisheries Development Committee met for the

first time on March 27, 1974. From the beginning, it was clear that

most of the people on the committee were.there to represent the Northern

Saskatchewan Outfitters Association. This close relationship was

illustrated in the following decision taken �t the first meeting .

• if consensus could not be reached among the
outfitters representing the Association, the item
would be referred to the Association Executive for
decision. 48

The reIatdvely Iow p'ro fd Le of the Development Conunittee was largely a

result of the relationship between Committee members and the Association.

Because. Committee members were acting simply as spokesmen for the

Outfitters Association, little room for independent judgment or initia-

tive existed. More fundamentally, the Tourist Development Committee

was ?eing asked for comment; on a Management System and Development

Strategy which, though applicable to all resource users, dealt in

practice primarily with commercial fishermen.

In addition, the focus of the Development Committee on compre-

hensive questions regarding innovative policy apparently has not been

sufficiently specific or immediate to engage the attention of the

Outfitters Association. The Fisheries Development Program leader in

fact had to prod the tourist committee into meeting more often to keep

up with the Commercial Fishery Development Committee's success in making

recommendations to Government on policy questions.49 His efforts did

not meet with spectacular success. Although the Committee did begin

meeting more regularly for a time, outfitters on the Committee have

remained preoccupied with the problems of their own industry and have
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not been willing to consider implementing a management system for all

aspects of resource. administration. Established outfitters have even

protested that specific study proposals would threaten their liveli-

hood if implemented. Thus they have spent time reacting against

aspects of the management system rather than contributing to the

50
system's implementation in a manner favourable to them.

By contrast, the Commercial Fisheries Development Committee was

much more effective than its counterpart for the-tourist outfitting

industry. Both committees met approximately ten times. However,

recommendations to the Minister have followed from eight of ten Commer-

cial Fisheries Development Committee �eetings, whereas only two of nine

Tourist Sport Fisheries Development Committee meetings resulted in such

d.
51

recommen atlons.

Commercial fishermen have been involved in determining the

mechanics of implementing several Government initiatives in the

conme.rc La l fishing industry, most notably among these the transportation

subsidy program established in 1975.52 The committee's effectiveness

was a result of two factors. First, it was obvious for several years

prior to initiating the Fisheries Development Program that the commercial

fishing industry was in need of assistance. Thus commercial fishermen

;have been receptive to official attempts to develop innovative policies

applicable to their industry. Moreover, the greater attention paid to

commercial fishing by staff of the Fisheries Development Program

undoubtedly contributed to the Committee's effectiveness.
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It is also interesting to note that Co-operative Fisheries

Limited has been mQre receptive to the implementation of the Fisheries

Management System and the development committee than the Northern

Saskatchewan Outfitters Association. Committee members regularly
.

reported developmen�s to the Co-op .Fisheries Board of Directors and

Annual Meetings, and Co-op Fisheries has always expressed confidence

.

h b dId b' h'C' 53
Th b1n t ose mem ers e egate y 1t to t e omm1ttee. . ese mem ers

have been free to speak 'on behalf of the industry as they have seen

fit. The lack of concern by Co-op Fisheries for specific Development

Committee deliberations can, in part, be attributed to the rather close

liaison established between the Fisheries Development employees, the

consultant for the_ Study and Co-op Fisheries members and staff. The

government �epresentatives and technical personnel regularly attended

Co-op Fisheries Board meetings and communicated Committee deliberations

in an informal manner to the interest group.

The activities of both development· committees stand in sharp

contrast to public participation in policy formula�ion prevalent .prior

to the Fisheries Development Program. The innovative nature of the

policy proposals originating from the Fisheries Development group

required extensive client knowledge and acceptance .to be successful.

Moreover, the objectives of. the innovative fisheries policy approach

implied a view of public participation which was in sharp contrast to

the incremental resource management approach. If one agrees, as the

Fisheries Development Program personnel did, that the resource must

be managed with social and economic ends in mind, then clearly the
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resource users become fairly critical components in resource management

policy formulation. The Resource Management employees' beliefs that

the primary goal of resource management. is preservation of the resource

has led to a situation where social and economic values have not been

consciously included_in policy formuaation. Their concern for resource

management and conservation as pr-e-emi.nentcgoa Is � implies that resource

users have only a limited role to play in formulating policy.

It is also clear that where established interest groups are

concerned primarily with incremental policy, it is sound strategy for

an innovative agency to break from the existing incremental policy

process framework while maintaining contact with the relevant interest

groups in some manner. The environment of "development committees" in

this case ensured that proposals were dealt with directly, in relative

isolation from potentially distracting issues or inter-organizational

disputes. Representatives of re�evant interests were encouraged to

provide.candid reactions to proposals, to give the agency some sense

of confidence in its activities, and to give the proposals credibility

�,�fore client groups were affected.

6. Conclusion

This chapter has explored a policy area that has caused Department

of Northern Saskatchewan officials considerable grief. The Department's

difficulties began when fisheries' responsibilities· were transferred from

the Department of Natural Resources to the new single agency. Since

Natural Resources' programs and operating personnel remained largely
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intact, the Department of Northern Saskatchewan encountered severe

difficulties in int�oducing innovative policies throughout the field

of natural resource utilization. The Resources Branch employees have

demonstrated reluctance and even active opposition to concepts that

are perceived as threatenmg to their "modus operandi." The failure

to demarcate administrative responsibilities clearly between the two

units with jurisdiction for northern fisheries meant that the estab

lished unit became progressively more entrenched. At the same time,

the innovative group created in 1974 attempted to fulfill its mandate

by �xpanding into the former unit's administrative territory. The

result was a duplication of policy responsibility which complicated

the northem fisheries policy process to the point of absurdity.

This has been demonstrated most vividly in the philosophical

differences over resource use,. particularly regarding resource allocation

at the local level. The established unit continued to administer local

allocation through Conservation Officers stationed throughout the North.

Traditionally, the. actions of these officers have resulted in a resource

use bias in favour of tourist outfitters as opposed to commercial

fishermen. The Fisheries Development unit was committed to managing

the resource for more equitable social and economic ends, as well as

for environmental goals. It has asserted that local resource use

decisions are most appropriately made by people residing in northern

communities. The inability to reconcile these contrasting approaches

resulted in a process of policy administration largely unintelligible

to those being served by the Department. Recently the situation has
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been "solved" by the Department refusing to commit itself exclusively

�o the policies of �he innovative unit, which sparked sufficient staff

turnover to halt intra-branch rivalry.

While such rivalry existed, there was also a substantial

difference between the units' approaches to policy formulation. The

established unit, operating within an incremental framework, utilized

an incremental approach to policy formulation that relied heavily on

specific, largely locally oriented inputs toward policy adjustment from

the two major interest groups cortcerned with. the northern fishery.

This incremental framework helped preclude consideration of innovative

policy changes. The new administrative group was established with the

intent of implementing substantial policy. changes. Its approach was

comprehensi ve and innovative; all factors affecting f'Lshe ry use were to

be assessed by their proposed management strategy. Since public

participation was an integral part of the proposed management strategy;

its design and implementation were considered by committees designed

expressly for achieving public participation. Although the relevant

"interests" were represented in these committees, the interest groups

per se were only minimally involved, as much because of their own

relative lack of interest as the Development Group's need to utilize

non-incrementally oriented avenues for public participation.

The diffuse fisheries. policy process paralyzed decision making

for sometime, and finally an incremental policy-making approach prevailed

over innovative policy and policy making. This is of great interest,

because the rational policy process for fisheries management originated
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by the Policy and Planning Branch stands as the clearest example of

innovat�ve policy fo.rmulation in the Department. Thus, its final

demise clearly establishes the incremental nature of the Department's

approach to policy formulation.
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Notes to Chapter II

lSee Gordon Koshf.nsky , "Policy and Related Implications for

Proposed Management System for Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries."

Paper prepared for Cabinet Planning Committee (November 12, 1973),
p. 2. The paper noted that commercial fishing accounted for 28% of
earned income outside the government sector in 1971 in the North,
though the value per fisherman of fish caught was $1,234.

2Although something of a misnomer, the Branch was originally
called the Resource Development Branch; it will be referred to

throughout by its present name, the Resources Branch.

3Annual Report of the Department of Northern Saskatchewan,
1972-73, pp. 8-9.

4When the new Department was established, 80 former employees
of the Department of Natural Resources became some of the first

Department of Northern Saskatchewan employees, all of them in the
Resource Branch.

5
.

Although no more tolerances have been applied since 1974
because of protests by commercial fishermen; there are still some

70 lakes in the north wi th tolerances .. ·"Game Fish Tolerances,"
undated statement from Resources Branch files, pp. 1-2; and G.E.

Couldwell, Director of Fisheries, Department of Natural Resources,
"Policy Statement: Sport pIus Commercial Fisheries" (circa. 1972).

6policy Directive from Department of Northern Saskatchewan

Policy and Procedure Manual re: Fishery Resource Utilization prepared
by Resource Development Branch (May 1, 1974), p. 1.

7Gordon Koshinsky, Fisheries Development Program leader,
. "Bxecutive Committee Item: Fisheries Allocation" (December 17, 1976),
p, 2.

8
R.R. Andrews and R.E. England, RPC Ltd., Northern Saskatchewan

Fisheries Study, A Report Prepared for the Department of Northern
Saskatchewan and the Department of Regional Economic Expansion (Winnipeg,
May, 1974), pp. 7-9.

9
Resources Branch employees who were formerly Department of

Natural Resources employees all expressed very similar views toward�
resource management, regardless of their place in the Resource Branch
hierarchy. Personal interviews with Jim Clouthier, Resource Management
Division Director (February 17, 1977); Pete Edwards and Doug Walton,
employees of the Fisheries Management group, Resource Management
Division (February 18, 1977); Stan Shannon, Buffalo Narrows Regional
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Director, Resource Management Division (June 14, 1977); and Norm Hook,
Creighton Regional Director, Resource Management Division (March 2,
�977) .

. 10po1icy adjustments made within the mUlti-use policy framework
have been very minor. A memo from P.H. Edwards, Resource Administrator
II to J.W. Clouthier, Director of Resource Development re: "Fisheries

Policy and Legislation" (October 24, 1973) listed six proposed policy
changes for the northern fishery. Of the six "changes," two had been

implemented already for a year, two others were "minor changes from
DNR policy, while the other two related to fur-farm fishing and fish

farming. These latter two changes were well within the existing policy
framework •

. 11Accurate and comprehensive statistics are not readily available
to d�monstrate this point, though all concerned concur on the extent and
seriousness of the problem. The statistics here are from a letter written
by L.A. Htmter, General Manager, Co-operative Fisheries Limited to J.

Twardy, Chief Assessment Officer, Workman'S Compensation Board (March 26,
1975) .

l2Feder�1-Provincia1 Task Force on the Commercial Fishing Industry
in the Freshwater Fish Marketi.ng Corporation's Area of Operations, p. 14.

l3Shakir Alwarid, Chief Planning Officer,· DNS, "Evaluation of the
Fisheries Program" (February 16, 1977), p. 1.

14"Too Many Fishermen--Not Enough Fish," The Northerner (La Ronge,
January 23, 1975), p. 3.

l5Shakir A1warid, op. cit., p� 2.

16See Peter Brook and Gordon Koshinsky, "Draft Summary of a Workshop
on Nocthern Saskatchewan Fisheries held at La Ronge" (July 3-6, 1973),
pp. 1-6.

17Ibid., pp. 1-2.

18R.R. Andrews and R.E. England, op.· cit., p. 8.l.

19G.D. Koshinsky, "A Proposed Management System and Development
Strategy for Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries," A summary proposal
prepared for Branch Heads Meeting (December 10, 1973), p. 1.

20Rational policy making has been described by analysts such as

Lindblom, Etzioni, Lowi and Anderson. Please refer to the lengthy
discussion in Chapter I.
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2lMinutes of the Second Meeting of the Branch Heads Fisheries

Planning Committee (January 30, 1974), p. 6.

22Minutes of Fisheries Planning Committee Meeting Number Three
(February 18, 1974), p. 4.

23
Press Release: "Fisheries Development Program Announced,"

·Saskatchewan Government Information Services (Regina, February 28,
1974), p. 1.

24Ibid., pp. 1-3 .

.
--

2SThese immediate-action activities were designed to improve
commercial fishermen's income by developing fishermen's managerial
skill, reducing cullage and improving quality, developing a more

sensitive quota system, and controlling the use of small gillnet
meshes. Minutes of Meeting Number 2, Advisory Committee to the
Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries Study (Buffalo Narrows, October 3,
1973), p. 2.

26Gordon Koshinsky has estimated that the objective of developing
"The Department of Northern Saskatchewan management capabi Ii ty (Manage
ment System) such that the significance .of all factors affecting
returns to the client groups can be appraised, and an optimum mix of

developmental activities can be identified and programmed, "would be

achieved by 1977." G.D. Koshinsky, "Summary of a Proposed Management
System and Development Strategy . . .

" (November 30, 1973), p , S.

27Resources Branch Budget, 1975-76, XX, Fisheries, 5. Purpose.

28Ibid.·, XXII I, Fisheries Development Program, 5. Purpose.

29Shakir Alwarid, OPe cit., p. 22.

30This has been confirmed by interviews with Jim Clouthier,
Director, Resource Management Division (February 17, 1977); Doug Walton
and Pete Edwards, employees of the Resource Management Division
(February 18, 1977).

31See R. R. Andrews and R. E. Eng1 and, "A Proposed Management System
and Development Strategy for Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries (September
1973), pp. 3-8.

32Interviews with Clouthier, Walton and Edwards,.op. cit.

33Ibid., and from interviews with John Piper, former Fisheries

Development employee (June 8, 1977), and Gordon Koshinsky, Fisheries

Development Program leader (March 10, 1977).
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34
Press release, Ope cit.; p. 2.

351. .

nterv1ews, OPe C1t.

36
Speech by G.R. Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan to

Co-operative Fisheries Limited Annual Meeting, Prince Albert (March 23,
1977) .

37
Department of Northern Saskatchewan Budget, 1974-75, Staff

Establishment Summary.

381nterviews with Koshinsky and Piper, Ope cit.

39Shakir Alwarid, Ope cit., p. 6.

40E .

C· D·· Sh I 54 5 "F' h
.

xecut1ve omm1ttee eC1S1on eet, tern ., 1S er1es

Allocation" (November 27, 1976), p . 3.

41The Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation is a federal crown

corporation established in 1969 to provide for the orderly marketing
of inland commercial fishermen'S produce. Its activities have been

highly criticized to the extent that the Saskatchewan Government has
considered becoming independent of the Corporation.

42This judgment comes as a result of scanning Northern Saskatchewan
Outfitters' Minutes of Annual Meetings, 1974-77, and Co-operative Fish
eries Limited's Minutes of Annual Meetings, 1972-76.

43Ibid•
44Interview with Jim Clouthier, Ope cit.

45Letter from Gordon D. Koshinsky, Resource Management Consultant,
Policy and Planning Branch to Mr. Richard Waite, Buffalo Narrows (June
·15, 1973).

46Memo from G.D. Koshinsky, Resource Management Consultant to
B.R. Hill, Director, Policy and Planning re: Meeting Number One,
Advisory Committee, Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries Study (July 13,
1973) .

47Based on memos from Koshinsky to Hill re: Advisory Committee,
Northern Saskatchewan Fisheries Study (July 17, October 3, December 7,
1973; January 22, 1974).

48Minutes of Meeting Number One, Tourist Sport Fisheries Development
Committee (March 27-28, 1974), p. 1.
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49Minutes of Meeting Number Four, Tourist Sport Fisheries Develop
ment Committee (November 1, 1974), p. 1.

50Minutes of Meeting Number Seven, Tourist Sport Fisheries
Development Committee (January 16-17, 1975), pp. 1-6 demonstrate this
effecti ve1y.

51Minute� of Meetings of Tourist Sport Fisheries Committee and
Northern Saskatchewan Commercial Fisheries Development Committee.

52Minutes of Meeting Number Five, Northern Saskatchewan Commercial
Fisheries Development Committee (January 14, 1975), pp •. 1-2; and Minutes
of Meeting Number Eight, Commercial Fisheries Development Committee

(June 19, 1975), pp. 2-4.

53See Minutes from Co-operative Fisheries Limited Board of Directors'

Meetings, July 30, 1974 to October, 1976.
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Chapter III

TIfE IMPLEMENTATION OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY:

COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN THE NORTH

1. Introduction

An integral component of the Province's northern development

program is to improve the education and skills of northern adults so

they may participate in development opportunities. Adult education

is closely linked to almost all aspects of northern development. For

example, the capacity of most northern local governments to assume·

levels of· responsibility equivalent to similarly sized local governments

in southern Saskatchewan is constrained by the lack of formal skills

possessed by their elected members, employees, and constituents. This,

in turn, has a profound impact on the inclination of the Department to

promote local decision making and on the eagerness of local residents to

aSSUille such responsibilities. Economic development opportunities, when

made available to northern residents, are often failures partly because

northern entrepreneurs do not possess adequate management expertise ..

The Department has made educational and training programs a

high priority; the total budget for educational expenditures during

the past· three years has been slightly less than one-third of the

total ordinary departmental expenditures.l These expenditures, of

course, may not produce higher educational levels for a generation or

more, and such improvement depends highly on the existence of

,
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employment that is releated to the education being provided. This is

even more true of adult education than of academic education. Approxi

mately half of the Northern School Board's students drop out before

grade six;2 hence, adult education programs must be linked directly

to the creation of.�mployrnent opportunities.

Community colleges were established in northern Saskatchewan

as a means through which northerners' level of education and skill

attainment could be increased. However, this chapter will demonstrate

that northern colleges have not provided adequate education for northern

adults. Because northern community colleges have not taken unique

northern needs into account, they have become incapabl e of being

comprehensive and innovative institutions through which northerners

can obtain.the skills they need to participate fully in northern

development. Moreover, the Department of Northern Saskatchewan

developed a duplicate adult education delivery system, resulting in

considerable confusion and.wasted efforts. The chapter will also

illustrate how the exercise of Ministerial discretion has frustrated

local decision making in college affairs and how northern interest

groups·have affected policy decision making.

2. Community Colleges and Northern Priorities

The Saskatchewan system of community colleges was planned by

the Department of Continuing Education shortly after the New Democratic

Party electoral victory in 1971. Community colleges were designed to

help "reinforce a sense of community" by providing educational services
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to people in communities as they requested them, thus "breaking from

the usual pattern of. bringing people to centres of education services. ,,3

A decentralized, locally controlled system- of adult education was the

intended end result. Courses were to be provided to individuals in

their own communities according to their educational requirements as

they perceived them, utilizing whatever educational facilities existed

and utiliZing local people. as instructors for those courses whenever

possible. When technical, vocational or university courses were

requested, these were to be arranged through contracts between the

community college and technical schools or universities, thereby

maintaining the community base of such programs.
4

Local control was

to be achieved by appointing persons residing in the region serviced

by the college to community college boards which were to :

. . . formulate general policies for the college
concerning the organization, administration,
operation and courses of instruction of the

college; authorize and make provision for the
various programs of instruction and other educa
tional activities of the college; be responsible
for expenditures made by it for the operation of
the college from the funds provided, and account
for these expenditures .... 5

These boards were to be appointed and hold office at the pleasure of

the Lieutenant Governor in Council, meaning in effect the Minister of

Continuing Education.6
In addition to decentralizing control of adult education, the

community colleges were to aid in community development by hiring

community development workers. All aspects of adult education would

be co-ordinated by colleges at the community level. Particularly in
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rural areas, colleges were to "serve as a mechanism for the maintenance

and deve Iopmerrt of a. viable way of life" through "strengthening and

7
preserving • . . provincial and community values."

Community colleges were develop�d primarily with southern and

rural needs in mind. However, the emphasis on a decentralized approach

to education,' community development, and local control appeared especially

relevant to northern Saskatchewan. As the program consultant responsible

for education in Policy and Planning Branch noted:

The Community College for the north could be, in my
opinion, the,first step to "deschooling" the centralized
and institutionalized concept of community education.

,

More specifically, the Community Colleges for Northern
Saskatchewan can provide a unique learning and service

opportuni ties [sic] . . . • The special problems and
unique features of the north, as distinct from the
southern region of the province, can be met through a

differential approach in curriculum and field instruc
tion.8

Community development and local control of college affairs were

also stressed strongly by the first principal of the La Ronge, Region,

Communi ty College. In a policy statement prepared for the CoIl ege, he

described a system of Local Management Committ�es elected in each

co��unity served by the College. These committees were to be responsible

for almost all components of adult education,in their communities:

determining programs, preparing and submitting community adult education

budgets, assisting in the selection of staff and building or acquiring

educational facilities.9
'

However, community colleges and their potentially unique educa-

tional emphasis have not been utilized to meet northern educational needs.

To appreciate this, the contrast between educational needs in northern
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and southern Saskatchewan must be understood. In early 1973, the

Director of Policy a�d Planning Branch noted that Mr. r.1acMurchy,

the Minister of Continuing Education:

• • • seems to be moving toward putting a very heavy
reliance on the Community Colleges Program at the

expense of operating large technical and vocational
institutes. He seems to be moving towards having
Community Colleges become responsible for all

training programs in their communities.IO

.While this position could be taken in the south where community colleges

have ready access to technical and vocational training facilities,ll
such an emphasis in the North was less feasible because of the poor

access to technical training institutes.

A primary concern in northern Saskatchewan has been and continues

to be for the creation of employment opportunities in which northerners

can participate .. Viewed from this perspective, considerable emphasis

must be placed on education. and training directly related to employment.

This, in turn, implies two major types of training experiences appropriate

for the north: training on the job, and technical or vocational education

�� Jevelop a skilled labour force. While in theory on-the-job training

could be administered through community colleges, the administrative and

budgetary restraints imposed on colleges by the departments of Continu

ill� Education and Northern Saskatchewan through the Community Colleges

Act have served as a severe impediment to training on-the-job projects.

In the south, community colleges were never intended to deliver extensive

and direct employment-related training themselves. A Colleges Branch

official reporting on the community college concept to the Deputy

Minister, commented:
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The concept of the community college does not extend
to this level and should not, or it will lose the

unique persp�ctive Saskatchewan has developed. ,The
implications of employment-oriented training are in
direct contrast to the philosophical recommendations
for the community college.12

The question of whether northern community colleges should

become more extensively involved in creating skills for wage employment

has been central in the continuing debate over expansion of La-Ronge

Regional Community College into a technical institute. College principals

and.boards have long advocated college expansion while the Department has

vigorously· res Isted such expansion. Department officials have been

concerned that a technical institute located in La Ronge might not be

any more acceptable and accessible to northern residents than existing

facilities in centres around the Saskatchewan northland's perimeter

such as Meadow Lake, Fort MacMurray" Yellowknife and Flin Flon. Although

the debate over a northern technical institute has gone on for' more than

three years and the Department has recently undertaken feasibility

�tudies for a northern technical institute, a final decision has not

oeen made on whether such an institute should be established, and what

its scope and role should be.12

Thus, community colleges in the north are something of a paradox.

On one hand, the concept is conducive in theory to promoting community

development and on-che- job training proj ects which can become economically

viable once community residents develop the skills to work in and manage

local enterprises. This, however, runs contrary·to community college

development in the rest of the province. Although both northern community

colleges are delivering more "skill training" than their southern
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counterparts, this training is limited by the lack of facilities; the

southern model never, took trades training into account because it was

already being handled quite adequately by existing institutions.
IS

Moreover, the provision for community development by. colleges has

never materialized. Rather, it was quickly dropped from the conceptual

framework of community colleges because of the difficulty in making

community development operational in the absence of a more significant

and specific emphasis on community development. Community colleges have

therefore not made the impact on northern.adult education their original

proponents intended. The Department has attempted to fulfill its.mandate

by providing a level of services in the north comparable to the south;

in so doing it has implemented a program drawn .from the south which has

not been successfully adapted to fit the northern context.

The development of northern community colleges has met with

limited success . for other reasons as well.l7 There is a division and

.

duplication of adult education delivery responsibilities between the

colleges and the Department, with the result that adult education and

�kill training activities have suffered. These difficulties become

apparent by examining relations between La Ronge Regional Community

College and the Department's Colleges/Northern Continuing Education

Branch.

3. The Initial Northern College and Organizational Duplication

The first northern community college was not set up by the

Department of Northern Saskatchewan, but by the Department of
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Continuing Education operating from Regina. The La Ronge area, along

with three other areas, was used as a pilot project preceding estab-

lishment of colleges throughout the province. By May, 1973, the La

Ronge Regional Community College Board had been appointed. Within a

few months a principal and staff had been hired so the college could

begin operating in the fall of 1973 under the jurisdiction 9f the

Department of Continuing Education. Except for the community college

program, all Department of Continuing Education responsibilities in the

Northern Administration District were transferred to the Department of

Northern Saskatchewan as of April 1, 1973.18

The subsequent lengthy delay in transferring responsibility for

community colleges north resulted from initiatives taken by the Depart-

ment of Northern Saskatchewan '
s Director of .Colleges Branch. Created

in April,.1973, the branch was charged with providing all manner of

"continuing" education r-espons i.bd l.Ltd es and with developing a northern

job placement system. To do this, it created a system of regional

offices, which coincided with the same natural regions suggested later

as the, basis for community college expansion. Programs the director
,

planned and began implementing before La Ronge Community College was

fully operational included precisely the types of programs community

co l l eges were best able to deliver, that is, adult basic education

programs and special interest programs. ,Members of La Ronge Community

College Board were particularly irked by the Director's plan, without

College Board approval, to provide the same courses the college was

attempting to provide within La Ronge College's boundary of operations.l9
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The situation was exacerbated by a personality clash between

the principal of La �onge Community College and the Director of Colleges

Branch which severely undermined the co-operation and co-ordination

, 20
necessary bet�een them. The College principal was a strong advocate

of community development, along much the same lines as employees in .

Policy and Planning Branch. The animosity of these individuals to the

Colleges Branch director was considerable. Policy and Planning Branch

employees subsequently indicated that the Colleges Branch director

opposed the concept of community colleges and was responsible for

delaying the transfer of the colleges to the Department of Northern

Saskatchewan.
21

Given the relatively autonomous position of the La Ronge

College with respect to the Department of Continuing Education and the

reservations of College Board members regarding the Colleges Branch, an

agreement signed by all three parties was required prior to formal

transfer of the community college program .to Colleges Branch. The

agreement's wording echoed fears raised earlier by College Board

members.

However, it is a matter of concern to the Board,
recognized and agreed to by the two departments,
that it be clear that the Board will continue to

exercise the prerogatives it enjoyed for the

period during which the Department of Continuing
Education administered the Act in northern Saskat
chewan. This implies that the Board be recognized
as the operative continuing education authority
within·the defined borders of the college region.22

The agreement allowed the Department to offer courses within

the College's borders, but clearly stated that "whenever possible
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courses should be negotiated between the Department and the college
23

and offered by the co l Lege ;" Such an agreement required that a

". f
..

.

d
. ,,24 ld

.

. maxlmum 0 open commun1catlon an co-operatlon wou eXlst

between the Department and the College •. This was true with the

Department of Continuing Education as well, since it was to continue

providing expertise gained from supervising the community college

program south of the Northern Administration District line.· However,

fulfilling the agreement's terms remained unlikely as long as the

Director of Colleges Branch , Policy and Planning employees and the

College principal remained in their respective positions. Within eight

months after formal transfer of program authority, the entire Policy

and Planning Branch and the Director of Colleges Branch had either

25
resigned or been transferred.

The creation of the first northern community college has

established a precedent for further college development. The first

principal of the college clearly supported and worked towards the

26
college taking an active role in community development. However,

because the La Ronge pilot project was administered in a way consistent

with southern colleges, the potential for northern colleges to provide

meaningful, community-centred adult education has never materialized.

The essential link between adUlt education and community development

was never seriously attempted with the first northern college, and

policy development for community colleges since then has not taken

this link into consideration.
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The most serious consequence of two agencies each establishing

separate adult education delivery agencies is that these organizations

have continued to exist separately. Both the Colleges/Northern

Continuing Education Branch and northern community colleges offer

similar training programs, though now these operate in different areas.

The existence of separate organizations performing similar operations

has naturally led to a certain degree of conflict. Departmental

officials have been concerned with "integrating" college operations

with their own to reduce or eliminate inefficiencies. Government

supervision of the colleges has been interpreted by college staff and

board members as infringing on the legislatively decreed autonomy of

colleges and thus has been the source of tension between the Branch

and the L� Ronge College. ·To explore this question more thoroughly,

The Community Colleges Act must be examined.

The primary issue has been balancing the· autonomy to be

exercised through college boards with the supervision of college

operations required by the department responsible for administering

TIle Community Colleges Act. The publicly stated objectives for the

colleges program certainly gave every indication that colleges were

to function in a relatively independent manner, subject only to routine

scrutiny from the Department of Continuing Education. Such a point of

view, however, depends on a particular interpretation of The Community

Colleges Act. General clauses grant the Minister authority to "make

regulations governing the conduct and operation of community colleges"

and authority to review and approve college budgets. In addition, the
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Act also makes departmental approval a condition for all college

acquisitions of real, or personal property � and for the appointment of

all employees, along with establishing their salaries, duties and

27
conditions of employment. These departmental prerogatives, including

ministerial discretion over appointment and tenure of boaTd members,

meant that college autonomy was entirely dependent upon departmental

practices and ministerial discretion .

. The ambiguous legislative framework combined with the duplication

of adult education mechanisms complicated the College-Branch relationship.

A Branch re-organization was required to accommodate and integrate the

College operations with.those of the Branch. The re-organization was:

••• premised on the basis of providing effective

professional services to the COlleges, while retaining
some direct program involvement. It has been .designed
to achieve maximum use of the relatively small manpower
establishment in an integrated system of operations.28

More than a year later� when again re-organizing the Branch in response

to severe Budget Bureau cuts, the Northern Continuing Education Branch

Director stated that:

Community Colleges (existing and proposed) present
something of an enigma in this situation. We are

attempting to establish a relationship which brings
them into the system as far as possible while

respecting their autonomy as granted in the

Community Colleges Act.29

This confused situation has had a number of repercussions. As

far as Branch personnel have been concerned, programs relating to the

needs of the entire north and to training for employment were to be

the responsibility of Colleges Branch. Community colleges were to

concern themselves primarily with pre-employment training and special
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interest programming.3D The college's proposals 'to expand its facil

ities �nd programmin� to provide employment-related training denote

its disagreement with this arrangement, regardless of the force of

economic logic, parent agency ,practice ,and original conceptual

framework used to justify the present arrangement.'

The Branch 'has also become more concerned with college adminis-

tration and expenditures in recent years as the Provincial Government

has become more concerned with controlling public sector expenditures.

Between 1974 and 1976, the college was faced with both managerial and

financial difficulties which encouraged the Branch to become involved

directly in college activities. For example, the Branch assumed the

college's duties in curriculum development and with the agreement of the

College Board, required the college to submi t quarterly financial state

ments. It also instituted Branch-College meetings to facilitate co-

d·
.

b h
.. 31

or 1Ha.tl.On etween t e o rgam aat rons .

The assumption of responsibilities for curriculum development

by the Branch appears contrary 'to the intentions of The Community

Colleges Act, and was resisted for awhile by'the College Board and

. '.
1

32
pnnc1pa . Eventually the Branch was successful in having one of

its staff members attend College Board meetings, in spite of College

Board members' protests. Quoting from the speech made by the Minister

of Continuing Education when introducing The Community Colleges Act,

the Board Chairman interpreted "consultative review services" for the

College by the Department:

... to mean that the Department's resources would
be available if expertise or advice in any form was
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required; however it would be up to the college to
initiate Department involvement. This has become
confused and, although it has been maintained in the
south we would like to see it again become the basis
of operations here. We do not support the position
of Field Representatives as has been introduced in
other colleges, neither are we in favour of a

Department person attending Board meetings unless
there is a particular reason for doing so.33

Nevertheless, the Branch Director has maintained that

except within the N.A.D., it is worth

considering that the Department of Continuing
Education has seen the relationships �etween the

Department and the community colleges in something
of a less loose and flexible manner than is the

practice here.34

The explanation given for integration between the Branch a�d the College

has often centered on ensuring that sufficient economy is exercised in

College operations. The Branch Director noted in the previous ly cited

letter:

This department tries to maintain as low a profile
as possible in regards to community colleges. There
are occasions however, when we feel we have a

responsibility to ensure that tax dollars are

expended by the college in an. approved and responsi
ble manner. I don't view this as unnecessary inter
ference with your activities.35

These difficulties in delineating responsibilities between the

colleges and the Branch have continued unsolved. Parallel programs

are still offered by community colleges and the Branch, while critical

areas such as skill training for employment remain unaddressed. in any

substantive way. Thus, an unintegrated and uneconomical approach to

educating and training adult northerners for northern development oppor-

tunities has resulted.
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4. The Full Scale Establishment of Northern Community Colleges

Despite the apparent difficulties with community colleges as

comprehensive delivery agents for northern adult education, the

Department took the initiative of establishing community colleges

throughout the North in 1975. The catalyst in expanding community

colleges throughout the North was Douglas McArthur, the Deputy Minister

appointed in September, 1974, to get the Department back on its feet

after its many problems during the first year and a half of operation.

He took a very active interest in community colleges, reiterating to a

large extent concerns raised originally by Policy and Planning Branch

36
employees. For example, in a letter to the Chairman of the Northern

Municipal Council, he indicated that:

.•• it is now the intention of the Department of
Northern Saskatchewan to place the highest priority
on the establishment of a regionally based college
system throughout the.north ..• [�hich] will
provide the means to ensure that this much needed

aspect of education is provided under the direction
and control· of northern people.37

Mr. McArthur proposed the development of three new colleges in the

north. Their development was to be supervised by a Community College

Development Committee which included representatives from the Department,

the Northern School Board, the Department of Continuing Education, the

La Ronge Reg�onal Community College, the Northern Municipal Council,

the Metis Society of Saskatchewan, the Federation of Saskatchewan

Indians, and from the East Side of the Northern Administrative District.38

Accepting a suggestion from the Deputy Minister, who sat in on the first
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meeting, the Committee decided to get these colleges into operation by

September of 1975 ev7n though representatives from the Metis Society

and the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians had not yet been selected

for the Development Committee.39

The first step in making these colleges operational was to

recruit community college developers. The developers were to inform

people in northern communities of Government's intentions, assist them

in assessing and identifying their educational needs, encourage them

to make recommendations for potential college board members and to

consider locations for·college headquarters.40 ByencouTaging

community residents to make recommendations for board members and

college locations, the ·college developers were attempting to fulfill

expectations that the colleges would be locally controlled. These

expectations were held by the Deputy Minister, the College Development

Committee, and by the college developers themselves, who were all northern

residents.

As a result, all the East Side communities and many on the West

S�de indicated they would each select a Board member and decide among

themselves the eventual location of regional college headquarters.42
On the East Side in particular, the seven communities involved insisted

they each had the right to select a member of the College Board,42
thus fortuitously arriving at precisely the maximum number of Board

members permitted by legislation. On the West Side most of the communi

ties wanted to elect their Board member, although more emphasis was

placed on the notion of having two colleges service the West Side rather
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than gust one. The cOJIDnunities in Area Three surrounding Beauval

were quite specific �n the matter of locating college headquarters;

through,their local governments letters were written and a petition

gathered requesting that Beauval be the administrative centre for a

community college operating in Area Thiee.43

Uncertainty surrounded all these questions. The developers had.

been working in the communities from the middle of July and received most

community suggestions by the middle of October. However, as late as

mid-November they felt compelled to write a letter· to the Minister

requesting clarification regarding the number of colleges to be estab

lished, the area boundaries for colleges, the locations of college

�eadquarters,·the transfer of physical facilities from the Department
44

to the Colleges and the method of selecting board members. The

uncertainty of the developers on these basic concerns is a profound

conunent on the lack of effective communications within the Department

and the absence of policy guidelines concerning the implementation

process for community colleges.

The college development process left community residents with

the impression they could select a representative to the Board and

�xpcct to gain Ministerial concurrence. However, the Community

Colleges Act clearly makes the appointment of College Board members

a matter of Ministerial discretion. The process adopted by the

Minister of Northern Saskatchewan for appointing board members has

kept control firmly in his hands. Board members have been appointed

without regard for the advice of college developers, community
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residents and senior civil servants. Mr. Bowerman's reply to the

'college developers' �oncerns noted earlier established a precedent

for later decisions:

While I am a strong proponent of the development of
local government and of local determination in

general, I feel that at this stage in the development
of the Community College concept, I must exercise my

prerogative and appoint Board members who have demon
strated a genuine interest and ability in educational
programming. 45

The issue of selecting board members was raised with respect to

the La Ronge Community College, which at the same time was experiencing

internal disagreements between the principal and the College Board and

staff. The first principal resigned in June, 1975, and an open rift

developed between. the new principal and many of the college staff.

Apparent1y.the basis for this disagreement was the new principal's

rigid approach to administration, which contrasted with his predecessor's

more relaxed style. The conflict over internal operating procedures

was taken to the College Board where most· Board members supported the

position taken by the staff. When the principal �ubsequent1y s�bmitted
46

his resignation, Board members accepted after a lengthy delay.

In the interim,. the Minister decided that the La Ronge College

Board required "rejuvenating." He instructed his Legislative Secretary ..

Norman MacAuley, the Member of the Legislative Assembly for the Cumber-

land constituency, to approach individuals the latter thought suitable

as College Board members. Mr. MacAuleY,was then a member of the Board,

and his antipathy towards those who supported the staff was fairly well

recognized.47 Initially his recommendations were accepted and on
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November 20 a memo was sent from the Minister's office requesting that

the three Board members who had been the most ardent supporters of

. the staff be replaced.48 None of this was done with the knowledge of

the Board members, although a December 1st letter from the Chairperson

of the College Board to the Director of Northern Continuing Education

Branch requested that appointments to.the Board be rotated:periodically,

in accordance with the method adopted by community colleges in the

49
south. This would have meant that every year, two of the members

,

would be replaced with new appointees who were to have three-year

terms of office.

The Director's reply gave no indication that the Minister had

already made a decision regarding new appointments. However, it did

indicate the Department would engage in a process of consultation with

communities in the area to provide the Minister with a list of nominees.

To this end, one of the college developers was assigned to approach and

evaluate various individuals as potential Board members. His recommenda-

tions, with which the Northern Continuing Education Director concurred,

ran almost directly counter to the Minister's suggestions.50 The

Branch Director's communications with the College Board reiterated· the

Minister's position that Board appointments were subject to annual

review at the Minister's discretion. Nevertheless, in a December 24th

letter to the Minister, the Director asked the Minister not to make

a final decision on the matter until a public meeting scheduled for

51
January 5, 1976, was held.
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At this meeting, two resolutions were given nearly unanimous

approval: the first,requested that in order to maintain board continu-

ity, no more of the Board members than necessary be removed; the second

requested election of the Board members instead of ministerial appoint-
52

ment. This wa� all to no avail. The Minister by Order-in-Council

on January 27, 1976, terminated the appointments of five out of six

B d b
.
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oar mem ers, 1nc u 1ng t ose e a wante to rep ace or1g1na y.

Moreover, of the seven appointees suggested by the college developer and

the Branch Director, only three were approved by the Minister. He also

made two appointments on clearly dubious grounds. One member had

requested before the appointment that his name be withdrawn from the

list, and another had served previously on the Board but because of

her work, was unavoidably 'absent from many Board meetings.54
The exercise of ministerial prerogative has been one of the

most interesting features of supervising community college affairs.

In the case of board member nominations, the Minister could have

chosen to approve the decisions of community leaders. The Minister's

reasons for maintaining his prerogative and using it contrary to

community wishes is not entirely clear, but he has implied that there

are some criteria of preparedness which northern communi ties must

achieve before such decision-making powers are transferred. For

example, when Mr. Bowerman indicated that the 'final selection of

college board members would be his, he also noted that:
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I would sincerely hope that at some point in the

future, when Northern Community Colleges have
gained some experience in the delivery of programs,
and the nortnernpublic is more aware of the impli
cations of serving on such a board, that an electoral

process can be established similar to that employed
by the Northern School Board.55

The criterion which the Minister has used thus far to justify the

selection of Board members is that they must "have demonstrated a

. 56
genuine interest and abil ity in educational programming."

Though the Minister thinks northern communities are presently

less able than he to judge the merits of potential Board members, the

evidence indicates that his selections have been seriously deficient.

For example, both the La Ronge and West Side Community College Boards

have had members who had changed their minds about sitting on the

college boards after being initially approached but were appointed

anyway. The La Ronge College Board in the past few years has suffered

. rapid and large turnovers in its membership, thus reducing its effec-

.

h
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tIveness as a mec anIsm or supervIsIng 0 ege actIVItIes.

Another intriguing feature of these ministerial decisions is

that they were made against the recommendations of senior Department
58

employees. They thus indicate a significant difference in perspective

between the La Ronge based employees and the Minister, much like the

difference already noted between Resources Branch employees in La Ronge

and Prince Albert.
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s. Interest Group Involvement in Policy Decision Making

The initiative to establish community colleges throughout

the North has never been completely fulfilled. This has occurred

largely because of the establishment of the Saskatchewan Indian

Cultural College as'a community college, thereby adding another adult

education delivery agent in the North. As a result, the population

to be served by Department-sponsored colleges was reduced and the

justification for four such colleges was questioned. The remainder

of this chapter will examine the impact this additional delivery agent

has had on northern.college development and decision making by the

Department.

The reason for the delay and eventual rationalization of the

community college program was a -successful bid by the Federation of

Saskatchewan Indians to have the Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College

recognized as a community college under The Community Colleges Act.

The Federation has also been an advocate of the single agency concept,

meaning that all services to Treaty Indians be provided by the Federal

Government through the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development rather than through any provincial agencies or other federal

agencies.59 . On September 16, 1975, the Federation decided that "it is

imperative that no delivery of training programs be undertaken by the

Province to the Reserves.,,60 The implications for potential northern

community colleges were substantial, particularly on the East Side and

in the Athabasca region,' where status Indians comprise a large proportion

of the population. Departmental officials were primarily concerned with
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the reduction in college "user popul at i.ons ," which made the expense

involved in establis�ing three new community colleges seem unwarranted.

The Minister immediately suspended further college develop�ent

until the implications of the Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College's

attaining community.college status could be ascertained more precisely.

This halt to all college development activity was opposed by the college

developers and the Director of Northern Continuing Education Branch.

They recommended that the Department proceed with college deveiopment

on the West Side, where the .Treaty Indian population was too insignifi�

cant to have any serious effect on the "user population. ,,61 Approval

to proceed with the West Side Community College at BeauvaI" was merely

delayed for a few months. However, the possibility of establishing

separate community colleges in either the northern or eastern districts

to reduce departmental training efforts in those regions was indefinitely

postponed. Instead, it has been proposed for several years' now that

existing College boundaries will be extended to cover the East Side

and the Athabasca area.62
·One interesting factor in·the decision to halt northern college

development is the very considerable influence demonstrated by the

Federation of Saskatchewan Indians. In explaining his decision to

suspend college development activity, the Minister noted that:

I hope that our College Development staff will
recognize that this is an understandable request
on behalf of their people living on reserves. It
is important that our staff should not, in any way,
attempt to discourage or react adversely to the

expressed will of the F.S.I. at this time.63

The seriousness with which the Department has treated the relatively
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few instances where the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians has pursued

northern policy mat�ers contrasts vividly with the Department's reaction

to other organizations� particularly the Metis Society. The most recent

agreement -wh i ch has been reached between the Department and the Saskat-

chewan Indian CuI tural College concerning the jurisdiction of each

college system furthe� illustrates the Department's respect for the

Federation. This agreement makes the. Indian Cultural College responsible

fo� adult training programs in each community where the Treaty Indian

population is a majority; in those communities where the Treaty Indian

population is a minority� Northern Continuing Education Branch or the

applicable community college assumes responsibi li ty for the programming.

To arrive at this agreement, lengthy negoti ations have been required.

Although the Branch Director·expressed his doubts concerning the Indian

Cultural College's capacity to deliver training programs to communities

in the following year� the climate of the negotiations and the spirit

f h h b di 1 d
. 64

o t e agreement ave een cor 1a an co-operat1ve. Such relative

amicability contrasts starkly with the tense atmosphere of confrontation

which pervades departmental relations with the Metis Society.

Since the 1969 Federal Government White Paper on Treaty Indians,

Treaty Indians have consistently feared and opposed Federal attempts to

transfer Indian responsibilities to Provincial Governments. Treaty

Indian organizations for the most part have vigorously insisted that

services to them be funded and provided by.the Federal Government.

This position has been respected by the Saskatchewan Government, partly

because it relieves the Province of responsibility for serving reserve
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communities. More importantly, Provincial officials generally perceive

that Treaty Indians ,do have a just claim to special status with the

Federal Government, and that those claims would be weakened by provin-

cia1 assumption of services to Treaty Indians. Compared with the

Metis Society, the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians has not had

many .dea1ings with the Province and thus has not been placed in a

confrontational relationship with the Provincial Government.

There is yet another reason for the Federation's impact on

the Provincial Government. It is quite a sophisticated organization

when compared to the Metis Society. The former organization appears

to be much more institutionalized than the latter.65 The Federation

has an extensive staff, a guaranteed source of income and it has become

very involved in administering government-sponsored programs as well as

.

undertaking extensive research into and development of detailed policy

proposals for government and public consideration. This organizational

sophistication gives the Federation leaders substantial impact when

they choose to approach the Province.

6. Conclusion

Clearly some of the difficulties encountered in establishing

northern community colleges can be attributed to the limitations of

colleges within the northern context. The supervising Branch of the

Department has, in effect, chosen to pursue a non-innovative approach

.to northern adult education. Rather than actively encouraging and

supporting the colleges to become innovative mechanisms for promoting
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adult education, the Department has approached college development

cautiously and defe�sively, with southern policies serving as rough

guidelines.

Part of the explanation for the incremental approach to college

development is the proliferation of organizations designed to deliver

adult education. In the first instance, duplication carne about because

two government departments established separate northern adult education

delivery agents. The colleges and the Colleges/Northern Continuing

Education Branch have regularly been at odds since. In fact, the

manner in which integration between college and departmental activities

was to occur was never made explicit in The Cornrntmi ty Colleges Act or

regulations made under it. The degree of College autonomy and the

extent of the sponsoring Department's authority to supervise college

activities have been subject to different interpretations by officials

in each agency. Thus, structuring an integrated approach to northern

adult,education has been complicated and remains an unresolved problem.

The participatory process in establishing college boards has

been compromised by the exercise of Ministerial discretion. Civil

servants from La Ronge and in the field, acting in response to the

Deputy Minister's intentions, commun i cat.ed the concept of locally

controlled community colleges to northern residents. After northern

residents had expressed their wishes to the Minister regarding the

selection of college headquarters' locations and College Board members,

the Minister exercised his discretion and made other choices. His

decisions on these matters have reflected an insensitivity to community
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aspirations and have often been ill-considered, judging by objective

standards. Such a.pattern of choices indicates the Department's

, failure to achieve its northern political objectives: strengthening

local governments and promoting northern decision making.

Clearly, northern community colleges have not been innovative

mechanisms for achieving adult education related directly to employment

in northern communities. Community colleges have not been successfully

adapted to fit the northern context; hence, Government has had to

examine other means for meeting the northern requirements for skill

training related directly to employment. The partial establishment

of colleges in the north and the presence of several organizations

delivering adult education reinforces the Department's incremental

approac� toward the adult education policy area. Integrating adult

education effectively with the creation of employment opportunities

in northern Saskatchewan hence has become more difficult as the

Department has matured.
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Notes to Chapter III

1 .

Department of Northern Saskatchewan Annual Reports, 1973-4, p ,

29; 1974-5, p. 74; 1976-7, p. 40.

2The statistics are from the Northern Saskatchewan Small Scale

Forestry Study: Baseline Report (Winnipeg: Intergroup Consultants.

Ltd., March, 1976), p. 158; and R. Hauck, Six Years Later: An Overview
of the Department of Northern Saskatchewan'S Programs and Accomplishments,
prepared for Central Planning Unit ELa Ronge: June 8, 19]8), p. 35.

3prom a Department of Continuing Education pamphlet, "Saskatchewan
Communi ty Colleges" in Northern Continuing Education Branch file,
"Communi ty College Development Committee," circa 1971, p. 4.

4Ibid., pp. 4-9.

5Statutes of Saskatchewan, 21 Elizabeth II (1973), c. 15, s. 13.

6Ibid., s. 8.

7From previously cited pamphlet, pp. 5, 8. Also, in a Department
of Continuing Education pamphlet "Community Colleges in Saskatchewan"

published as a message from Grodon MacMurchy, the Minister of Continuing
Education noted that:

Saskatchewan'S community colleges are unique in Canada,
making use of the community development approach in
education. This means they attempt to serve not just
individuals, but communities in total. We are break

ing new ground in delivering the kind of education

people want, where they need it.

In �iother'pamphlet circulated by Jake Kutarna, the Community College
Developer for the La Ronge Region (circa, 1973), it was· stated that:

Built into the Community College as outlined by the
bill recently passed in Saskatchewan's legislature,
is an important principle: that of local control

This principle is put into practice through
the Community College Board. The board will
not be advisory; it will be a decision-making
board.

The same pamphlet made some comments on the community development aspect
of colleges:

As Mr. MacMurchy, Minister of Continuing Education
has said himself, "If the community development
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aspect is not as successful as we hope--and make
no mistake about it--the idea is far from a sure

bet--if it is less successful, the simple avail

ability of informal education to interested

persons where they live will be of substantial
benefit in itself."

8Memo from Garry Wouters, Program Consultant, Policy and

Planning Branc� to Ed Breese, Director of Colleges Branch, re:

Philosop,hy of the Community College for the North (January 4,1973).

9See John Stobbe, Principal of La Ronge Region Community College,
. "Organizing the Community'College at the Community Level" (July 27,
1973), pp. 1-2. 'Although this policy statement was ratified by the

College Board, there is no evidence that Local Management Committees
were ever established, at least not with the effective mandate outlined
in the policy statement.

10
Memo from B.R. Hill, Director, Policy and Planning Branch, to

A.C. Towill, Assistant Deputy Minister, re: Community Colleges (March
20, 1973).

lIAs the Minister's Advisory 'Committee on Community Colleges
stated:

Adul t Education Services are already available from

many government departments, institutions and agencies,
• . . . Colleges will be effective to the extent that

they can simplify access to these resources. The aim
would be that present agencies, maintaining their own

identity, would serve people more effectively because
of the information received as a result of college need
assessment processes.

Report of the Minister's Advisory CommIttee on Community Colleges
(August, 1972), p. 23.

12
D.J. Parsons, Colleges Branch, "Department of Northern

Saskatchewan Colleges Branch and the Community Colleges Concept."
Submission to D.F. McArthur, Deputy Minister (January 2, 1975), p.
3.

l3See submission by Eric Hamm, Principal, La Ronge Region
Community College, "Rational for Proposed Regional Training Centre
in La Ronge, Saskatchewan." A submission to M.O. L'Heureux, Deputy
Minister (November 3, 1976); and memo from Brian Shelly, Co-ordinator
of Colleges, Northern Continuing Education Branch to Ross Moxley,
Assistant Deputy Minister re: La Ronge Community Co1lege--Capital
Construction Proposal (April 13, 1977).
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14The connection between adult education and community develop
ment is obvious and well-established. Community organizing and

development is esse�tially the process of community residents educat

ing themselves about their ability to shape their collective environ
ment in the community, with the help of'individuals more experienced
in such endeavours. As an excellent example of this, see, Frank

Adams, "Highlander Folk School: Getting Information, Going Back and

Teaching it," Harvard Educational Review, Volume XLII, Number Four

(November, 1972), pp. 497-520.

15AI h h
. ..

·1 hI h L Rt oug prec1se stat1st1cs are not ava1 a e, tea onge
College in 1977-8 offered some $20,000 worth of social demand courses,
whereas it spent approximately $400,000 on basic upgrading and other

"skill-training" courses. The number of social demand courses far

outstrips upgrading and skill-training courses, but both the cost

and the number of students taking these is far greater than for social
demand courses. It should be'noted that southern community colleges
have recently begun requesting more employment-related training and
have asked for more permanent, "fixed" facilities such as those the
La Ronge College has been requesting for some years. There are some

indications that these requests are being regarded favourably by
Department of Continuing Education officials, thus implying the

possibility of a major policy shift for community colleges. Interview
with Eric Hamm, Principal, La Ronge Community College (May 17, 1978).

16Inter�iew with John Stobbe, former Principal, La Ronge Reg ion.
Community College (June 2, 1977) and with J.J. Bell, .Director, Northern
Continuing Education Branch (June 7, 1977).

17As well, the Colleges/Northern Continuing Education Branch's
administrative record has been poor, thus limiting its ability to

establish and supervise community colleges. Re-organization has been
endemic to the Branch. It was re-organized for two consecutive fiscal

years, 1975-6 and 1976-7; the former because of the community college
initiative in part, and the latter because of extensive budget cuts
at Budget Bureau. Submission from Parsons to McArthur, op. cit.,
and Minutes of D.N.S. Executive Committee meeting, December 16, 1975.
A memo from R. Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister to J.J. Bell, Director
Northern Continuing Education commented:

Colleges Branch, along with many other Branches of
the Department, has a record of poor administration
and control. Over the years since D.N.S. was

established, most of the branches have improved
their systems and to a great extent, overcome their

reputation for mis-administration. For various

reasons, Northern Continuing Education Branch has
not been able to achieve that happy state.

Memo re: Branch Administration (July 5, 1976).
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Annual Report, 1973-74, p. 27.

19
_

Letter from �orman A. McAuley, Chairman, La Ronge Region
Community College, to Hon .. Gordon MacMurchy, Minister of Continuing
Education (June 30, 1973) and reply (July 17, 1973).

20Interview with J.J. Bell, Director, Northern Continuing
Education (June 7, 1977).
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d· I Itatement to t e u IC, OPe CIt., Appen IX .

22
Letter from Gordon MacMurchy, Minister of Continuing Education,

to G.R. Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan (October 6, 1973),
p. 2·.

23Ibid.

24Ibid., p. 3.

25"Northern Municipal Council's duties unclear," Regina Leader Post

(November 30, 1974), p. 1.

26Thoug·h the opportunities for pursuing adult education and conunun

ity development together were limited, community development was a clearly
stated objective of the La Ronge Region Community College. As the prin
cipal wrote· to an official in the· Department of Continuing Education:

There is also the important aspect of allowing decisions
to be made at the community level. Whereas previously
lip service was paid to this concept, Community College
now provides a vehicle whereby this can be done. Local

Management Committees .have been formed in most cOITDTIuni
ties. The people in the cOITDTIunity decide how they will
form· the conunittee, whether elected,. appointed or volun
teered. The committees in all instances have been
conscientious.

Letter from John Stobbe, Principal, La Ronge Region Community College
to Jake Kutarna, Department of Continuing Education (February 22, 1974),
p. 1.

27
Statutes of Saskatchewan, 21 Elizabeth II (1973), c. 15, s , 10,

15, 16, 20, 21, 22.

28D.J. Parsons' submission to D.E. McArthur, OPe c i t , , p. 12.

29
Memo from J.J. Bell, Director of Northern Continuing Education

to Executive Committee re: "Northern Continuing Education Branch Re

organization Chart and General Program Objectives" (March 8, 1976), p. 3.
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30See Parsons to McArthur submission, Ope cit., p. 4; and memo

from J.J. Bell, Director of Northern Continuing Education to John
Solomon, Executive A�sistant to the Minister, re: Information You

Requested (November 17, 1976).

3lMemo from J.J. Bell to La Ronge Community College Board members
re: Meeting on March 19, 1976, between Northern Continuing Education
Branch and La Ronge Community College (March 22, 1976).

32See for example the letter from Jerry Jenner, Principal, La

Ronge Community College to Jack Bell, Director, Northern Continuing
Education Branch (December 18, 1975). The letter thoroughly outlines
the Principal's perception of the intended relationship between the

College and the Department. Curriculum development and the responsi
bility for establishing budgetary priorities were asserted to be

appropriate and legislatively intended functions of the College.

33Letter from Gill Gracie, Board Chairman, La Ronge Region
e,:·nnnuni ty College to Jack Bell, Director, Northern Continuing Education

(January 9, 1976), p. 2.

34
Letter· from J.J. Bell, Director, Northern Continuing Education

to the Board Members, La Ronge Region Community College (circa. Septem
ber 20, 1976), p. 2.

35Ibid.

36Interview with J.J. Bell, Ope cit. He indicated in the interview
that prior to the beginning of his tenure as Director, the· Branch had
been without a Director for approximately ten months. During that time
both McArthur and the Executive Director. had taken a fairly direct
involvement in Branch affairs.

37Letter from D.F. McArthur, Deputy Minister to Lawrence Yew,
Chairman, Northern Municipal Council (January 2, 1975).

38press release: "Community College Committee Formed," Saskat
chewan Government Information Services (May 2, 1975).

39
.

Minutes from first meeting of Community Colleges Development
(February 18, 1975).

·40
Reports of Community College Developers, general reference

(July l6-0ctober 31, 1974).

4lIbid.
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42
Letter from Roy Fosseneuve, for Cumberland House College

Committee to Jack Bell, Director, Northern Continuing Education
Branch (October 14, .1975); and letter from D.J. Gibson, Secretary,
Creighton Education Committee to G.R. Bowerman, Minister (March 4,
1976).

43Reports of West Side Community College Developers (July 16-
October 31, 1975).

44Letter from Community College Developers to Minister of
Northern Saskatchewan_(November 13, 1975).

45Letter from G.R. Bowerman to Mrs. Gill Gracie, Chairperson,
Community College Development Committee (November 26, 1975). College
developers were requested in the same memo to provide a list of nominees
from which the Minister could appoint Board members.

46From personal interviews with J.J. Bell, OPe cit.,; Gill Gracie,
D.N.S. employee (June 2, 1977); John Stobbe, former principal, La Ronge
Region Community College (May 22, 1977); and from Ken Collier, "Village
Bizarre," The Northerner (January 8, '1975).
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"College Controversy Boils as New Board Takes Office," The Northerner

(January 28, 1976).

48Memo from John Solomon, Executive Assistant to Honourable Ted
Bowerman to Marcel L'Heureux, Acting Deputy Minister, n.t. {November 30,
j,975) •

49Letter from Gill Gracie, Chairman of the La Ronge Community
College Board to J.J. Bell, Director, Northern Continuing Education
Branch (December 1, 1975).

50Memo from Ron Fiddler, Community College Developer to J.J. Bell,
Director, Northern Continuing Education, n.t. (December 19, 1975).

51
Memo from J.J. Bell, to Honourable G.R. (Ted) Bowerman, re:

Rejuvenation of Board--La Ronge Community College (December 24, 1975).

S2
Letter from Robert Dalby to G.R. Bowerman with resolutions

attached (January 6, 1976).

530rder-in-Council 82/76 (January 27, 1976).
S4

Memo from Bell to Bowerman, OPe cit. (December 24, 1975).

55Letter from Bowerman to Gracie, OPe cit. (November 26, 1975).
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56Ibid•
57

See the memo� from J.J. Bell to G.R. Bowerman, OPe cit.

(December 24, 1975); from J.J. Bell to G.R. Bowerman re: Treaty
Indian Appointments to the Board--La Ronge Community College (July
16, 1976); and a letter from Brian Shelly, Assistant Director,
Northern Continuing Education to Mrs. Louise Weins, Chairperson, La

Ronge Region Community College (April 15, 1977).

58Letter f'rom' Gill Gracie J Chairperson, Community Colleges
Deve�opment Committee to Hon. G.R. Bowerman with enclosed recommen

dations TrOm West Side developers (December 22, 1975); and letters
from West Side Local Community Authorities attached to college
developer's reports (June IS-October 31, 1975).

59See Letter from Dave Ahenakew, Chief, Federation of Saskatchewan
.

Indians to L.A. Reiderer, Director of Community Colleges, Department of
Continuing Education (September 16,1976), pp. 1-2.

60Ibid., p. 2.

6lMemo from J.J. Bell to M. L'Heureux, Acting Deputy Minister
Cultural College-Community College Implications (December 2,1975);
letter from Gill Gracie, Chairman, Community College Development
Committee to G.R. Bowerman, with college developer'S recommendations
.enclosed (December 22, 1975).

62Memo from J.J. Bell to M. L'Heureux, Deputy Minister, re: Update
on the Development of Northern Community Colleges (March 29, 1977).

re:

and

63
Memo from G.R. Bowerman to Marcel L'Heureux, Acting Deputy

Minister re: Northern Community Colleges--FSI Cultural College (December
18, 1975).

64Memo from J.J. Bell to M. L'Heureux, Deputy Minister, re: Update
on the Development of Northern Community Colleges (March 29, 1977).

65The most appropriate definition of pressure group institutional
ization within the Canadian context is in A. Paul Pross (ed.), Pressure

Group Behaviour in Canada (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1975). See

especially the introductory chapter by Pross, "Pressure Groups: Adaptive
Instruments of Political Conununication," where Pross identifies five

major characteristics of pressure groups which can be used to measure

a given group's level of institutionalization. They are: (1) organiza
tional continuity and cohesion; (2) extensive knowledge of government;
(3) a stable membership; (4) concrete, immediate operational objectives;
and (5) precedence of organizational objectives. The more entrenched
these characteristics in a pressure group, the greater its level of
institutionalization.



Chapter IV

POLICY 'FORMULATION AND ADMINISTRATION IN TIlE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LOAN FUND

1. Introduction

Northern economic development and the creation of employment

opportunities in which northerners can fully participate are arguably

the Department of Northern Saskatchewan's foremost policy objectives.

G.R. Bowerman's "Principles for Northern Development" in 1971 noted

that fewer than half of the llJOOO citizens of working age in the

north were. employed and fewer than a quarter of them earned more than

$2,000 per year.
1

The future magnitude of this problem was estimated

in 1973 to be such that:

between now and 1986 ... around 5,500 man

years of employment will be required to eliminate

seasonality and raise' participation rates of
current and new labour force entrants to provin
cial levels.2

While the expansion of the uranium industry and associated spin-off

developments promise to provide some employment opportunities for

northerners, the desire and capacity of northerners to take part in

mining and mining-related employment is limited. The Department is

confronted with the challenge of promoting economic development options

in which northern residents wish to participate and which they actively

support as elements of community development. The most visible pr?gram

utilized by the Department to promote economic development is the
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economic development loan fund. This chapter will explore the fOTmula-

tion and administra�ion of policy pertaining to the loan fund and will

demonstrate how such policy· making has constrained the realization of

economic development opportunities by northern residents.

The chapter will first examine the Department's economic develop-

ment strategy in detail and consider its attempts to provide for local

participation in economic development. Then it will show how the loan

fund and its client group have required so much attention from the

Economic Development Branch that it has been unable to formulate or

implement alternate tactics for promoting economic development, in

spite of the apparent need for such alternate tactics. Policy in the

Branch has been. directed exclusively toward managing day-to-day problems

in the loan fund's operations. An incremental approach to overall

economic development policy making thus has prevailed because underlying

p�cblems constraining northern economic development have not been addressed.

Finally, this chapter will illustrate how limited the Northern Municipal

Council's role has been in formulating and administering northern economic

development policy.

2. Economic Development Strategy and Local Participation

.When the Economic Development Branch was established in June,

1973, its objectives were described as being:

... to improve the quality of life for northern
residents by encouraging economic development in
the area and to foster' social development by
working for a greater participation by northerners
in their own economy.3

..-r� ..
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This reflected government's desire to direct economic deve1op-

ment programs and pOficies at northern residents where they already

lived, rather than allowing development opportunities to occur

exclusively in larger northern centres or in" the south. " As expressed

by the Policy and Planning Branch Director:

Our economic development" s"trategy starts with the

premise that most northern communities are surrounded
by potential economic wealth of some kind or another,
and that we can most effectively develop the North

by helping northern residents to make use of these
resources.4

This strategy has been referred to as the "stay option" model, as opposed

to the "growth pole" model for economic development. The growth pole

model implies concentrated development in a few large centres. Because

northern residents have tended n�t to move toward larger centres in"

search of employment, and because such migration simply results in a

transfer of unemployment from rural areas to urban centres, the Department

has adopted the "stay option" model for development. It prescribes that

services and developments be directed at small centres and communities.

Such communities can thereby be made viable places for people to .Iive,

and the social dislocation created by unskilled people moving to urban

centres can be minimized.

The stay option model is implicit in almost all the Department's

activities; social and health services as well as the provision of

physical infrastructure have been directed toward relatively small,

remote northern communities. To foster this model in the economic

development policy area, the economic development loan fund program

5
was initiated on July 11, 1973. It has become the most highly visible

L
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of the Department's attempts to promote economic development and has

been given most atte�tion as an economic .development mechanism.

The concept of a loan ftmd accessible only to "disadvantaged"

persons was not novel. Both the Indian and Metis Department under the

old Liberal admjnistration and the Human Resources Development Agency

under the New Democratic Party government's direction had developed

such loan funds.6 In addition, the Metis Society had called vociferously

for the establishment of a loan fund in May, 1973.7
While it was relatively simple for the Department to announce

the loan fund as one of its economic development programs, there does

not seem to have been much, if any, serious consideration of alternatives

or adjuncts to the loan fund. This is curious since both co-operatives

and some state-owned and operated enterprises had existed in the north

prior to the Department's creation. State-owned enterprises have subse-

quently undergone limited expansion through the Department's Economic

Development Advance Account, although co-operatives have not been well

supported and are generally failing.

Because the Department did not pay sufficient attention to the

problems inherent in both these types of enterprises,8 the problems which

have afflicted enterprises financed through the loan fund were not

predicted. Hence no comprehensive strategy to promote economic develop

ment was designed before the existing program was irnplemented.9 The

many problems which have since affected the program have thus been dealt

with in isolation from general consideration of what barriers hinder

northern economic development and what alternative tactics might best

remove these barriers.
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. A critical aspect of the "stay option" development model was

that it implied tha� northern communities would become involved in

determining proposed developments in their communities. Particularly

when proposed activities represent a significant departure from the

. past, or concern the provision of essential services in a community,

local participation and control are essential elements in development.

Community-based projects that are not understood, approved of and

actively supported by local residents cannot be expected to succeed,

and may actually have a detrimental impact on a community. Even when

funds are disbursed to individuals to establish a business enterprise,

local participation in vetting the loan application is essential.

Information necessary to evaluate the enterprise and avoid potential

problems can be provided by community residents who. have a vested interest

in seeing basic services provided in their community. Moreover, the

project can be given official sanction at the local level, thereby

avoiding the problems which occur when decision making about essentially

local affairs is centralized and made inaccessible to those most

directly affected by development.

Local and district loans committees are the only mechanisms that

have ever been used to achieve such local participation in economic

development. Local loans committees, established in almost every

northern community,lO are composed of three members: one Economic

Development Branch Loans Officer, and two members chosen from the

communi ty, one nominated by the local government body and, one selected

at the Minister's discretion. The committees have the authority to
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reject or approve any loan under $4,000, and may make recommendations

reg�rding larger loaps.

Also, a District Loans Committee has been established with

authority to approve or reject loans. between $4,000 and $25,000. Its

membership includes the Director of Economic Development or his designate,

a resident of the Northern Administration District selected at the

Minister's discretion, and one of the Northern Municipal Counci Llo rs .

The District Committee may make recommendations on loans larger than

$25,000, but the final decision rests with the Minister. Any loan

decision by any committee may be appealed to the Minister, who has

di sc ret i h
.

Le jrrevi dec i s i
11

l.scretl.onary aut orl.ty to overru e prevl.ous eCl.Sl.ons.

The existence, composition and function of local committees

have been at issue within the Department from time to time. The'

original enabling regulations made no provision for local participation

in loan fund decisions. They did provide for a committee of three to

be established wi th membership from the Northern Municipal Council, the

Northern Development Advisory Council and the Director of the Economic

12
Development Branch. The committee's limited authority to make recom-

mendations regarding loan applications was never put into effect since

it was never struck. As late as April, 1974, the Branch Director, by

this time the second to hold the position, informed the Northern Munici-

pal Council that the decision-making process for loan applications

simply required the Director to screen applications prior to forwarding

them to the Minister for a final decision.13
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Although the regulations clearly did not provide for local

committees to have �uthority regarding the granting of loans to

community residents, some within the Department interpreted such to

be the intention of Government. For example, a memo from the Director

of Field Services to the Assistant Deputy Minister on October 1, 1973,

confirming an earlier conversation between them, noted that the local

committee was to include the area co-ordinator for the region and two

members from the Local Community Authorities in each cornmunity.14
The Economic Development Branch Director, however, perceived the issue

quite differently. In a memo to the Assistant Deputy Minister only

three days later he expressed the opinion that people on the west side,

where there were five Local Community Authorities, might want only one

or two committees.lS

His views contrasted sharply with those of the Northern

Municipal Council and the Policy and Planning Branch. Employees of

Policy and Planning interpreted the July, 1973, regulations as providing

for local committees in each community. They interpreted the regulations

to mean that local committees were to have the final decision on loans

up to $4,000 and that the District Loans Committee was to decide on loans

up to $25,000.16 The regulations clearly were not specific about the

powers of the District Loans Committee and, as mentioned, there was no

provision for the establishment of local committees.

The Northern Municipal Council's proposal for structuring the

loan fund committees was identical to and likely formed the basis for

the Policy and Planning Branch I s interpretation of the July, 1973,
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1
.. 17

regu atl.ons. In most of the discussions regarding the role of public

participation in gov;rnment programs� the Policy and Planning Branch

and the Northern Municipal Council were informal allies in a position

strongly favouring decentralization of government programs and local

decision making. The final outcome was a set of regulations almost

identical to those drafted by the Policy and Planning Branch. These

regulations were implemented in June� 1974, after the Policy and Planning

Branch debacle in May that year, and after the second Economic Develop

ment Branch Director within a year had resigned.lS
The effectiveness of local loans committees as mechanisms for

vetting loan applications came into question periodically after they

were established. On three occas rons during the past few years � the

Economic Development Branch· has evaluated the performance of local·loans

committees with a view to reducing the frequency of "bad" loans approved

b h
. 19

Y t ese comml.ttees. The Branch's major emphasis in recent years has

been to disburse its funds more restrictively. The proportion of loans

in arrears in the category under $4,000 for which .local loans committees

can be held accountable to some extent, has been higher than for loans

larger than $4,000. However, for loans tmder $4,000 the total amount in

arrears is far less than for the other categories.
20

Regardless of the

generally low impact of the small loans on the loan fund in total, the

Economic Development Branch Director in 1978 stated that:

... if the performance of the Local Loans Committee
does not improve within a period of a year, a recom

mendation to disband that particular Local Loans
Committee will be made. (This decision will be made
at the discretion of the Director of Economic Develop
ment.)2l

--- ..�� � ���..� ..
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Though the legality and propriety of such action by the Director would

probably be challeng�d within the Department, his attitude toward local

loans committees reflects the Branch's general inability to give these

committees the support they require to function effectively. The lack

of management support given to Branch clients, a point to be discussed

lat�r, is reflected also in the inability of Economic Development Branch

to provide counselling or training to local residents who sit on loans

committees and are expected to make sound judgments about loans.

Thus local participation in the loan fund has not been of major

significance in the Department's economic development strategy taken as

a whole, in spite of the obvious implications the "stay option" has for

such participation. Local committees have only a limited role to play

in major expend i.tures from the loan fund. More significantly, their

role has never extended beyond the loan fund to other activities which

have an impact on any given community's economy. Local loans committees

are not well regarded within the Economic Development Branch, in spite

of the fact that they represent a logical focus for introducing some

of the expertise northern communities require to participate more fully

in development opportunities.

Up to this point, the general framework within which the economic

development loan fu�d operates has been outlined to preface a more

detailed consideration of loan fund policy administration and formulation.

The loan fund has required all of Economic Development Branch's attention,

thereby imposing an incremental policy-making approach to economic develop

ment on the Branch and the Department.
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3. Administering the Loan Fund: Problems in Economic Development

Branch and Their Implications

The ease with which the Department decided to establish the

loan fund was not at all paralleled by ·the process of implementing

the loan program. Indeed, the attempt by the Branch to implement the

loan fund must rank as one of the best examples of confusion and

mismanagement within the Department. One basic reason for confusion

was the inadequate enabling legislation and regulations governing the

loan fund's operation. The initial legislation limited the program's

available funds to just $500,000. By mid-October, 1973, only three

months after the regulations had been filed, the Deputy Minister was

reporting to the Minister that "of necessity we are slowing down in the

processing of Loans because only $144,864.00 remains in the fund.,,22
As the loan approval process slowed down, criticism of the loan fund

increased from interested northern residents and from Department

employees. Their criticism centered primarily on the length of time

required to approve loans and limitations on their availability.23
The initial problems also reflected serious administrative

confusion within Economic Development Branch. Some time between April

and June of 1974, the first director was replaced by another, who held

the position for less than two months before leaving the Department.24
In fact, recruiting employees at all levels within the Branch was

difficult during the first year of operations. Ten months after the

Branch had been established, there were still no field staff to deal

� .m '"
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directly with people in the communities, even though budget approval had.

been given for such positions.25 Criticism of the Branch was not limited to

those outside the Department or in the Policy and Planning Branch. The

Minister put a complete freeze on Branch activities early in 1974.

As he said:

I
.
am returning the proposed loans for Ii vestock purchases

without approval. The Department does not· seem to have

developed a policy for economic development, either in

agriculture, fishing, trapping or wood harvesting indus
tries. The applications that came forward for my
approval were on an Ad Hoc [sic] basis, without any
clear determination of whether we should be giving
consideration for interest rates or whether there
should be partial forgiveness for repayment of loans,
and so on.26

The quotation illustrates the difficulties encountered by the

Branch and the Department, especially during the first few years of

operation. A commitment had been made to promote economic development,

without specifying methods by which it would be achieved. This cornmit-

ment had been carried to the point where an actual program had been

established and publicized.' However, the essential policy statements

necessary to provide specific criteria for Department officials to make

discrete decisions or recommendations were absent.

·The apparent inability to formulate general economic development

policy statements may have been a result of the antagonism existing

among various individuals in the Department. For example, the Policy

and Planning Branch in April, 1974, prepared a draft of guidelines for

administering the loan fund in an attempt to make these more explicit.

The Economic Development Branch Director prepared a specific reply to
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each of the suggestions made. In many instances, the Director replied

"Agreed, but obvious ,!' and his general remark regarding the summary

introducing the draft was that it was "so vague as to be almost

meaningless. ,,27 These documents make it quite obvious that in spite

of the very genuine .and serious problems within the Branch, the co

operation between branches which mi�ht have helped alleviate these

difficulties simply was not present. The reasons for this situation

are basically those referred to in Chapter I with respect to the general

antagonism between Policy and Planning Branch and the program branches.

Conflicts in personality and in approach to the policy area compounded

the difficulties created by not clearly specifying the working rela-

tionship between planners and administrators in the economic development
28

policy area.

Some of the early troubles of the Branch and the loan fund

program were mitigated as a result of assent being given to The Northern

Saskatchewan Economic Development Act on May 10, 1974, and the filing
29of regulations in accordance with the Act on June 7, 1974. Since

then, the basic legislative framework within which the loan fund

operates has not been altered significantly. However, the initial

problems in administering the loan fund were not all solved as a result

of establishing a more appropriate legislative framework. No policy

statement� or guidelines in specific areas such as forestry and fishing

existed and the Branch was still functioning without enough staff.

Thus the Branch became a target for considerable pressure and criticism.

Many of the other branches were already relatively operational while
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Economic Development Branch was still in an embryonic stage, even

though development o� the northern economy was perceived by all to
- 30be critical and basic to northern development.

The most immediate result of such pressure on the Branch was

.

31
the flood of loans which were processed after mid-1974. This output

was certainly in large part a result of the new loan regulations, the

establishment of loans committees, and the recruitment of an adequate

staff complement in the Branch. However, the almost.uncontrolled

manner in which loans were disbursed can also be partly attributed to

staff attitudes. Although never explicitly formulated as a policy

statement, Branch employees apparently were given instructions to

process as many loan applications as quickly as possible.32 The

Department had been severely criticized by outside groups such as the

Metis Society, and from groups within the Department such as the Policy

�ld Planning Branch employees, for failing to have a functioning

economic development policy. Thus an effort was undertaken to make

the loan fund a highly visible program throughout the north and thereby

to demonstrate that the Department was taking action to promote economic

development.

In purely statistical terms the initial efforts of the Branch,

once it was operational, were certainly impressive. But behind the

superficial signs of success was a set of problems which soon was to

dictate a substantially different emphasis in loan fund operations.

The first problem was a familiar one. An internal Task Group estab-

lished to review the loan fund in May, 1975, reported that.the loan

L
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'fund had exhausted approximately half its. available capital within the

f" t f f 11 I b h
"33

lrs year 0 u sca e ranc operatlons. The report went on to

state that:

• the single most disconcerting fact is the very
high proportion of delinquencies on loan accounts in
the first few months of the loan term. A very large
number of loan recipients have made nothing more than
token payments on their accounts.34

This situation raised questions regarding the capacity of the loan fund

to "revol veil and sustain itself through replenishment by loan repayments.

There were several reasons for the high rate of loan delinquency.

The most obvious was that the initial pressure on the Department to get

the loan fund program into effect had resulted in approving a large

number of ill-considered loans. In the first months of the program's

full scale operation, Branch employees had been able to collect and

process loan applications, but no genuine capacity or effort to evaluate

loans existed in the Branch.

The internal report also cited the lack of management support to

clients by the Branch as a major reason for many delinquencies. As the
,

report noted:

Because of the lack of consultation between field
officer and Client, the client either feels no

obligation to repay the loan or is experiencing
financial difficulties which prohibit repayment.
In many cases, the client has no experience in
financial management and needs advise [sic] on

how to schedule his cash flow �
35

This led the report's authors to conclude:

•.. a majority of the loans are being invested
into activities, and those activities operated
in such a way, that the consequence' is a transfer
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of capital into income into personal consumption in
a most inefficient manner to both the lender as well
as the borro�er.36

The lack of management support to Branch clients has continued

to stand out as a weakness in the loan fund program. A very brief but

recent evaluation of the loan fund conducted by the Central Planning

Unit noted that:

The need for better quantity and quality in bookkeeping
expertise and/or services in respect of all or most

business enterprises with which EDB is involved is

doubtlessly acute.· However, there seemed to be a

curious equation of adequate bookkeeping with manage
ment skills development--i. e., the philosophy/policy
seemed to suggest that the accomplishment of the former

(either internally or externally) would be synonymous
with or naturally bring about the 1atter.37

Over five hundred loans have been disbursed through the loan fund program.

It is clear that attempting to provide meaningful management support to

all or even most of the Branch's clients is a hopeless task given present

constraints on increasing Government expenditures and the existing vehicle

for promoting economic development.

The impending exhaustion of the loan fund and the large number

of delinquent loans brought about rapid changes in the loan fund program
. 38

by late 1975. Under a new director the Branch began focusing its

attention on limitations in the Economic Development Advance Account

and the necessity of becoming more rigorous in evaluating loan app1ica-

tions. An attempt was made to raise the limit of the Advance Account

from $S to $7 mil1ion.39 As a more fundamental effort to corne to terms

with these problems, the director decided to establish an Advisory and

Evaluation Team to "assist the District Loans Committee by providing
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comprehensive analysis and reconunendations for each loan above $4,000.,,40
He demonstrated the impact of perceived public pressure on the Depart-

ment by advising one of the members of the Advisory and Evaluation Unit

that:

• . • the Branch currently lacks a co-ordinated
effort to carry out adequate internal evaluation
of projects. As a result, poor projects get
approved and an attitude of "anything goes" is
generated on the part of the public. Projects
which do not receive an adequate evaluation may
have an important component not adequately
provided for which could have enhanced the

viability of the project. Furthermore, the

presentation of a thoroughly performed analysis
as to why the project would not likely succeed
would add to the credibility of the Branch when

they are refused and minimize the current view
that grants and loans are given on the basis of

personal bias or pressure group affiliation. 41

These developments mark the beginning of a new attitude within

the Branch to the loan fund. The pressures generated by the initial

spurt of activity in the loan fund's first fully functional year of

operations were the dominant factor in dictating the shift in adminis-

trative attitude from leniency to comparative strictness. These

pressures were heightened by public opinion as perceived by civiI

42
servants in charge of the program. A third factor contributing to

tightening up the loan approval process has been the recent change in

government attitudes toward public spending. Politicians and hence

civil servants have become considerably more cautious in disbursing

public funds to individuals. With respect to the loan fund in particular,

general monitoring bodies such as the Provincial Auditor's office, the

Select Standing Committee on Public Accounts and the Budget Bureau

...w........ .....
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have all levelled criticisms at the Branch for not being more fastidious

. .
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.
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ln grantlng an co �ctlng oans.

In fact, the Branch has had considerable success in terms of

keeping the loan fund solvent.· The Increase in the level of the Economic

Development Advance Account previously referred to was not granted, and

actually was never needed. The loan fund today is "xevo lving" as

intended and appears to be relatively·stable.44 While the more rigid

attitude toward disbursing funds has mollified some criticism of the

program, it also has generated its own set of reactions to the. loan fund.

The most serious instance of this has occurred with commercial fishermen's

loan applications, which will be discussed more thoroughly in the follow-

.

h
45

lng c apter.

Briefly, commercial fishermen have been forced to resort.to the

.

loan fund as a source of credit for their operations because traditional

credit sources gradually have dried up. Fishermen and their representa-

tives have requested a source of financing separate from the loan fund,

but have been informed by the Minister that until and unless the loan

f�ld proves too cumbersome for commercial fishermen's requirements, no

alternate financing mechanism will be provided.46 Meanwhile, Economic

Development Branch has been chastised regularly by both commercial

fishermen and employees of· the Fisheries Development Program for not

providing an acceptable source of credit to commercial. fishermen. The

Economic Development Branch persisted for some time in being insensitive

to the needs of individuals it had assumed were engaged in an essentially
.
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responsibility and staff positions for fishermen's loans did attitudes

.

change so that commercial fishermen were given a more reasonable

standard of service.

As the Economic Development Branch continued to draw criticism

of its activities, its mandate and scope of activities came into

question. The Assistant Deputy Minister for �onomic and Resource

Development, who had been the fourth director of the Branch, noted

that:

Since the inception of D.N.S., the Economic Develop
ment Branch has been saddled with �n ambiguous and

overwhelming mandate--to provide employment for the

working force of Northern Saskatchewan, if possible
in their home communities, to develop an industrial
base in Northern Saskatchewan, and to do so by the

development of businesses with northern ownership,
funded through a loan and grant fund • • . . The

Department has also been criticized for allowing
development components to emerge in the Resources
Branch. 48

The result of these criticisms-was a decision by the Executive Committee

to restrict -t.he mandate of the Branch to administration of the loan and

grant program, provision of management support to businesses funded by

Department ·loans and grants, and administration of the Department's

farms.
49

This very nearly was carried one step further a year later

when the Branch Director and Assistant Deputy Minister met with the

Deputy Minister to consider modifying the Branch's title to "the Small

Business Development Branch."SO

The
-

resul ts of formally narrowing the Branch' 5 mandate were

actually quite limited. In practice, the Branch had not engaged in

developing economic potential in the areas of wildlife, small scale
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forest industries and fisheries from which it was excluded by the

Executive Committee c!ecision. The real purpose of the Executive

Committee decision was to clari� responsibilities and more signifi-

cantly, to improve morale within the Economic Development Branch by
.

d·' ff· h 1·' f b i
. 51

prov1 1ng 1ts sta W1t a more rea 1stlC set 0 0 Ject1ves.

It is clear that an incremental approach to making policy has

become entrenched in the Economic Development Branch, with serious

consequences for the Department as a whole. The Branch has now formally

been excluded from activities in those economic sectors which offer

most hope for long term renewable resource-based development. Branch

policy making is focused on solving the loan fund's immediate problems,

and is therefore incremental in nature. Serious problems in the loan

fund program and in all northern economlc development efforts, such as

the paucity of management support and training, are not being dealt

with by the Branch. Such problems could be addressed more suitably

within the framework of other economic development mechanisms. However,

immediate problems in operating the loan fund have kept the Branch fully

occupied, and hence active consideration of alternate mechanisms has

been beyond the Branch's capacity.

4. The Role of the Northern Municipal Council in Policy

Formulation and Administration

The final section of this chapter deals with the involvement of

the Northern Municipal Council in loan fund policy formulation and

administration. The Department has included the Council in some of its
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discussions on J.oan fund policy forrnulat-ion and has structured the

Council into the loan fund's administrative process. However, the

Council's invol-Yement in policy formulation and administration was

never very sign�ficant and has declined as the Department has

increasingly re�tricted the Council's jurisdiction to municipal

matters.

It was noted in the preceding section that the loan fund did

not become fully functional until after the second set of regulations

governing it became operational on June 7, 1974. Within two months

after the regulations were filed, the Branch Director noted that

"several errors and omissions occurred in gazetting· the regulations,"

and he listed ten corrections, some of which constituted changes in

I"
52

po 1Cy. The precise reason for the occurrence of these "errors

and omissions" is not clear. However, the deficiencies were judged

as being ,sufficiently serious that it was decided to draft an entirely

new set of regulations. This was feasible because the 1974· regulations

provided the essential framework. wi thin which the loan fund could

operate.

The new regulations were drafted by the end of October, 1974,

and were presented officially to the Northern Municipal Council for

review at its November meeting .. There a motion was carried indicating

the Council's unwillingness to have the regulations implemented,

although the Council approved four specific changes. Briefly, these

gave local committees authority to reject loan or grant applications

of any size, changed the District Loan Committee's membership slightly,
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made residency requirements for loans more specific, and allowed for

removal of the Depar�mentls ability to guarantee loans. The Council

expressed its desire to make removal of loan guarantees conditional
/

on an increase in the Advance Account from $5 to $15 million.53 In

more general terms, .the Councillors noted that:

. . • this action is a temporary measure and that as

[the N.M.C. IS] .•• contribution to a more permanent
resolution of the inadequate performance of various
economic and manpower development attempts in Northern
Saskatchewan the Council proposes sponsoring the
establishment of an Economic and Manpower Development
Task Force.54

The Department did not respond favourably to this proposal for an

external task force but the specific recorranendations regarding the

regulations were fairly well received.

However, it took nearly a year" before the Departme�t's officials

decided to send the new regulations to Cabinet for approval. The delay

was, in part, a reflection of the relatively small policy changes which

were incorporated in the regulations. Indeed, the Department's submis-

sion to Cabinet justified the changes in the regulations on the grounds

that they were drafted in a more straightforward manner and therefore

would be understood more easily by both branch staff and their clients.55

The Department offered another reason for the lengthy delay in bringing

the regulations to Cabinet for its approval:

The Northern Municipal Council has been unable to

make a decision whether to approve the entire

"proposed regulations, although they have been
before the Council for almost one year. It is

" recommended that they be dealt with without

specific NMC approval.56
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After the proposed changes gained Cabinet approval, the Branch

Director informed t?e Northern Municipal Council .of the Government's

intentions and inquired whether the Council wished a final meeting.s7
At the meeting which followed two further changes were agreed upon:

(l)-a clause specifying that the third appointee to the District Loans

Committee.be recommend�d by th� Northern Development Advisory Council

was modified such that the recommending body would be the Northern

Municipal Council, and (2) another clause was changed so that the

authority of the local loans committee to reject loans was limited to

amounts less than $4,000.

These changes, although modest in scope, were modified subse-

quently by the Minister. In a memo to the. Branch Director dated

January 21, 1976,· he requested a number of specific changes to the

regulations. Three of these modifications had some impact on the

authority of the Minister vis-a-vis local government. One provided

the Minister, rather than the Northern Municipal Council, with the

right to waive residency requirements for loan applicants. Another

changed authority to appoint individuals to the local loans committee.

Where previously the relevant local governing body selected two of

the three Committee members, the Minister now assumed authority to

select one of these two members, although two of the three members

still were to be local residents. The third change involved technical

wording of the clause establishing the District Loans Committee.

Before, the regulations had stated "the Minister shall appoint";

after, they read "the Minister may apPoint.IIs7
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The net effect of these changes, .which were quickly approved

by the Director,60 was to decrease the potential auth�rity for

decision making by northern residents by expanding the potential for

Ministerial discretion. There is no evidence that the Northern

Municipal Council was informed of thes� changes, let alone given an

�pportunity·to respond to them. The regulations were filed on

February 27, 1976 ..

61
and have remained in effect to this day.

Recently, the Northern Municipal Council has objected to the regula-

tions and to the general operations of Economic Development Branch,

but without result.62
A further point of contention has centred on the membership

of the District· Loans Committee. The first two sets of regulations

provided that the membership of this committee include a member from

Northern Municipal Council recommended by the Council, a member from

the Northern Development Advisory Council, and·a member from the

Economic Development Branch, in practice usually the Director.

Curiously enough, at the same meeting where a motion was passed

indicating the Council's. intention to boycott all further Advisory

Council meetings, the Council also approved an amendment to the

regulations providing for the Minister to appoint a member from the

Advisory Council to the District Loans Committee.63

Problems arose rather quickly when the duly appointed member

of the Advisory Council submitted his resignation from the District

Loans Committee, stating that he was "falsely. representing a Council

that does not exist. ,,64 Northern Municipal Council members subsequently
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became more consistent in their opposition to the existence of the

Advisory Council. . Eyentually they opposed appointing a member from

.the Advisory Council to the Loans Conuni ttee.
65

The functioning of

the District Loans Committee was not impaired by the boycott since the

regulations provided for the committee to function with only two

members. Neverthe1ess,.the Department has attempted fairly regularly

to find a third member to sit on the committee. When Northern Municipal

Council members approved what they thought were final changes to the

regulations, they requested that the' Branch Director ask the Minister

to solicit· Council recommendations for a third District Committee

66
member. The finalized regulations, in keeping with the expansion of

potential for Ministerial discretion, retained only the two specific

appointees previously agreed upon and left the appointment of any
.

67
additional members in the Minister's hands.

The debate on this question was not finished. In August, 1976,

the Deputy Minister raised some questions regarding the membership of

the District Loans Conunittee. At the Executive Conunittee meeting which

dealt with this issue, the Branch Director's recommendation that a

northern business person be appointed to the Committee was approved.

The Branch Director was instructed to negotiate with the Northern .

jviunicipal Council and to prepare a joint proposal to be forwarded to

th MO'
68

.
..,e tru.s ter , He subsequently requested a list of possible candidates

.

for the Committee from the Council but as of April, 1977, no response

h d b
.
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a een rece].ve rom t e ounc]. . This is not at all surprising,

since at the District Committee meeting in January, 1977, the Council
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representative apparently

••• got very excited over previous gr.ant approvals
by the Executive Committee. He maintains that Execu
tive Committee has no business making any prior
approvals of any grants.70

The person in question, Leon McAuley, boycotted a number of

Committee meetings, and the Department found a new member to sit on

the Committee 50 that it continued to function. As the Director

explained at the Executive Committee meeting which considered the

problem:

There·has been constant problems in convening
the Committee and avoiding conflict due to

politicking by the N.M.C.71

This interpretation may be biased since it seems that one major diffi-

culty is simply that the Branch Director and the Council member have a

substantial personality conflict which results in their inability to

72
sit in the same room together.

This consideration of the Northern Municipal Council's involve-

ment in formulating and implementing loan fund regulations makes evident

the failure of all concerned to specify the Council's functions. The

Council has always sought an important role in northern economic develop-

mente In the early years of the Department this thinking was never

challenged seriously. If anything, the constant consultation with the

Council on a broad spectrum of policy areas, including the precise

nature of the loan fund regulations and the provision for Council

representation on District Loans Committee, encouraged the Council

to believe it had some jurisdiction over economic development affairs.

However, the extent of this jurisdiction has never been spelled out.
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By including the Council in economic development policy discussions

and administration w�thout allowing it any significant impact, the

Council has been frustrated in a policy area it perceives as crucial.

This has been parti�ularly true in the past two years as relations

between the Council and the Department have deteriorated.

It is clear that the Council's role in this area has been

relatively unimportant. It has been involved in negotiating only

one of three sets of regulations under which the loan fund has

operated, and when it was consulted about one set of regulations,

its advice and recommendations went unheeded. As well, the District

Loans Committee, on which one member of the Council sits, is not of

crucial importance in loan fund operations taken as a whole. The

Committee has functioned regularly with only two members, so that a

Council boycott of the Committee would be inconsequential.

S. Conclusion

Unquestionably, economic development is the most critical

policy issue in Northern Saskatchewan. The Department's primary

-economic development objective is to make use of northern resources

and bring services to northern communi ties in order that they become

relatively self-sufficient and so northern residents can begin enjoying

a higher standard of living. Beyond this general objective, very little

concentrated consideration has been given to the specific strategy

or tactics through which this general objective could be achieved.

The loan fund has become the primary mechanism for achieving

I
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development, at first because no other means of achieving northern

economic development. were considered and then later because it

required so much administrative effort that the Economic Development

Branch would have been taxed severely to assume more responsibilities.

The Department has given force to its commitment to local

participation in economic development by establishing local loans

committees to' approve local projects and given them legitimacy. This

has relieved the Department of political and administrative difficulties

which doubtlessly would have ensued from making decisions about local

projects without. some form of local consideration and approval or

disapproval. However, these committees generally are not well regarded

by' senior members of the Branch and the Branch has ignored the potential

role these .committees have to play in locally based economic development.

The many problems encountered in operating the loan fund have

dominated. policy administration and constrained policy formulation.

The problem of a high· arrears rate has been attacked by evaluating

loan applications much more closely and by establishing more rigorous

collections procedures. This has meant that the Branch has ignored

the more fundamental problem of the paucity of management support

and training to loan recipients. The Branch's apparent inability to

deal with this problem and others in any meani�gful manner raises some

serious questions about the appropriateness of the loan fund as the

central economic development policy tool.

The administrative problems associated with the loan ftmd have

led to an incremental approach toward economic development policy
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formulation by the Branch and the Department. Alternatives to the

loan fund have been �uggested and are available� but have never been

taken very seriously. The preponderance of an incremental approach

to problem solving in general makes the consideration of al ternatives

to the pr?grarn improbable and difficult. Moreover, the Branch's

problems with the loan fund have drawn·criticism from inside the

Department and from other Government agencies whose responsibility

it is to monitor programs. Thus, the Economic Development Branch

has had its boundaries formally limited so that in policy areas such

as forestry it has very little responsibility and therefore little

ability to conceive and implement new programs.

The Northern Muni c Ipa l Council f s jurisdiction in the field

of economic development has depended directly on the Department's

inclination to allow such involvement. During the first few years

of the Department's existence, the COtDlcil appeared to be an important

actor, particularly when it was requested to consider, review and

approve a new set of loan fund regulations. But the Council did not

perceive this level of involvement in economic development programming

as sufficient, nor did .Lt perceive minor changes in the Loan fund as.

being significant enough to address fundamental northern development

issues. Its involvement in policy formulation for the loan fund and

for economic development generally was not effective, even when

relations between the Council and the Department were relatively

ami.cab Le ;: Since the two organizations have become progressively more

disenchanted with each other, the Department has been less inclined
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to involve the Council in policy formulation. This has extended to

policy admi.nfs t rati.on as well � so that the Council's role with

respect t�.the District Loans Committee is now· fairly inconsequential.
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Economic Development and Policy and Planning branches were with respect
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to economic development planning. It should be noted though, that for

any period prior to the Policy and Planning disbandment, only that
Branch would have ha� the resources to undertake such planning.

29Saskatchewan Regulation 162/74 under The Northern Saskatchewan
Development Act, 1974, in Saskatchewan Gazette (June 7, 1974), pp. 403-
412.

30Al1 northern interest groups were concerned that meaningful
economic development take place, cf. note 7. However, the realization
of economic deve10pment·by northerners is undoubtedly one of the most

difficult objectives for the Department to achieve. This was even more

true in the first year or so of the Department's existence, when the
Economic Development Branch lacked resources and there was very poor
co-ordination with other branches. As the new Deputy Minister noted
to the press only two months after his apP9intment:

One area . . . [of] real concern is economic development,
and . . . the number of complaints . . . indicated the

present programs are not reaching the people they are

supposed to serve.

Article by Tom McKegney, "Northern Municipal Council's duties unclear,"
.

The Regina Leader-Post (November 30, 1974), p. 1. One Branch staff
member in August, 1974, stated that:

... the Branch will undoubtedly receive further
criticism as to the delay in the processing of

applications and deficiencies in the delivery of

management support services to clients. The Branch
would recommend that a critical review of. the present
regulations governing the Northern Saskatchewan
Economic Development Fund.

Memo from T.L. Giesbrecht, Administration Officer, Economic Development
Branch to D.H. Schweitzer, As s istant Deputy Minister, "Problems in the
Branch for Discussion with new Deputy Minister" (August 20, 1974).

31 .

An analysis of the loan fund completed in the fall of 1977
indicated that of 494 loans in total during the period from July, 1973,
until September, 1978, 35 or 7% were processed during the 1973-74 fiscal

year; 135 or 27% were processed during the 1974-75 fiscal year; 137 or

28% were processed during the 1975-76 fiscal year; 72 or 15% were

processed during the 1977-78 fiscal year up until September, 1977.
The statistics are from Tony Bunz, Economic Development Branch Analysis,
op. cit.

32From personal interviews with Gerry Parsons, Supervisor of West
Side Field Officers, Economic Development Branch (June 2, 1977) and
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with Ken Shaw, Co-operative Management Advisor, Economic Development
Branch (January 18, 1978).

33Identificati�n of Problems Currently Facing the Economic

Development Branch and Suggested Solutions for the Short-run (1-2
years), a report prepared by an intra-department Economic Development
Task Group (circa July, 1975), Item 1 "The Consequences of Past Activ

ities," B., p. 1.

34Ibid. , part 1. A. , p. 3.

35Ibid., part II, p. 5.

36Ibid. , part LA. , p. 3.

37Memo from Suzanne Wise, Central Planning to Shakir A1warid,
Chief Planner, re: Economic Development Branch Scheme (February 23,
1977), p. 1.

38Vic Ellis was replaced by Ross Moxley as Branch Director as of

August, 1975. Memo from D.H. Schweitzer, Assi s t arrt Deputy Minister, to

D.M. Wallace, Director of Budget Bureau, Department of Finance, re:

Legislation for 1975-76 Session (August 28� 1975).
39

Memo from Ross Moxley, Director of Economic Development to
Doug McLeod, Economic Development Branch, re: Economic Development
Loan Fund (September 25, 1975).

40Memo from Ross Moxley, Director, Economic Development Branch,
to Northern Municipal Council and District Loans Committee members,
re: 1. Establishment of Advisory and Evaluation Team, 2. District
Loans Committee meetings, Naming Alternate Members (October 22, 1975),
p. 1.

41
.

Ross Moxley, Director of Economic Development to Doug McLeod,
Economic Deve1opment·Branch, re: Branch Administration (September 9,
·1975), p. 2.

42Initial criticisms of the loan fund came primarily from native

groups. However,. the large number of small loans given to northern
natives, primarily for fishing and trapping activity, resulted by 1975
in considerable criticism from northern whites. They were disgruntled
that the loan fund w�� restricted by virtue of a clause requiring
residency in the north of fifteen years or half a client's lifetime,
whichever was lesser. This criticism had some impact on some branch
staff. Cf. memo from Giesbrecht to Schweitzer (August 20, 1974).
The internal Task Group, which included Economic Development Branch

staff, also perceived that the public was criticizing them on the

grounds that loans were given "on the basis of personal bias or

pressure group affiliation." See note 41.
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43The most criticism seems to have been generated by the Department
of Finance. See memo from Ross Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister to S.
Alwarid, Secretary, �xecutive Cornndttee (November 22,1976), p. 1, where
Moxley stated that:

By trying to cover all fronts, including development,
funding; management support and collections, the
Branch has been under heavy criticism· particularly
by the Department of Finance (Budget Bureau, Comp
troller's Office, Treasury Board). The criticism is

currently being brought to bear by the Budget. Bureau
in the form of proposed cuts to the Branch's programs.
It has been said that no meaningful development has
taken place, ,that the loan fund has been mismanaged
and that businesses once established receive inadequate
management support.

44Three separate factors explain why the Economic Development
Advance Account has been '''revolving.'' In the first three years of

operation,' $773,362 was transferred Lnt.o the accoun t j
:

primarily to
write-off loans assessed as being uncollectable. Second, the Branch

began developing collections procedures and recruited people to

encourage repayments, which subsequently have increased. And finally,
as noted earlier, the Branch has granted fewer "high risk" loans since
1976. See memo from Doug McLeod, Director, Economic Development Branch,
to M.O. L'Heureux, Deputy Minister, Department of Northern Saskatchewan,
re: Economic Development Loan Fund (January 21, 1977), p. 3.

45The matter of commercial fishermen's economic development loans
will be considered more thoroughly ,in the following chapter on policy
co-ordination but must be mentioned here to establish the limitation of
the loan fund.

,

46The Minister's position on this question first was enunciated
on September 30, 1974, and subsequently has been consistent. See
letter from G.R� Bowerman, Minister, to Larry Hunter, Secretary,
Commercial Fisheries Development Committee (September 30, 1974), p. 1.

47This attitude w�s illustrated in a memo from the Branch Director
where he cited 64% of the loans to commercial fishermen as being in
arrears while the amount in arrears represented 76% of the total amount
of outstanding loans. The Director then commented "As you can appreci
ate from the above data, our concerns regarding the viability of fishing
in the N.A.D. are well founded." Memo from Doug McLeod, Director,
Economic Development Branch to John Piper, Economist, Fisheries

Development Program; re: Bert Thompson's Loan Application to Establish
a Commercial Fishing Operation (March 2, 1977), p. 2.
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48
Memo from Ross Moxley; Assistant Deputy Minister, to all Branch

Heads and all E�onomic Development staff, n.t. (December 24, 1976), p.
1.

49Ibid., pp. 1-2.

,

50See memo from Ross Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister, Economic and
Resource Development Administration, to Marcel L'Heureux, Deputy Manister,
re: Economic Development Branch (January 12, 1978), p. 1.

5lpersonal interview with Ross Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister,
Economic and Resource Development Administration (June 10, 1977).

52Memo from V.C. Ellis, Acting Director of Economic Development, to

M.B. Derrick, Deputy Minister, re: Amendments to Economic Development
Regulations (July 31, 1974), p. 1.

53Northern Municipal Council Manutes (Noveml;>er 27, 1974), pp. 4-5.

54Ibid., p. 5. The Council has rarely made its views of economic
developm�explicit and has generally limited its criticism of depart
mental economic development policies to fairly general statements.
However, in the Council's submission to the Cluff Lake Board of Inquiry,
the Council gave what may be its most explicit statement on economic

development:
'

Social, cultural, and,economic development cannot be

separated but it must be recognized that the control

of economic development has great affect upon both
social and cultural development. This-factor has
been recognized by the North and they have expressed
their dissatisfaction with the D.N.S. economic

development programming . . . . Simply stated: the
North refuses any longer to be "dictated to" by the
Province . . . . It demands the right to equal
participation as is enjoyed in the south of this
Province.

To this end, the Council proposed that a special Northern Saskatchewan

Development Agency be established with representation from a cross-section
of northern residents'to plan northern economic development from renewable
and non-renewable resources. The Submission by the Northern MuniCipal
Council 'to the Cluff Lake Board of Inquiry on the Matter of Uranium

Development in Northern Saskatchewan (October 16, 1977), pp. 27-28.

55Fact Sheet accompanying amendments to regulations 'made under The
Northern Saskatchewan Economic Development Act, 1974 (October 10, 1975),
p. 2.

...-r ..
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56Ibid.
57
Letter from �oss Moxley, Director, Economic Development Branch

to Lawrence Yew, Chairman, Northern Municipal Council (November 4,1975).

58Northern.Municipal Council Minutes (November 19, 1976), p. 3.

59Memo from Ted Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan to Ross

Moxley, Director of Economic Development, re: Northern Saskatchewan
Economic Development Act (January 21,1976).

60Memo from Ross Moxley, Director, Economic Development Branch, to
Hon. G.R. (Ted) Bowerman, Minister, re: Northern Saskatchewan Economic

Development Regulations (February 6,1976).

6lSaskatchewan Regulation 40/76, Ope cit., pp. 106-110.

62
See memo from Ross Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister, to Lawrertce

Yew, Chairman of the Northern Municipal Council, n.t. (May 5, 1977).
63
N.M.C. Council Minutes, p. 4.

64Letter ·from Phil Chenard, Member 'of Northern Development. Advisory
Council,. to G.R. Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan (May 1,
1976) .

�5Fact Sh
.'

5
____________e_e_t, Ope Clt., p. .

66Memo from Ross 'Moxley, Director, Economic Development Branch,
to G.R.·Bowerman, Minister, re: District· Loans Committee (November 24,
1975) .

67 .

/Saskatchewan Regulation 40 76, Ope cit., p. 109.

68Executive Committee Minutes (September 9,1976), p. 1.

69Memo from Doug McLeod, Director of Economic Development, to the
Northern Municipal Council, re: Third Member to the District Loans
Committee (March 28, 1977).

70Memo from Doug McLeod, Director of Economic Development, to Ross

Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister, re: Leon McAuley--Member of District
Loans Committee (January 21, 1977).

7lExecutive Committee Minutes (June 28, 1977), p. 2.

72personal interview with Gerry Parsons, Ope cit.



Chapter V-

POLICY CO-ORDINATION

1. Introduction

The.previous analysis has examined particular policy areas which

demonstrate that the Department's policy process has been largely incre-

mental rather than innovative and that public participation has not been

found to the extent expected in processes of policy formulation and

implementation. Policy co-ordination and integration,l the third central

objective of the policy process in the Department remains to be discussed

more thoroughly. The lack of integration and co-ordination in northern

programming from the early 1950s until the Department's inception has

quite frequently been given as the primary reason for creating the single

agency. Thus, two of the seven most often cited objectives of the

Department have been:

A unified administrative structure for all government
services in the north . . . . The co-ordination of
all levels of all government programs as transferred
to D.N.S.2 .

Policy co-ordination was stressed even more strongly in a message from

the Deputy Minister to the Assistant Deputy Minister in 1973. Three of

the Assistant Deputy's objectives were to:

co-ordinate the activities of the Operations
Branches in Prince Albert and La Ronge to ensure a

maximum of efficient services to the people of the
North; as units are transferred to Department of
Northern Saskatchewan from parent Departments, take
necessary action to integrate them into a unified

158
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whole with the units already in place; and develop
a cohesive ,. harmonious Department dedicat ed to

working with the people to determine and meet their
needs.3

.

These statements highlight one of the major purposes of the single

agency, that is, to achieve an integrated, co-ordinated policy approach

in a particular geog�aphical area.

However, the Department has encountered many problems in achieving

policy integration and co-ordination. These, in part, may be traced to

what can be termed "branch comparnmenta.Li.zat Ion;" "Branch compartment-

alization" is the tendency of pa�ticular branches to become caught up

in their own priorities to the 'exclusion of other branches' priorities

or those of the Department in general. A lack of co-ordination has been

noted in previous chapters, particularly in Chapter II with respect to

fisheries policy. This chapter will describe and analyze'in more detail

the factors contributing to a lack of policy integration and co-ordination.

To illustrate these problems, the chapter will explore policy

areas where there are obvious linkages between human, economic and

4
resource development, at the level of general policy formulation and

in specific policy administration. First, a discussion of· the now defunct

Training Opportunity Program will demonstrate how a lack of co-ordination

seriously weakened the Department's ability to promote projects which

integrate critical aspects of human; economic and resource development.

Then, alternative development mechanisms available to the Department

will be considered to illustrate co-ordination problems the agency

continues to experience. Finally, the case of commercial fishermen's
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loans from Economic Development Branch will be analyzed as an example

'of how two branches �ave disputed the use of the Department's loan fund,

to the detriment of the fund's largest client group.

2 .. Program-Linkages Between Human, Economic and Resource Development.

A. The Evolution of the Training Opportunity Program

The Training Opportunity Program was initiated in October, 1972,

under the auspices of the Department of .Continuing Education in the

Meadow Lake Special AreaS as an attempt to meet a perceived gap in

conventional adult education programming. Previous adult educational

programs that had focused on training in direct work-related situations

did not include provision for counselling and orientation to the work

situation .. By contrast, the Training Opportunity Program attempted to

achieve: .

. • • the simultaneous application of currently used

methods, including academic upgrading, skill training,
social orientation and intensive counselling, as an

integral part of a work-training program involving
work in credible work·situations.6

Where possible, the projects were intended to develop a work force with

specific job-related skills so that potential employment generating

enterprises in these communities would have a better chance for success.

In communities where permanent employment opportunities were not immedi-

ate1y available, public works projects, essentially "make-work"

endeavours, were utilized "with emphasis on the development of sound

work habits, understanding the demands of the world of work, academic

upgrading and vocational skills."
7

� ��� � .a ...
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Four separate projects were initiated under the Training

Opportunity Program �n the Northern Administration D�strict. With

the exception of one tourist resort project in Tumor Lake, all the
. 8

northern projects concentrated on "make-work" endeavours. This

aspect of the program-was criticized .in a formal evaluation after its

first year of operation.

It was felt by those in the projects that recognizable
skills should be the result of the project. Training
involved in some projects appeared to be isolated with
little future extension of it possible. The most

successful projects were thought to be those leading
to specific job training.9

Despite this and other criticisms,lO the Training Opportunity Program

was successful in establishing development projects in communities which

sorely needed and desired them. Thus, it was a logical program to

transfer to the Depar�ment of Northern Saskatchewan.

The' Training Opportunity Program was transferred to the Department

on January 1, 1974. Its objectives remained quite similar to those formu

lated for projects sponsored earlier in Meadow Lake Special Area.ll The

program was immediately earmarked for expansion. The 1974-75 budget

description noted:

The present plan to extend these programs throughout
Northern Saskatchewan should reinforce and enhance
the success of our total training program. 12

Within the first year of operation under the Colleges Branch, projects

funded under the program included three handicraft producer co-operatives,

two wood harvesting and post cutting operations and one boat building,

handicraft producing and labour contracting enterprise.

L
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Ideally,. the Training Opportunity Program represented an

opportunity for the gepartrnent to spon�or innovative industrial

projects which would process renewable resources already harvested

in the north and thereby retain their value-added potential there.

Thus the program addressed a critical problem in the northern economy.

·Northern resources have traditionally been sent south in their primary

state, so that dollars, jobs and the potential to develop skills are

all similarly exported to the south while the northern economy and

northern residents remain tmderdeveloped. In attempting to develop

essential linkages in the northern economy, it was and is inevitable

that some enterprises which ordinarily might be considered "une conomi c"

must be supported. Furthermore, the training northern residents require

to take part in and manage industrial projects is ideally provided as

an integral part of the work situation. At least in theory, all of the

components essential to northern economic development were addressed in

one integrated package, the Training Opportunity Program.

The spurt of projects sponsored ty T.O.P. in 1974 points to a

fundamental difficulty that plagued the program until its demise. When

T.O.P. was transferred to the 'Department, it was the most convenient

means of initiating industrial economic development projects.
13

.In

fact, difficulties in the Economic Development Branch then were such

that the Training Opportunity Program was virtually the only source

of funding for projects employing a few people or more. As a consequence

many different types of projects were sponsored under the program, but

they were developed without reference to the program's intended uses
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and occasionally were simply ill-considered projects. The Department's

general inability to promote economic developm�nt projects in its first

two years led to hurried, incomplete scrutinizing of any projects which

were proposed prior to approving them.

These probl�ms were as prevalent in Colleges Branch as in

Economic Development Branch. Moreover, staff associated with the

Training Opportunity Program developed lax attitudes toward establishing

and implementing projects.14 A good illustration of these problems

occurred with a local housing repair project in Cumberland House. There

the local Training Opportunity Program counsellor attempted to have

program funds ·used to pay a portion of the wages for individuals

training on a house repair project sponsored by the federal Residential

Rehabilitation Assistance Program. For the prcject ts purposes, T.O.P.

.

1
.

d
.

f di h' I
15

was s1mp y V1ewe as a conven1ent un 1ng ve 1C e. As the Co-ordinator

of Industry Based Training in Colleges Branch noted:

In our discussion in Prince Albert, it was concluded
that we would attempt to create a business enterprise
of some type which could get its start and develop its
skill through contract work on R.R.A.P. with training
assistance -from T.O.P •. 0 0 0 Instead, it appears
that ToO.P. has been presented as a program of wage
subsidies which will allow R.R.AoPo funds to be
extended a bit further .. 0 • I gather that ToO.P.
is now committed to paying the salary of an instructor
and the minimum wage training allowance to nine trainees
. . . . Undoubtedly, training is taking place. From
all reports the instructional program is progressing
very well. Consequently, Colleges Branch will be
involved.16

This situation was fairly typical. Field staff initiated a

project which was poorly conceived in terms of the Training Opportunity
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Program's objectives. In this situation, the ideal approach identified

by the Co-ordinator �as to create a business enterprise which would'

serve as a permanent community focus for developing skills, processing

resources and developing a local economy'. While housing repair activ

ities and related training did take place, no permanent commtmity

enterprise was established. Subsequent construction ,activities have

taken place in the community, but local residents have been unable to

maximize benefits from these because of the absence of such a permanent

business enterprise.

The reasons for such missed development opportunities are

numerous. As noted before, the projects were conceived poorly in

general. None of the individuals in Colleges Branch had much expertise

in establishing economic development projects, and Economic Development

Branch was only operational after most of the Training Opportunity

Program proj ects had been initiated. Besides being established without

sufficient attention to technical economic questions, such as the most

feasible means of production and marketing, the projects were developed

as co-operatives� This made them more difficult to manage than private

enterprises. Thus management support and co-operative education were

required for each of the projects. The Economic' Development Branch

was supposed to possess expertise in co-operative development and

education, and in providing management support and training to business

enterprises. However, in practice the Branch was either unable or

unwilling to provide such services.
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Criticism from an external agency was required before the
.

problem area of co-operative education and development was tackled.

In 1975, the Department attempted to' submit Training Opportunity
.

Program projects as part of a more general training package enti tIed

"Options North" to �he federal Department of Regional Economic

Expansion for retroactive cost-sharing.
17

One of the federal

Department's Senior Implementation Officers from the federal Department

recommended against retroactive cost�sharing for the program partly

because of the use of co-operatives for these projects. Describing

the most successful ventures, the handicraft operations, he noted:

There is little or no understanding of the co-op
principles and philosophy. Very little is being
done to improve this situation. I am of the

opinion that too much emphasis is placed on co

ops without the proper and continued education :'

in the movement.1S

Responsibility for administering co-operatives rested with Economic

Development Branch, but problems there in acquiring an adequate staff

complement for co-operat i.ve development and education were even greater

than in �cquiring personnel to administer the loan and grant program.l9
...

The Training Opportunity Program staff therefore assumed co-operative

education responsibilities, without having any specific knowledge of

co-operati ve organization aside from their experience with program

. 20
proJects.

A similar difficulty was evident in connection with management

support. After T.O.P. responsibilities were assumed by the northern

agency, there was virtually no mention of management training as an

objective. However, by mid-l975, the program's objectives included:
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Management support staff to train a team of local
managers. Program staff will phase down their
involvement. over the project life. In

general, work toward phasing out Department input
by encouraging local. management and direction, and
leave behind a viable, on-going business enterprise.2l

Again, management support and training was not a responsibility of

Colleges Branch, but at the same time was not being provided adequately

by the Economic Development Branch.

However, projects were conceived which did not make sense in

economic terms and were established as co-operatives. This made them more

difficult to manage than private entrepreneurial operations and requited

much more attention from the Department.. With respect to the handicraft

co-operatives, for example, neither cen�ral staff nor field staff ever

managed to develop a clear perspective of what economic potential existed

for the industry or of how to achieve such potential. When Economic

Development Branch staff suggested that handicrafts had to be centrally

marketed and machine-made in large quantities to be economically viable,

field staff resisted.22
This difficulty was compounded by the fact that even central staff

ld h t h k d
.

1
. 23

cou not agree on w a approac to ta e towar s part1cu ar proJects. As

different Department employees went into a community, they offered contra-

dictory advice to project staff and community residents. Not surprisingly,
/

such advice given by central ,staff from anyone branch was generally selec-

ted on the grounds of its apparent convenience or favourability to local

residents, regardless of its relationship to advice given by staff. from

another branch.24 The controversy generated by the program at the commun-

ity level became so intense that some field staff perceived a "war"
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occurring between Economic Development-Branch and the Northern Continu

ing Education Branch..
25

By August, 1975, the branches had initiated a series of formal

meetings to resolve problems facing T.O.P. projects and to co-ordinate

their efforts. Generally: speaking, the first meeting produced agreement

that the Colleges Branch would p rovi de management support to the projects

and that project officers would be assigned to each project "to ensure

h di d d 1· f
. . . ,,26t e co-or 1nate e 1very 0 J01nt serV1ces. These changes, however,

did not materialize quickly enough to allay criticism of the program

emanating from the Budget Bureau.

The overall Colleges Branch budget submitted for the 1976-77 fiscal

year may be considered an unqualified disaster. In almost all areas of

programming, the Branch encountered severe criticism. Consequently, several

programs were either reduced or transferred to other branches. The Training

Opportunity Program was a prime target. Budget Bureau's criticism was

comprehensive.

It is clear ... that the Branch is involved in what is
intended to be economic development initiatives. unfor

tunately, these initiatives have been taken in the past
with extremely inadequate preparation and study. Conse

quently, the Department has bound itself to organizations
initiated within constraints which give them no final

prospect of viability. Furthermore, the concept of the

program has proven to be extremely paternalistic. The

Budget Bureau cannot accept the view that ten to fourteen
native women require "counselling" for over two years
within the framework o f

. a native handicrafts co-operative.
This kind of approach does not prepare.native people to

take responsibility, but can only increase their dependence
on outside help. 21.

The Bureau recommended that the Training Opportunity Program be

terminated and that responsibility for existing projects be transferred

l
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to the Economic Development Branch. It was asserted that this Branch

could easily handle ,the 'managerial assistance required for the handi-

craft co-operatives� while the wood harvesting ventures could continue

with more intensive managerial assistance and financial support.28
, Not unexpectedly� the Budget Bureau's recommendations were

greeted with animosity by those associated with the Training Opportunity

Program. As 'the Program Manager noted in an extensive rebuttal to the

Bureau's criticisms:

The Training Opportunity Program provides social and
work adaptation support as well as business and skill

training to the Economic Development Program. The
Economic Development Branch provides none of these
services at the present time, nor do they intend to
in the future.29

And further:

T.O.P.'s philosophy of skill training and counselling
is imperative to the inauguration of new projects.
It has allowed Economic Development to take a hard
economic stand and T.O.P. to subsidize those uneconomic

attitudes� while training to change them took p1ace.3D
ibe Program Manager's 'fears that the Economic Development Branch would

,

not be able to support individual projects has been substantiated by

subsequent events. The handicraft' operations, after an unsuccessful

attempt by Economic Development Branch to solve some of their problems
31

by establishing a central marketing agency, are no longer operating.

The wood harvesting operations have closed down, even though transpor-

tation subsidies were provided. Instead, the Department has placed

greater emphasis on government-owned and operated sawmills to take

advantage of forestry-based economic development opportunities.
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B. Alternate Economic and Human Development Mechanisms

This overview of the Training Opportunity Program leads

naturally to a discussion of alternate mechanisms for promoting

l�cally based economic development. In the previous chapter, the

limitations of relying exclusively on the loan fund and individual

entrepreneurship for local economic development were discussed. Yet

some of the same limitations, most notably the lack of resources to

provide adequate support to enterprises of any type, have hampered the

utilization and effectiveness of alternate mechanisms. The following

discussion will centre on some of the Department's attempts to establish

alternate development mechanisms. These include the Training Opportunity

Program and the development of Bill 84, meant to enable the Department

to engage directly in commercial enterprises.

When it became clear to the Budget Bureau that the Training

Opportunity Program was actually providing economic development services

as much as it was delivering adult education and training, the program

was transferred to a branch supposedly more appropriate. The most

immediate result was a gap in programming. After March 31, 1976, no

program existed for supporting projects which co-ordinated human, economic

and resource development activities.

Even before the Training Opportunity Program was terminated,

alternate development mechanisms were being considered by Department

employees. Replying to a request for information from the Director

of the Budget Bureau, the Economic Development Branch Director identified
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a major deficiency in the economic development program as being:

• . • the l�ck of ability for the Department to be an

initiator for development. We have been forced to be
a response mechanism, thus having little or no impact
into .the development of essential services into the

conununity.32

The Department first considered rectifying this problem by

creating a Northern Development Crown Corporation. Such a corporation

was to have northern representatives on its Board of Directors. Its

mandate was to provide a greater emphasis on tourism, marketing, the

provision of community services and developing northern cottage

\ industries while simultaneously taking over the loan fund activities

of Economic Development Branch. By November, 1974, the draft arrangements

for such an institution had been developed, and active discussions

regarding a Crown Corporation continued until mid-1976.33 But for

reasons .not entirely clear, the proposal was dropped .. One definite

Jifficu1ty was that drafts prepared by individuals in the Economic

Development Branch were criticized by the Planning and Research

Secretariat� the low prof�le successor to the Policy and Planning Branch.

�re Secretariat did not criticize the concept in general, but found

fault with organizational details· contained in the proposals. These

34
were sufficiently serious that other mechanisms were pursued, a1 though

the Crown Corporation concept had been discussed occasionally ever since.

In fact J the tactic finally adopted was a rather simple, incre-

mental one by comparison with the Crown Corporation concept or the

Training Opportunity Program. In July, 1976, the Assistant Deputy

Minister informed the Director of Economic Development that:
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We are presently preparing an amendment to the Act

(The Northern Saskatchewan Economic Development Act,
'1974) which will permit the Depar-tment; to carryon
commercial activities. 'The proposal at this time is
to create an advance account in the amount of
$15,000,000.35

This proposal passed through intra-departmental channels quickly. It

was never discussed formally at Executive Committee and by November was

submitted as a Treasury Board Agenda item. There its purpose was

described as:

a method whereby the D.N.S. could initiate,
acquire or support business enterprises in the
north. The proposed amendment would allow the

Department to establish commercially-viable
businesses and employ and train local people in
their operation. After a period of time, the
business could be sold to the employees . . . •

Marginal operations with growth and employment
potential'could be purchased or rejuvenated, by
an injection of management expertise; then trans

ferred to the "private" or· "co-operative" sectors.36

The rationale for proposing these amendments was the need to

clarify the status of existing Government-owned, operated or heavily

subs'idized industries. Included in this category were four Government-

operated farms which had been- criticized wi thin the Department for

inefficient operation; the Prospector's Incentive Plan, a Government-

sponsored training and employment program for native prospectors which

had been criticized from agencies outside the Department; and two wood

harvesting operations originally sponsored by Training Opportunity

Program which had such high inventories of fence posts that their

solvency was in question. Tourism development was the only new area

of Government involvement proposed. In this area, the Department had

initiated some discussions regarding the possibility of establishing
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a tourist training complex in La Ronge and acquiring some tourist

outfitting operatio�s, thereby giving north�rn residents more

.

b
.

1 d· h
.

d
37

opportun1ty to ecome 1nvo ve 1n t at 1n ustry.

The amendment to the Act was routed through the Attorney

General's·Department, the Legislative Review Committee of Cabinet

and Cabinet itself with no more than minor modifications to its

38
content. On May 10, 1977, Bill 84, An Act to Amend The Northern

. 39Saskatchewan Economic Development Act, 1974, WaS given assent by

the Provincial Legislature. The Bill provoked some controversy because

of its provision for Government involvement in the tourist outfitting

industry� The Northern Saskatchewan Outfitters' Association objected

vociferously to the legislation, largely because the organization

perceived it as a mechanism whereby the Department could expropriate

existing operations. In response, a letter from the Minister to the

-Association's Secretary explained that the Bill did not convey powers

of expropriation to the Minister. Instead, the letter noted that its

intent was to purchase operations being sold and to provide a means for

40
developing a tourist training complex.

The controversy generated by the Bill has not been warranted

given its limited use. Apart from rationalizing Government farming

ope rat i.ons and the Prospector's Incentive Plan, few developmental

=.ctiyities have been carried out under the Commercial Advance Account.

The Department's existing sawmills have undergone expansion and one

unique mill and manufactured log cabin enterprise has been initiated.41

Crucially, important development opportunities have been missed, and
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the controversy associated with the Bill has had little to do with

,such failure to capi�alize on opportunities.

Rathe�more familiar factors are a better explanation for the

fact that few development activities were promoted through the Advance

Account. Although the Department now has clarified and expanded its

capacity to initiate commercial enterprises, the Ec�nomic Development

Branch still cannot and will not become extensively involved in

supporting such enterprises. Apparently worthwhile projects have

. '42
regularly been stalled by the Branch for spurious reasons. Moreover,

in the capital construction field where the Department has been extremely

active, opportunities to develop transferable skills and long-term

business enterprises have been completely missed. Instead, the

Department itse�f continues to manage and deliver capital projects

such as,roads, airstrips, sewer and water projects, houses, government

ff' d
.

b 'ld'
43

o lces an communlty Ul lngs. Had northern entrepreneurs or a

northern-controlled corporation been established early in the Depart-

ment's history, most of the economic benefits from such capital projects

would have flowed directly to northern residents.

It is clear that the Department has not been able to identify

and utilize a successful range of delivery agents for an integrated

program of economic development at the community level. The economic

development loan fund has assisted individual entrepreneurs to become

established in northern communi ties, but the Branch's management

support consists of providing bookkeeping services rather than training

for management. Thus field staff for the Branch have been, and for
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the foreseeable future, will continue to be involved in a "maintenance

activity" that devel.ops few skills.

Branch staff have .been unable to provide adequate support to

the Training Opportunity Program and few initiatives have been embarked

upon through the Department's Commercial Advance Account. In short,

maintaining the loan fund has severely constrained the Branch's

capacity to establish or support alternate mechanisms. Nor has inte

gration and co-ordination with the'Branch primarily responsible for

adul t education and training occurred to alleviate' these problems.

Disputes between Economic Development and Northern Continuing Education

over such programs as the Training Opportunity Program have made co

ordination unlikely. It should also be remembered that as a result

of the Budget Bureau cuts for 1976-77, Northern Continuing Education

Branch has lost much of Lts effectiveness. In fact, both branches

have 'been prone to poor administration. Economic Development .has been

regularly reorganized, usually with little. reason and less effect.

The
..

Assistant Deputy Minister's ·remarks cited in' Chapter I I I regarding

Northern Continuing Education Branch's poor administrative record are

pertinent here.44 These difficulties have made it more difficult for

the branches to effectively marshal the resources required to establish

innovative human and economic development p.rogramming.

C. Commercial Fishermen's Loans

Activities related to the Resources
.
and Economic Development

branches have also suffered from poor co-ordination. An excellent
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example of these problems is the attempt to make the economic develop

·ment loan fund accesfoible to commercial fishermen.

Before the creation, of the Department, northern fishermen were

usually extended credit for fishing equipment by Co-operative Fisheries

Limited or by other independent fish processing and handling operations.

Since the 1970s these organizations, for various reasons, have gradually

d
. .

d' f' h
45

stoppe g1v1ng cre 1t to 1S ermen. The establishment of a northern

economic development loan fund was intended for fishermen as well as

other potential entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, both the Northern Saskat-

chewan Fisheries Study'and the Northern Saskatchewan Commercial Fisheries

Development Committee recommended that a separate source of funding for

northern fishermen be established.
46 The Minister's reply to -these'

requests was:

We recognize there have been some delays in getting
this fund truly functional, but many of the original
difficu1 ties 'now appear to be resolved so that this
fund should be of increasing benefit to fishermen.

There may be certain shortcomings in our

Economic Development Fund as it is currently adminis
tered from the viewpoint of commercial fisheries.

My staff shall be evaluating this fund in operation,
and we shall be exploring possible changes in the
direction suggested in your recommendation.47

Commercial fishermen and staff in the Fisheries Development Division

continued to criticize the loan fund· as an inappropriate vehicle for

providing credit to commercial fishermen, but senior Department

officials did not respond until early 1977.

The primary difficulty fishermen faced was the delay in

processing loan applications. Although the Minister assured

commercial fishermen that their loan applications should only take a
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month to process, in practice loans have often taken up to six months

to be approved and dj.sburs ed . Loans have even taken over a year to

. .

1 d'
.

d
48

process·�n some �so ate �nc� ents. Since 1975, the situation has

been exacerbated by the more rigorous approach to disbursing loans

taken by Economic Development. Fishermen's loans were singled out as

particularly poor risks and treated accordingly, in spite of evidence

that fishermen's loans have been more regularly repaid than loans for

most other economic activities. Furthermore, it is well. known that

the impact of fishermen's 'loans on the loan fund is negligible.

Commercial fishermen and personnel in Fisheries Development

were extremely frustrated by the rigid approach taken to fishermen's

loans. For example, in reply to a memo from an Economic Development

loans officer regarding a rejected application,' one Fisheries Development

. employee· noted:

The general question that I and the Fisheries

Development Program as a whole, have is why does
. your· Branch throw so many obstacles in the way of
loan applications (e.g., fallacious economic

assessments, pedantic interpretation of regula
tions) .50

In order to alleviate these problems the two branches under

. direction from the sector's Assistant Deputy Mi.ni s t er arranged to have

these loans reviewed initially by a staff member of Fisheries Development.

This procedure was implemented in the spring of 1977 without formal

discussion by Executive Committee.5l It made processing applications

more simple and speedy. Those minor details in loan applications which

had previously given rise to rejecting or rerouting of applications

were dealt with by an individual familiar with the technical requirements
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necessary to obtain loan approval. Since that individual was

sympathetic to the �eeds of commercial fishermen, he could act as

an advocate for them when completing the loan application and in

discussions with Economic Development Branch when the application

was reviewed. Immediately, the number of fishermen's loans rose to

a record high.52
This did not impress senior officials in Economic Development

Branch; their lack of concern for fishermen's loans was indicated in

the previous chapter.· They rejected the arrangement with Fisheries

Development Division and insisted on re.-establishing Economic Develop-

ment's total responsibility for fishermen's loans. As the Branch

Director put it:

I understand your staff have appeared to border our
mandate from time to time and this practice can

easily create more problems for all concerned....
In our meeting, I shall summarize the points we have

agreed upon in order to avoid any confusion dealing
with fishin� loan applications:

1) Fisheries staff shall not, under any circum
stances, solicit or promote fishing loans.

2) Fisheries staff are to return all fishing loan

applications in their possession to Economic

Development Branch.

3) Fisheries staff shall provide appropriate data
to Economic Development staff for fishing loan

evaluation purposes.

4) Fisheries staff shall refer fishermen's concerns

to an appropriate Economic. Development staff member
if they are approached by fishermen.53

The reassert ion by Economic Development Branch of complete jurisdiction

over commercial fishing loans was made possible by a sudden weakness in

I
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the Fisheries Development program. The strong leader of the Fisheries

Development Program left the Department in spring, 1977. He was

replaced by a management-oriented person from the Fisheries Management

gro�p in Prince Albert who d�ubts the viability of commercial fishing.54
Moreover, two of the Development Program employees most extensively

involved with commercial fishermen's loans had left the Department

under duress even before the Fisheries program leader resigned. The

effect was to leave the Development Program unable to help commercial

fishermen in the essential area of financing.

The final step in this saga led to improved service for commercial

fishermen. In late summer, 1977, the Economic Development Branch hired

a Fisheries Liaison Officer. to be involved with, all aspects of financing

commercial fishermen. In early 1978, the last individual in Fisheries

Development who had worked with Loans initiated a transfer of his

position to the Economic Development Branch. After negotiations

presided over by the Assistant Deputy Minister, this position and one

other vacant position in the Fisheries Development Program were

transferred to Economic Development Branch, although the budgets

accompanying these positions remained with Fisheries Development.

The Economic Development Branch since then has had both exclusive

jurisdiction and the necessary,resources to deal effectively with

55
fishermen's loans.

The role reversal by Economic Development was caused primarily

by the organizational tendency to protect and expand jurisdiction. It

should be recalled here that this branch had its mandate formally
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narrowed to "small business development" in November, 1976. When

presented with the opportunity to re-establish aut�ority over all

facets of the loan fund and the incentive of additional positions,

the Economic Development Branch Director was more than willing to

,ignore his previous criticism·that,.fishermen's loans were "uneconomic."

The inescapable conclusion is that asserting branch jurisdiction was a

more significant motivation than providing commercial fishermen with

some acceptable, workable form of credit to pursue their livelihood.

3. Conclusion

The problems of integrating and co-ordinating policy in the

Department are partly a result of branch compartmentalization--the

tendency of particular branches to become caught up in their own

priorities.' Branch compartmentalization, in turn, has been, caused by

many factors. The speed with, which the Department assumed program

delivery responsibilities meant that many branches were created

rapidly, so that the level of Government services in the north could

be raised quickly. This had some severe implications, notably in

the Training Opportunity Program. Projects were poorly conceived

because Colleges Branch was operational before the Economic Development

Branch at a time when the Department desperately needed to provide

evidence of its developmental efforts.

Another fundamental problem leading to branch compartmental

ization was the difficulty in determining branch responsibilities

conclusively and establishing clear, legitimately established objectives

l
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for programs which could not be allocated exclusively to one branch.

Although the goals of many branches �re superficially integrated, in

fact.the orientation of any two related branches may be quite divergent.

Since responsibilities for a particular program or policy area have

often been diffused among a number of branches, under the assumption

. that all branches "salute the same flag," it was thought that co-

,

ordinating their activities would be relatively simple. However, in

the case of Training Opportunity Program, various individuals from

the two involved branches would approach individual projects with

di ffering criteria for project evaluation. The Budget Bureau subsequently

terminated the program, primarily because the Department was unable to

demonstrate an integrated, positive approach to program projects. The

same difficulty has hampered commercial fishermen's loans administration:

the two branches concerned have often disagreed about the need to support

. conunercial fishermen and about appropriate mechanisms for channe l lm g

such support.

The failure to establish integrated policy objectives for

diffused programs was largely due to a lack of effective senior leader

ship to ensure that integrated policy formulation would take place.

This lack of leadership can be attributed in part to the speed. of

administrative development and the original faulty organizational

structure. Because program delivery began so quickly, and the organiza-

tion itself was so spread out, effective leadership would have been

difficult in any case. One group which could have provided some

leadership pertinent to policy co-ordination was the Policy and

-�

--�..� ..
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Planning Branch. Since its demise, senior officials in the Department

have often been invqlved in resolving irnmed�ate policy problems, a

result again of the speed of development and of the Department's broad

scope of operations. In the Training Opportunity Program, for example,

it was apparent by mid-1975 that many individual projects had such

irresolvable problems that it might have been better to shut them down

completely and start anew. -Senior officials attempted to resolve these

problems within the existing framework, but could not before the Budget

Bureau intervened arbitrarily. Because of the rapid development of

programs and subsequent administrative difficulties, planning and

leadership to integrate programs and ensure co-ordination have often

been lacking.

-

- The difficulties in co-ordinating policy have contributed to the -

single agency's inability to promote an integrated, comprehensive

approach to development. Where the Department has been able to delegate

to one branch the responsibility for providing a service to northern

residents, a fair degree of success has been possible. This has not

been the case where integrated programs requiring considerable co

operation between branches have been attempted. Such co-operation

tends to be more essential for programs which are "developmental" in

nature as opposed to being focused on the relatively more simple

provision of basic services such as health and welfare. In these more

significant and more challenging policy areas, the Department has

encountered difficulties. The Training Opportunity Program is perhaps

the prime example of this. It was a program with the potential of
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coming to terms with all aspects of human, economic and resource

development, but the �o-operation between branches required for the

program's success was absent. Since its inception, the Department

has been searching for appropriate deve"lopment mechanisms, but the

vehicles it has chosen have seen only limited use.

Part of the reason for this is that the Dep�rtment has marshalled

very limited resources for such ventures. The two branches most critical

to this policy area, Economic Development and Northern Continuing Educa-

.

tion, have both had poor administrative records. This severely compli

cates·attempts to provide resources for development projects, because

these branches now lack credfb i.Li.ty within the Department and with

external monitoring agencies such as the Budget Bureau. Thus it i�

very unlikely that these branches will receive further resources in a

time of general fiscal constraint. Nevertheless, the difficulties

encountered in integrating the: programs of these branches and co

ordinating their activi ties are· Large Iy responsib Ie for the Department's

poor track record in establishing innovative, community-centred

. development projects.
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Notes to Chapter V

1The distinction between policy integration and program or

activity co-ordination has been drawn in the Introduction. Briefly,
policy integration refers to ensuring that policy and program objectives
.in various policy areas do not conflict. Thus such integration must

occur in the policy formulation or planning stages of policy making.
By contrast, program or activity co-ordination refers to the process
whereby day-to-day activities are managed such that related program.
efforts do not conflict with each other. Hence program co-ordination
occurs in the implementation stage of policy making.

2Department of Northern Saskatchewan Objectives, part of paper
entitled Organization of Department of Northern Saskatchewan, a paper
presented at Staff Orientation and Training Session, Prince Albert,
December 12-14, 1972 (December 6, 1972).

3Appended material to memo from J.W. Churchman, Deputy Minister,
to Mr. A.C. Towill, Assistant Deputy Minister, re: Suggested Objectives
(February 12,. 1973), p. 1.

4Since the terms economic, human, and resource development are

so extensively used in this chapter, this is where they will be defined.

Human development may be defined as the process whereby individuals,
alone or in groups; acquire skills which make a broader range of choices
about·careers and personal interests possible.

Economic development may be defined as a rise in the standard of

living generalized across all segments of society, and sustained over a

prolonged period of time.

. Resource development refers to the process of bringing resources

into use or increasing the utilization of resources in use.

Within the context of northern Saskatchewan, it is clear that
these terms in conjtmction refer rc a process of development whereby
northern residents can make effective decisions about the skills they
require to use northern resources and acquire the benefits of these.
Hence, such development. also includes a process of political development.

SThe Meadow Lake Special Area was so designated in 1970 under an

arrangement with the federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion.
The area covered 18,000 square miles in the northwestern region of the

province, including Meadow Lake in the south and all of the area on the
west side up to La Loche and Tumor Lake. See "Background Report of the
Development Strategy for the Meadow Lake Special Area," prepared by the

Department of Industry and Commerce (January, 1971), p. 1.

l
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6From the "Evaluation Report for Training "Opportunity Program,
Meadow Lake Special Area," a report prepared by the Research and
Evaluation Branch, Depar-tment of Continuing Education (November, 1973),
p. 1.

7Ibid., p. 13.

8
The other three proje�ts were a public works �aintenance

Project for Buffalo Narrows, construction of a hockey arena in lIe a la

Crosse and a project to develop campsites in Beauval. Ibid., pp. 13-18.

9Ibid., p. 24.

10There were numerous administrative and personnel difficulties
associated with' T.O.P. projects. Many of the counselling and support
staff for the projects left part way through.them for assorted reasons

and both materials and payrolls for the projects were often delayed.
Ibid., pp. 5-24.

11 .

See Department of Northern Saskatchewan Budget, 1974-75,
Colleges Branch, Training Opportunity Program, 3.0., Background.

12Ibid.·
l3persona1 ·interviews with Ray Famega, Manpower Planner, Executive

Administration' (July 14, 1978); V. C. Ellis, Senior Development Consultant J

Executive Administration (July 16, 1978); and J.J. Bell, Director,
Northern Continuing Education Branch (June 7, 1977).-

14Interviews with Famega and Ellis, OPe cit., and with J.D.

Sanderson, former Training Opportunity Program Manager (July 14, 1978);
Sanderson indicated that project policies were often made at the proj ect
site on an ad hoc basis, thus with little information or technical
advice.

15
See memo from Gordon Raymond Wensely, Training Opportunity

Program Counsellor, Cumberland House, to John Sanderson, T.O.P. Manager,
re: Clarification of T.O.P. Involvement in R.R.A.P. (June 16, 1975).

l6Memo .

from J. J. Bell, Co-ordinator, Industry Based Training, to
1. Brunas , Project Manager, Northern Housing Branch, re: R.R.A.P.
Cumberland House, T.O.P. Involvement (July 2, 1975). As well, both
Beauval Mutual Wood Products and Methy Co-operative Association were

ini tiated without reference to appropriate Training Opportunity Program
uses. Doug McLeod and Joe Jeerakathil, "Management and Organization
Structure of Beauval Mutual and Methy Co-op," prepared for Economic

Development Branch (March, 1976), pp. 2, 10.
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l7See memo from J. Bell, Co-or�inator, Industry Based Training,
to Ross Moxley, Director of Economic Development, re: Carriere's
Evaluation (July 24� 1975).

l8See memo from A�J. Carriere, Senior Implementation Officer,
Department of Regional Economic Expansion, to W.B. Herringer, Manager,
Program Implementation, Department of Regional Economic Expansion, re:
Cost-sharing Retroactive T.O.P. Projects (May 26, 1975) and attachment,
p. 2. This memo also indicates that a commitment from Regional .Economic
Expansion. to the Department of Manpower and Immigration was the primary
reason for not cost-sharing Training Opportunity Program, though the
details of this commitment were not spelled out.

19In fact, Economic Development Branch's Co-operative Division
was disbanded in 1976 since the work of Co-op Management Advisors could
not be distinguished from that of other field staff. In a letter to

Department of Co-operation in February, 1977, it was indicated that:

Future plans are not firm or formalized but the

responsibility is recognized (for co-op education)
and contracts are on-going with Northern Continuing
Education Branch of D.N.S. to do the work.

However, there is no evidence that Northern Continuing Education has
ever delivered co-op education.outside of Training Opportunity Program.
Memo from Gerry Parsons, Field Staff Co-ordinator, Economic Development
Branch to C.W� Norman; Department of Co-operation, re: D.N.S. Assistance
to Co-operatives (February 25, 1977), p. 2 .

.

20A brief report on the status of co-operative education in the
Training Opportunity Program indicated that of five projects, only two

had been involved in any of this activity, while the other three were to

commence co-operative education in the near future. Memo from J.D.

Sanderson, T.O.P. Manager, to J.J. Bell, Director, Colleges Branch,
re: Co-op Education (October 27, 1975).

21
Procedure for the Initiation and Phase Out of T.O.P. Projects,

unidentified Colleges Branch document (circa, 1975), pp. 1-2.

22personal interviews with Vic Ellis and J.D. Sanderson, OPe cit.
Ellis has noted that there is a great potential for the northern handi
craft industry, but only if it competes within the existing marketing
framework, thus implying fairly large-scale production utilizing machines
or very expensive "speciality" production. Sanderson supports the notion
that handicrafts are essentially a hobby; in this case, there is little

point to even establishing production co-operatives or any other entre

preneurial vehicle.

l
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23personal interviews with Ellis, Famega and Sanderson, op. cit.
All of them identify staff disagreement. over the correct "philosophical"
approach to the projects as central to their failure. Some, for example,
argued that all that was required to correct the program's problems was

to close the administrative loopholes in it, which were rather large.
As one example, in a forest pUlp-cutting training project at Besnard

Lake, a caterpillar-skidder was somehow procured, even though it was the

only one of its kind used in the entire Saskatchewan forest industry.
Other staff, particularly in Economic Development, argued that the
central question for such projects was their economic,viabi1ity, or

economic "sense," regardless of technical viability, and that this was

required to provide a credible training situation. Others, in Colleges
Branch primarily, perceived the goal of work exposure for northern
residents as sufficient to justify the existence of projects.

24Ibid•

25Ibid., and Ken Gran,. Report on the Canoe Lake Mutual Wood
Harvesters Co-operative and Training Opportunity Program, report
prepared for Colleges Branch (March, 1976).

26
J.J. Bell, Minutes of Meeting between Colleges and Economic

Development Branch (August 27-28, 1975), pp. 1-4.

27Robert Dris1ane, Budget Analyst, Budget Bure�u evaluation of

Colleges Branch 1976-77 Budget, "Training Opportunity Program" (circa,
December" 1975).

28Ibid.
29
J.D. Sanderson, a response to Budget Bureau's evaluation of

Training Opportunity Program ·(circa, February, 1976), p. 2.

30Ibid." p , 5.

3IThe last of the handicraft operations, in La Ronge, closed early
in 1978. Apparently competition from mass-produced imported handicrafts

put the northern operations at a severe disadvantage--workers in northern

operations did not wish to automate their production and no mechanism
existed to capture or develop sufficiently large markets for more

expensive handmade products. Personal interviews with Vic Ellis, �
cit.

32
Memo from Vic Ellis, Economic Development Branch Director, to

D.M. Wallace, Director, The Budget Bureau, re: Northern Saskatchewan
Economic Development Advance Account (circa, July 30, 1975).

33Memo from Ross Moxley, Economic Development Branch Director, to
Shakir Alwari�, Economist, Planning and Research Secretariat, re:
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Development Corporation (November 17,1975), pp. 1-4, and Jerry Jenner,
"A Proposal for the Establishment of a Northern Saskatchewan Development
Corporation,"

.

,prepa:ed for Economic Development Branch (April 14, 1976).

34personal interview wi th Shaki r" A1warid, Chief Planning Officer,
Central Planning Unit (November 9, 1977).

35
Memo from Ross Moxley. Assistant Deputy Minister to Doug Mc�eod,

"Director, Economic Development Branch. re: Economic Development Act

.(Ju1y.23, 1976).
.

36Memo from Ted Bowerman, Minister, Department of Northern Saskat
chewan, to D. M. Wallace, Secretary, Treasury Board, re: Treasury Board

Agenda Item (November 8, 1976), p. 4.

37Memo from Ross Moxley, Assistant Deputy Minister, Economic and
Resource Development Administration; to Minister'S Consulting Committee,
re: Resources Branch, Economic Development Branch and Northern Continu

ing Education Branch (September 21, 1977), pp. 1-3.

38Memo from T. Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan, to
Premier A. E. Blakeney and all Cabinet Ministers, re: Amendments to the
Northern Saskatchewan Economic Development Act--1978 (February 7, 1977),
pp. 1- 2.

39Statutes of Saskatchewan·23 and 24 Elizabeth II, c. 52 (1977),
An Atrt:: to Amend the Northern Saskatchewan Economic Development Act.

40Letter from Ted Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan, to
Gordon Wallace, Secretary, Northern Saskatchewan Outfitters' Association

(May 1 7, 1977), pp. 1- 2 .

41Memo from Ted Bowerman, Minister, Department of Northern Saskat

chewan, to G.H.· Beatty, Secretary, Treasury Board, re: Treasury Board

Agenda Item (June 21, 1976), pp. 1-41.

42
In one case, a proposed garment factory for La Loche was stalled

by Economic Development Branch officials on the grounds that the proponents
were a Seventh Day Adventist group who might have attempted to prosyletize
the local Roman Catholic population. The project appeared feasible and
attractive in all other respects. Another project, a slaughter house
in lIe a la Crosse, simply died internally after Executive Committee·
reviewed it in 1977 in spite of the fact that the Department's training
farms on the west side presently have cattle, though not any developed
markets, and that mining developments at Cluff Lake and the west side
communities could easily support such a venture. In other cases, bureau

cratically approved loans have been ignored at higher levels because of

political pressure from the northern M.L.A.s. Personal interviews with
Vic Ellis and Shakir A1warid, Ope cit.

l
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43The Department's capital construction programs have received
more attention than any other program area. Permanent staff in the

Project Management sector have increased from 4 in 1973-74 to over �OO
in 1979-80 and at peak construction period, over 1600 time-certificate

employees are hired in the field. This level of activity is projected
to be maintained for at least another seven or eight years. In the

meantime, few northern contracting firms have developed and the sheer

weight of government involvement i� capital construction makes signifi
cant decentralization improbable •. The above figures were obtained from
R. Hauck, Six Years Later: An Overview of the Department of Northern
Saskatchewan's Programs and Accomplishments, a paper prepared for the
Central Planning Unit, Department of Northern Saskatchewan (June 8,
1978), pp. 58-68.

44See the remarks by the past Assistant Deputy Minister regarding
the Colleges/Northern Continuing Education Branch's poor administrative

records, memo from Moxley to Bell, re: Branch Administration (July 5,
1976) .

45personal interview with Chuck Feaver, Fisheries Research Officer,
Economic Development Branch (March 8, 1978).

46
.

Letter from Larry Hunter, Secretary, Northern Saskatchewan
Commercial Fisheries Development Committee to Honourable G.R" Bowerman,
Minister, Department of Northern Saskatchewan (July 26, 1974).

47
Letter from G. R. (Ted) Bowerman, Minister of Department of

Northern 'Saskatchewan, to Larry Hunter, Secretary, Commercial Fisheries

Development Committee (September 30, 1974) •

. 48
See John Piper, a submission regarding commercial fishermen's

economic development loans (circa, winter, 1976).

49See Shakir A1warid, "Evaluation of the Fisheries Program," a

report prepared by Central Planning Unit, Exhibit 7 (February 16, 1977).

50Memo from John Piper, Economist, Fisheries Development Program,
to Doug McLeod, Director, Economic Development Branch, re: Bert

Thompson's Loan Application to Establish a Commercial Fishing Operation
(February 2, 1977).

Slpersona1 interviews with John Piper, former Fisheries Develop
ment employee (June 8, 1977), and Chuck Feaver, op. cit.

S2Memo from P. Charles Feaver, Research Officer, Fisheries

Development Program, to P.H. Edwards, Acting Director, Fisheries

Development Program, re: Field Staff and Loan Applications (November
14,1977), p. 1.
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53Memo from Doug R. McLeod, Director, Economic Development Branch,
to Pete Edwards, Director, Fisheries Program, re: Loan Applications
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CONCLUSION

The creation 'of the Department of Northern Saskatchewan

signalled the intention of the Saskatchewan Government to establish

an innovative northern development strategy. However, the preceding

analysis of innovative policy making, policy co-ordination, public

participation and local decision making raises some serious questions

regarding the extent to which the single agency has addressed the

central problems of northern underdevelopment. ,The Department's first

five years in fact indicate that it has not successfully reversed

previous patterns of underdevelopment and is no longer capable of

fostering innovative northern'development.

Originally, policy making was to conform to Government's broad

policy objectives. As well as providing a level of services to

northern residents roughly comparable with those provided to southern

residents, the strategy represented a general plan to establish unique

human, economic and resource development programs allowing northern

residents to participate fully in northern development. Through

increased local decision making, northern residents would·come to

exercise some control over the development process. From an adminis

trative perspective, it was foreseen that by combining responsibility

for most Government activities under one agency, the problems of poor

co-ordination between agencies which had plagued previous northern

administration would be eliminated.
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The requirement for innovative northern policy was obvious in

1972. However!l this .goal was compromised by the very decision to

establish the Department as a program delivery agency before a detailed

development strategy could be planned with the active participation of

northern residents. The Department simultaneously became responsible

for program administration and policy formulation, :and brought in

personnel with both incremental and innovative approaches to northern

development. Conflict thus became inevitable. For various reasons,

the Minister and other senior personnel have never been able to reconcile

these differing views. The result has been a conservative approach

toward policy. However !I some conflict has always,remained'because the

goals originally established for the Department continue to be cited

by northern civil servants and the northern public as criteria for

evaluating the Department's, performance.

In general, then, the Department's approach to policy making has'

I

become fundamentally similar to southern departments. The embroiled

early years of its existence made a deep impression on senior leadership

in the Department. The will to develop innovative policy has been

severely weakened by the fear of taking risks which might create

political controversy, and by the need to establish tighter internal

administrative systems. The Department now is a fairly well-institu-

tionalized organization, and incremental policy making is entrenched

as a modus operandi in northern pOlicy making.

Closely linked to the question of innovative policy making is

the question of policy integration and co-ordination. Co-ordination

l
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was a central component of the Department's raison d'etre. Unques

tionably, the Depart�ent has served as a channel for funneling resources

toward aspects of northern development which previous administrations

had ignored almost completely. However, the evidence suggests that

policy integration and co-ordination has been absent in key policy

areas" and'that this absence has hindered innovative policy making.

Given an apparent assUmption by senior management that the

existence of a single agency per se would solve co-ordination diffi

culties, and partly because so many different administrative units

developed so rapidly, policy responsibilities within the Department

have often been diffused. It was assumed different branches would bring

their particular expertise to bear on programs and policy problems not

strictly within their jurisdiction. However, the tendency of branches

to become compartmentalized, or to elevate their own priorities above

those of other branches and the Department in general, has militated

against policy co-ordination� Branch compartmentalization reflects the

Department's inability to deve lop clear, .we l l vp l anned policy guidelines

for all to follow.

Intra-departmental differences in philosophical orientation

have been demonstrated in the fishery resource management field, with

the Training Opportunity Program, and over. fishermen's loans through

the Economic Development Branch. These differing orientations have

often focused on major issues; they are not simply differences of

opinion regarding the most appropriate means to achieve commonly

recognized ends. The most critical results of such basic disagreement
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and the failure to integrate and co-ordinate policy are that resources

have often been spent on programs with limited effectiveness and that

important programming gaps,have occurred.

Thus it is quest Ionab l e whether the single agency has served

as anything other than a focus for channelling resources. It is

possible, as the first Budget Bureau reports recommending a single

agency suggested, that a co-ordinating mechanism having jurisdiction

over the northern programming of southern line departments might be

as appropriate as the full-blown single agency approach. The need for

policy co-ordination would be more obvious and hence might be better

addressed than at present. As well, the need for northern involvement

in policy formulation would be apparent, and a co-ordinating mechanism

might be a convenient and critical structure for including such involve

ment.

Finally, one of the Department's primary goals is to permit

northern residents to take on greater decision-making authority over

loc�l matters and to have effective input into Government policy making .

.

In many of the instances where intermediate Department officials have

attempted to follow these policy goals, either the Minister or more

senior officials have made policy decisions cont.rary to Government's

stated intentions. This was most evident in the case of northern

community colleges and their boards, where the exercise of Ministerial

discretion has frustrated the wishes of northern residents. Such

discretion has also limited northerners' control of the selection

process for local loans committees. More significantly, the decision
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to stand by traditional resource use-rnanagement policy for the northern

fishery meant that an important opportunity for northerners to play a

much greater and more effective role in determining northern resource

use was missed.

These instances raise some interesting questions regarding the

Department's commitment to encourage local decision making. Again,

the commitment appears clear enough, and is being addressed in some

policy areas, but it is not followed with a great deal of consistency.

It is understandable that professional administrators perceive lay

individuals' abilities to participate in policy formulation as limited.

However, too often professional administrators in the Department make

decisions about local . affairs , thereby demonstrating a failure to

adhere to departmental objectives. which indicate support of northerners

in their efforts to achieve·greater political development.

A major dilemma for the Government has been to incorporate

public participation in policy formulation and administration. The

level of expectations for such participation has always been quite

high, and clearly out of reach given a conventional administrative

approach. . Since programs were established so quickly, there has not

been sufficient time to allow northern residents to participate

meaningfully in policy formulation. Policy has been formed in rather

conventional fashion, with administrators taking the lead in identifying

perceived policy problems. By contrast, original goals for the

Department consistently refer to northern residents taking a full and

active role in policy formulation with the assistance of Government

personnel.
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Fundamental questions of value underlie the debate surrounding

public participation� Native groups and many northern residents have

perceived the Department as an institution which has alleviated some

of the social costs of continuing large-scale resource developments

and has entrenched the hinterland status of northern Saskatchewan,

rather than as an institution which has given northerners some control

over the development process. This is a critical difference. Northerners

have not controlled the development process. Indeed, the Department

itself has not had complete control over this process. The most visible

and highly politicized northern developments recently have been in the

uranium industry. Control of mineral development is largely in the hands

of private interests and the Saskatchewan Mineral Development Corporation,

a crown corporation. Though the Department of Northern Saskatchewan has

recently begun to regulate some aspects of mining activity to ensure that

northerners will receive some benefits from mineral development, such

regulation does not give northerners any choice about whether individual

mining projects proceed and under what conditions they may proceed.

Thus the Department has been perceived by some northerners and native

organizations as an institution which simply makes a continuing process

of northern underdevelopment palatable to northern residents.

The Department has not established effective channels for

public participation. Hence, it has inadvertently thrust itself into

an intermediary role; in effect, speaking to private developers and

southern Government agencies on behalf of northern residents. Clearly,
I

such a role is untenable for a Government agency, no matter how unique.

L
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These coriclusions about the Department's policy-making processes

lead to several gene�a1 observations about the role of such an agency
�

in the development process and about the unique features of its po1icy-

making processes. The Department's experience clearly indicates that

innovative policy m�king requires extensive, broadly based participation

so innovative policy may gain sanction from those affected by it. By

contrast, however, most northern policy making has been incremental,

and the need for effective public participation has not been appreciated.

Indeed, it appears that incremental policy making is incompatible with

public participation on any broad or meaningful basis. Since incremental

policy is not designed to produce major changes, it would be self-

defeating and possibly politically embarrassing to consult or plan

with those who will be affected by any given policy.

The Department has never been able to integrate its policy

goals. In part, this lack of po l i cy integration is due to the failure

to reconcile the original, innovative intentions for the Department and

subsequent incremental policy making. Without a common sense of direc-

tion, it is not possible to expect individual officials to act in

concert on a day-to-day basis.

The disintegration of a clearly defined set of expectations

for the Department, and hence failure over the long-term to achieve

innovative poliCy, can be largely attributed to a lack of political

will on the part of southern politicians and senior management in the

Department. While the political will to reverse the process of under-

development may have existed before the Department was established, its

2& i 2
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early difficulties and subsequent failure to resolve critical problems

has badly damaged i�s credibility with key south�rn agencies. Hence

innovative policy making, meaningful public participation in policy

development, and integrated policy objectives were all quickly threatened.

Of cours e ; it is pe!tinent to question whether southern politicians and

senior civil servants transferred to northern Saskatchewan cart escape

from the perspective of the metropolitan society sufficiently to address

questions of underdevelopment. Clearly, a dilemma is created for pOlicy.

makers, since ongoing underdevelopment in some form is of undoubted

economic benefit to the dominant society.

Closely related is the question of how effectively any government

agency can actually come to terms with or reverse patterns of underdevelop

ment. The Department .of Northern Saskatchewan and other like agencies

have generally inherited situations where northern underdevelopment was

well entrenched as a political, social and economic process. It is not

entirely surprising then that such agencies have had difficulty achieving

developme�t appropriate. from their clients' perspectives.

Government agencies which pursue development objectives naturally

have development defined for them primarily by the government which they

represent rather than by the clients who they are attempting to serve.

However, when it is the clients· themselves who are expected to deve l op,

or to be a fulcrum for the development process, then development will

only be appropriate and effective once the clients have at least an equal

say in what development will occur and what its specific policy content

will be. Of course, there is not a government agency in existence which
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allows its clients to determine the content of policy or to control

the process of deciqing policy cont�nt. Hence government agencies

which pursue northern development must inevitably come to the point

where only by transferring their functions to northern-controlled

structures may patterns of development actually be reversed. In this

process of transferring some measure of control over northern development,

government agencies may be either supportive or obstructive. It is this

final attitude which indicates the extent to which political will exists

in the dominant, metropolitan society to alter northern underdevelopment

drastically.

There is a distinct possibili�y that the north will continue to

be a hinterland, economically, culturally and politically, to the south

for the foreseeable future. Northern resources such as uranium are

abundant, and presently very attractive to exploit. The impetus behind

such development is very considerable, and simultaneously, this thesis

has demonstrated that the Department's attempts to provide innovative

alternatives to such development have generally failed.

Given the preceding analysis, it is reasonable to ask whether

the single agency is still the most appropriate structure to co-ordinate

government activities in the north, to promote innovative development,

and to solicit the involvement of northerners in policy making. Obviously,

northerners' desires to control the development process cannot be

realized given the Department's present structure and functions.

Integrated policy goals and day-to-day policy co-ordination have not

been achieved even within the single agency. Most critically, the

-
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failure of the single agency to realize significant, innovative develop

ment opportunities i�plies that in the abs�nce of any major changes in

its direction, the Department will be unable to meet the challenges of

the next decade.
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Colleges Branch. Commurri ty College Developers. "Reports."
Various locations: D.N.S., July l6--0ctober 31, 1975.

Colleges Branch. "Procedure for the Initiation and Phase-Out
of T.O.P. Projects." Circular. La Ronge: D.N.S.,1975.

Colleges Branch. J.D. Sanderson. "Manager of Training Oppor
tunity Program. A Response to Budget Bureau's Evaluation
of the Training Opportunity Program. D.N.S., February 1976.

Colleges Branch. Ken Gran. Training Opp�rtunity Program
Counsellor. "Report on the Canoe Lake Mutual Wood
Harvestors Co-operative and Training Opportunity Program."
Buffalo Narrows: D.N.S., March 1976.

2. Memoranda and Letters

Bell, J.J., Co-ordinator of Industry-based Training to I.

Brunas, Manager of Northern Housing Branch. "R.R.A.P.
Cumber l and House, T. 0·. P. Involvement." La Ronge: D.N. S. ,

July 2, 1975.

"

Bell, J. J., Co-ordinator of Industry-based Training to R.

Moxley, Director of Economic Development. "Carriere's
Evaluation." La Ronge: D.N.S., .July 24, 1975.

Bell, J.J., Director of Colleges to M. L'Heureux, Acting Deputy
Minister. "Cultural College--Communi ty College Implications."
La Ronge: D. N.S., December 2, 1975. .

Bell, J.J., Director of Northern Continuing Education to G.R.

Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan. "Rejuvenation
of Board--La Ronge Conununi ty College." La Ronge: D. N. S. ,
December 24, 1975.

Bell, J.J., Director of NorthernContinuing Education to Executive
Conunittee. "Northern Continuing Education Branch Re-organ
ization and General Program Objectives." La Ronge: D.N.S.,
March 8, 1976.

Bell, J.J., Director of Northern Continuing Education to La

Ronge Conununi ty College Board Members. "Meeting on Ma rch 19,
1976, between Northern Continuing Education Branch and La

Ronge Conununity College." La Ronge: D.N.S., March 22, 1976.

Bell, J.J., Director of Northern Continuing Education to G.R.
Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan. "Treaty Indian

Appointments to the Board--La Ronge Community College."
La Ronge: D.N.S., July 16, 1976.
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Bell, J.J.; Director of Northern Continuing Education to M.

L'Heureux, Deputy Minister. "Update·on the Development
of Nor-thern Community Colleges." La Ronge: D.N.S.,
March 29, 1977.

Bowerman, G.R., Minister of Northern Saskatchewan to Gill
Gracie, Chairperson, Community College Development
Committee. Regina: D.N.S., November 26, 1975.

Bowerman, G.R., Minister of Northern Saskatchewan to M.
L'Heureux, Acting Deputy Minister. "Northern Community
Colleges--FSI Cultural College." Regina: D.N.S.,
December 18, 1975.

Community College Developers to G.R. Bowerman, Minister, La

Ronge: D.N.S., November 13, 1975.

Fiddler, R., Community College Developer to J.J. Bell, Director
of Northern Continuing Education. n.t. D.N.S., December 19,
1975.

Gracie, G., Chairperson, Community College Development Committee
to G.R. Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan. La

Ronge: December 22, 1975.

Moxley, R.,·Assistant·Deputy Minister, Economic and Resource

Development to J.J. Bell, Director of Northern Continuing
Educat Lon,.' "Branch Administration." La Ronge: D.N. S. , .

July 5, 1976.

Sanderson, J.D., Training Opportunity Program Manager to J.J.

Bell; Director of Colleges. "Co-op Education." La Ronge:
D.N.S., October 27, 1975.

Shelly, B., Assistant Director of Northern Continuing Education
to Louise Wiens, Chairperson, La Ronge Community College.
La Ronge: D.N.S., April S, 1977.

Solomon, J., Executive Assistant to the Minister to M. L'Heureux,
Deputy Minister.· n.t. Regina: D.N.S., November 30, 1975.

Wense.ly, G.R., Training Opportunity Program Counsellor to J.D.
Sanderson , Training Opportunity Program Manager. "Clarifi
cation of T.O.P. Involvement in R.R.A.P." Cumberland
Houser D.N.S., June 16, 1975.
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G. Economic Development Branch

1. Reports

Economic Development Branch. Archie Leslie, Director of
Economic Development. Untitled report regarding loans,
grants and guarantees. La Ronge: D.N.S., February 18,
1974.

Economic Development Branch. Intra-Departmental Economic

Development Task Group. "Identification of Problems

Currently Facing the Economic Development Branch and

Suggested Solutions for the Short-run." La Ronge: D.N.S.,
July 1975.

Economic Development Branch.
Consultant. "A Proposal
Saskatchewan Development
April 14, 1976.

J. Jenner, Industry and Commerce
for the Establishment of a Northern

Corporation." La Ronge: D.N.S.,

Economic Development Branch. Tony Bunz, "Department of Northern
Saskatchewan Analysis of 'Loan Fund, Period 1973 to September 1,
1977." A report prepared by the Advisory and Evaluation Unit.
La Ronge: D.N.S.; November 9, 1977.

2. Memoranda and Letters

Ellis, V.C., Acting Director of Economic Development to M.B.

Derrick, Deputy Minister. "Amendments to Economic Development
Regulations." La Ronge: D.N.S., July 31, 1974.

Ellis, V. C., Director of Economic Development to D.M. Wallace,
Director of the Budget Bureau, Department of Finance.
"Northern Saskatchewan Economic Development Advance Account."
La Ronge: D.N.S., July 30, 1975.

Giesbrecht, T.L., Administration Officer, Economic Development
Branch to D.H. Schweitzer, Assistant Deputy Minister.
"Problems in the Branch for Discussion with New Deputy
Minister." La Ronge: D.N.S., August 20, 1974�

Jeerakathil, J .. ,. and McLeod, D., Research and Evaluation Team to

R. Moxley, Director of Economic Development. "Information on

Local Loans Committees, Loans Approved, etc.--197S." La

Ronge: D.N.S., October 23, 1975.
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Leslie, A.G., Director of Eeonomic Development to D.H. Schweitzer,
Assistant Deputy Minister. "Economic Development Loan and
Grant Funds ;" La Ronge: D.N.S., October 4, 1973.

Leslie, A.G., Director of Economic Development. A reply to a

memo by Peter Brook, Program Consultant, Policy and Planning
Branch. "Guidelines for the Administration of Northern
Saskatchewan Economic Development Funds." La Ronge: D.N.S.,
May 3, 1974.

MCLeod, D., Director of Economic Development to M.O. L'Heureux,
Deputy Minister. "Economic Development Loan Fund." La

Ronge: D.N.S., January 21, 1977.

McLeod, D., Director of Economic Development to G.R. Moxley,
Assistant Deputy Minister. "Leon McAu1ey--Member of
District Loans Conunittee." La Ronge: D.N.S., January 21,
1977 •

McLeod, D., Director of Economic Development to J. Piper,
Economist, Fisheries Development Program. "Bert Thompson's
Loan Application to Establish a Conunercial Fishing Operation."
La Ronge: D.N�S., March 2, 1977.

McLeod, D., Director of Economic Development to the Northern

Municipal Counci L. "Third Member to the District Loans

Conunittee." La Ronge: D.N.S., March 28,1977.

McLeod, D., Director of Economic Development to P. Edwards,
Director of Fisheries Program. "Loan Applications for
Commercial Fishermen." La Ronge: D.N.S., December 12,
1977 •

McLeod, D., Director of Economic Development to M. L'Heureux,
Deputy Minister. "Analysis--Local Loans Conunittees." . La

Ronge: D. N. S., February 9, 1978.

Moxley, . G. R., Director of Economic Development to D. Mcl.eod ,

Advisory· and Evaluation Team. "Branch Administration."
La Ronge: D.N.S., September 9, 1975.

Moxley, G. R., Director of Economic Development to D. McLeod,
.

Advisory and Evaluation Team. "Economic Development Loan
Fund." La Ronge: D.N.S., September 25, 1975.

Moxley, G.R., Director of Economic Development to the Northern

Municipal Council and District Loans Committee Members.
"1. Establishment of Advisory and Evaluation Team;
2. District Loans Cornmi ttee Members, Naming Alternate
Members." La Ronge: D.N.S., October 22, 1975 ..
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Moxley, G.R., Director of Economic Development to Shakir Alwarid,
Economist, Planning and Research Secretariat. "Development
Corporat�on." La Ronge: D.N.S., November 17, 1975.

Moxley, G.R., Director of Economic Development to Lawrence Yew,
Chairman of the Northern Municipal Council. La Ronge:
D.N.S., November 24, 1975.

Moxley, G.R., Director of Economic Development to G.R. Bowerman,
Minister. "Northern Saskatchewan Economic Development
Regulations." La Ronge: D.N.S., February 6, 1976.

Moxley, G.R., Assistant Deputy Minister to D. McLeod, Director
of Economic Development. "Economic Development Act." La

Ronge: D.N.S., July 23, 1976.

Moxley, G.R., Assistant Deputy Minister to Shakir Alwarid,
Secretary to Bxecut i ve Conunittee. n.t. La Ronge: D.N.S;,
November 22, 1976.

Moxley, G.R., Assistant Deputy Minister to all Branch Heads
and all Economic Development staff. n.t. La Ronge: p.N.S.,
December 24, 1976 .

. Moxley, G. R., Assistant Deputy Minister to Lawrence Yew, Chairman,
Northern Municipal Counc i 1. "Economic Development Act."
La Ronge: D.N.S., May 5, 1977.

Moxley, G.R., Assistant Deputy Minister, to the Minister's
-Consul ting Committee. "Resources Branch, Economic Develop
ment Branch and Northern Continuing Education Branch." La
Ronge : D. N. 5.; September 21, 1977.

Moxley, G.R., Assistant Deputy Minister, .t o M. L'Heureux,
Deputy Minister. "Economic Development Branch." La Ronge:
D.N.S., January 12, 1978.

Parsons, G., Field Staff Co-ordinator, Economic Development
Branch to C.W. Norman, Department of Co-operatives and

Co-operative Development. "D.N.S. Assistance to Co

operatives." La Ronge: D.N.S., February 25, 1977.
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H .. Non-Government Primary Sources

1. Papers

Canoe Lake Mutual Wood Producers. Peter Brook.' A submission
on behalf of the Canoe Lake Mutual Wood Producers, to Vic
Ellis, Director of Economic Development Branch. n.p.·,
April 30, 1975 .

.
La Ronge Region Community College. John Stobbe, Principal.

"Organizing the Communi ty. College at the Community Level."
A paper presented to the La Ronge Region Community College
Board. La Ronge, July 27, 1973.

La Ronge Region Community College. Eric Hamm, Principal.
"Rational for Proposed Regional Training Centre in La

Ronge, Saskatchewan." Submission to M.O. L'Heureux,
Deputy Minister of Northern Saskatchewan. La Ronge,
November 3, 1976.

,Metis Society of Saskatchewan� Presentation to Government of
Saskatchewan· in Regards to Statement of Northern Adminis

..
tration and Legislation. January 9, 1973.

Northern Municipal Counc i l , The Submission by the Northern'
Municipal Council to the Cluff Lake Board of Inquiry on

the Matter of Uranium Development in Northern Saskatchewan .

. La'Ronge, October 16, 1977.

Northern Municipal Council. The Northern Saskatchewan Local
Government Convention, 1977. A report prepared by Planning
and Research, Northern Municipal Council. La Ronge,
July 28, 1977.

2. Letters

Ahenakew, Dave, Chief of Federation of Saskatchewan Indians to

L.A. Red de rer , Director of Comnun i ty. Colleges, Department
of Continuing Education. Prince Albert, September 16, 1976.

Dalby, Bob, to G. R .. Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan.
La Ronge, January 6, 1976.

Fosseneuve, Ray, Cumberland House College Committee, to Jack

Bell, Director of Northern Continuing Education Branch.
Cumberland House, October 14, 1975.
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Gibson, D.J., Secretary, Creighton Education Committee to

G.R. Bowerman, Minister of Northern Saskatchewan.
Creighton., March 4, 1976.

Gracie, Gill, Chairman of the La Ronge Community College
Board to J.J. Bell, Director of Northern Continuing
Education Branch. La Ronge, December 1, 1975.

Gracie, Gill, Chairman of Community College Development
Committee to G.R. Bowerman, �1inister of Northern
Saskatchewan. La Ronge,·January 6, 1976.

Gracie, Gill, Chairman of La Ronge Region Community College
to Jack Bell, Director of Northern Continuing Education
Branch. La Ronge, January 9, 1976.

Hunter, Larry, Secretary of Northern Saskatchewan Commercial
Fisheries Development Committee to G. R. Bowerman, �1inister
of Northern Saskatchewan. La Ronge, July 26, 1974.

Hunter, Larry, General Manager, Co-operative Fisheries Limited,
to J. Twardy, Chief Assessment Officer,·Workman's Compensa
tion Board. La Ronge, March 26, 1975.

Jenner, Jerry, Principal, La Ronge Community College to Jack
Bell, Director of Northern Continuing Education Branch.
La Ronge, December 18, 1975.

MacMurchy, Gordon, Minister of Continuing Education to Norman

McAuley, Chairman of La Ronge Region Community College
Board. Regina, July 17, 1973.

McAuley, Norman A., Chairman, La Ronge Region Community College
.

Board to Gordon MacMurchy, Minister of Continuing Education.
La Ronge, June 30, 1973.

Stobbe, John, Principal of La Ronge Region Community College
to Jake Kutarna; Department of Continuing Education. La

Ronge, February 22,. 1974 ..

3. Minutes

Co-operative Fisheries Limited. Minutes of Annual Meetings.
1972 to 1976.

Northern Municipal Counc i l . Mi.nut e s of Meetings. January: 1974
to January 1977.
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II. Secondary Sources

. ,

Adams, Frank. "Highlander Folk School: Getting Information, Going Back
and Teaching It," Harvard Educational Review, Voltm1e 42,
Number 4, November 1972.

Adrian, Richard, and Ridsdell, John. "D.N. S. --Reoccupying the Colony,"
Next Year Country, Volume I, Number 2 , December-January 1972-73.

Anderson, James E.· Public Policy Making. New York: Praeger Publishers,
1975.

Association of Metis and Non-Status Indians of Saskatchewan. "The
Northlands Agreement," New Breed. Regina": The Association of
Metis and Non-Status Indians of Saskatchewan, July 1977.

Bauer, R.A. and Gergen, K.J. (eds.). The Study of Policy Formation.
New York: Free Press, 1968.

"Bayda, Justice E.D., Groome, Dr. A.J.", and McCallum, Dr. K.J. The Cluff
Lake Board of Inquiry Final Report, VolUme 2, May 28, 1978.

Buckley, H., Kew, J.E.M., and Hawley, J.B. "The Indian and Metis of
Northern Saskatchewan." Saskatoon: The Centre for Community
Studies, 1963.

Careless, J.M.S. "Frontierism, Metropolitanism and Canadian History,"
Canadian Historical Review, Volume 36, 1954.

Davis, Arthur K. "Canadian Society and History as Metropolis Versus

Hinterland," Canadian Society: Pluralism, Change and Conflict."
Edited by R.J. Ossenberg. Scarborough: Prentice-Hall of
Canada, 1971.

Doern, G. Bruce, and Aucoin, Peter. The Structures of Policy Haking
in Canada. Toronto: Macmillan, 1971.

Downs, Anthony. Inside Bureaucracy. Boston: Little, Brown. and

Company, 1967.

Dror, Yehezekel. Public Policy Making Re-examined. San Francisco:
Chandler Publishing Company, 1968.

Dye, Thomas R. Politics, Economics and the Public: Policy Outcomes
in the American States. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966.

Easterbrook, W.T., and Watkins, Mel (eds.). Approaches to Canadian
Economic History." Toronto: Macmi l l an of Canada Limited, 1978.
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Elias, Peter Douglas. Metropolis and Hinterland in Northern Manitoba.

Winnipeg: The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, 1975.
. .

Etzioni, Amitai. "Mixed Scanning: A 'Third' Approach to Decision

Making," Public Administration Review, Volume 27, December 1967.

Etzioni, Amitai. The Active Society. New York: Free Press, 1968.

Federation of Saskatchewan Indians and Members of the Peter Ballantyne
and Lac La Ronge Bands, The. Aski-Puko (The Land Alone).
September 1976.

Innis, Harold A. The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian
Economic History. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1964.

Leys, Colin. "Underdevelopment and Neo-co1onialism," Chapter 2,
Underdevelopment in Kenya: The Political Economy of Neo
colonialism 1964-71. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1975.

Lindblom, Charles E. "The Science of 'Muddling Through, '" Public
Administration Review, Volume 19, Number 2, Spring 1959.

Lindblom, Charles E. The Intelligence of Democracy: Decision Making
Through Mutual Adjustment. New York: Free Press, 1965.

Li.ndb l om, Charles E.
New Jersey:

The Decision-Making Process.

Prentice-Hall, 1969.
Englewood Cliffs,

Lindblom, Charles E., and Braybrooke, D. A Strategy of Decision.
London: Free Press, 1963.

Lowi, Theodore. "Distribution, Regulation and Redistribution: The

Functions of Government" in Randall B. Ripley (ed.), Public
Policies and Their Politics. New York: N.W. Norton Company,
Inc , , 1966.

Lowi, Theodore. "Decision Making vs. Policy Making: Toward an Antidote
for Technocracy," Public Administration Review, Volume 30,
May/June 1970.

Lyden, Fremont J., Shipman, George A., and Kroll, Morton (eds.).
Policies, Decisions and Organizations. New York: Meredith

Corporation, 1969.

Myers, Gustavus. A History of Canadian Wealth. Toronto: James Lewis
& Samuel Limited, 1972.
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New Democratic Party of Saskatchewan. "NDP Northern Development Program
. . . 1971," New Deal for People. Service Printing Co . , 1971.

Pross� A. Paul. Pressure Group Behaviour in Canadian Politics.
Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1975.

Ranney, Austin (ed.). Political Science and Public Policy. Chicago:
Markham Publishing Co., 1968.

Self, Peter. Administrative Theories and Politics. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1973.

Serl, Vernon C. "Action and Reaction" in Davis, Arthur K. (ed.).
A Northern Dilemma. Bellingham: Western Washington State

College, 1967.

Simeon, Richard. "Studying Public Policy," Canadian Journal of PoUtical
Science, Volume 9, December 1976.

Simon, Herbert. Administrative.Behaviour, 2nd edition .. New York: '

Macmillan, 1957.

Valentine, V. F. "Some Problems of the Indian and Metis of Northern

Saskatchewan," The Canadian Journal of Economics and Political
Science, Volume 20, Number 2, February 1954.

Warnock, J.W. "Metropolis-Hinterland: The Lost Theme in Canadian

Letters," Canadian Dimensions, Volume 10, Number 2, June 1974.

Weller, J. R. "Hinterland Politics: The Case of Northwestern Ontario,"
Canadian Journal of Political Science, Volume 10, Number 4,
December 1977 .
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APPENDIX A

ORGANIZATION CHARTS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF NORTHERN SASKATCHEWAN

1972-73 to 1976-77
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ORGANiZATION CHART

Phase I - 1972-73 Fiscal Year

Minister

G. R. BOWERMAN

DEVELOPMENT
ADVISORY COUNCIL

NORTHERN

Deputy Minister

J. W. CHURCHMAN

.'.�

\ ':::;;:

ADMINISTRATION

,-,
PERSONNEL
& TRAINING

OPERATIONS

, 1
POLICY &

PLANNING

NORTHERN
NEWS SERVICE

SOCIAL
SERVICES

w

�

I
EDUCATION RESOURCES

-I
CONSTRUCTION

1
rROSP�CTORS
INCENTIVE
PROGRAM

N
N
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MINISTER

G. R. BOWERMAN

- - - - -------

I

NORTHERN NORTHERN
SCHOOL MUNICIPAL
BOARD COUNCIL

DEPUTY MINISTER

J. W. CHURCHMAN

ASSISTANT

DEPUTY MINISTER

D. SCHWEITZER

I
I I I I

PERSONNEL "DIRECTOR OF NORTHERN POLICY PROJECT
�DMINIS·. :;nON AND .

OPERATIONS NEWS AND MANAGEMENT
TRAINING SERVICES PLANNING

I
I I I I I

HEALTH AND
ECONOMIC RESOURCE ACADEMICAELO SERVICES SOCIAL COLLEGES

DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT OF NORTHERN SASKATCHEWAN ·1973�74

"The Director of Operations co-ordinateS six branches. providing an integrated departmental delivery system. The six

operallons branches are: Health and Social Development, Field Services, Economic Development. Academic
Education. Colleges and Resource Development.

l
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MINISTER
G. R. BOWERMAN

ASSISTANT
DEPUTY MINISTER
D. H. SCHWEITZER

DEPUTY MINISTER
D. F. McARTHUR

I I I \
PROJECT FIELD

NORTHERN
PERSONNEL PLANNING AND

.', MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION

SERVICES
NEWS

AND TRAINING RESEARCH
SERVICES .

.

EXEC. DIRECTOR
: RESOURCE AND ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT
J. PERRY

I
-

I
RESOURCES

ECONOMIC
: COLLEGES DEVELOPMENT

EXEC. DIRECTOR
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

I I
EDUCATION

HEALTH
SERVICES

SOCIAL
SERVICES

DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION -:- 1974-75

In order to increase department efficiency and to ensure a more effective delivery system of
department programs to the people of northern Saskatchewan. several organizational changes
were implemented during the 1974-75 fiscal year and others were scheduled for implementation
dlolring the succeeding year.
A Resources Group was formed combining three branches. Resources. Colleges and

Economic Development. under the direct supervision of Jack Perry. executive director. A Social
Development Group. consisting of the Academic Education. Health Services and Social Services
kr:::on,.I"u:oc:: W::IC:: ::I1c::n fnrm .......... ,!t an 9ltecutive director of the group had not been appointed by the

.'''��-''g capabilities to the department and to individual branches.
was established under the directorship of Michael Gurstein.

_ �:;::::;:Jlished late in the fiscal year and did not become fully
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PLANNINQ ..
RESEARCH

MINISTER

TED BOWERMAN

DEPUTY MINISTER

MARCEL L'HEUREUX

�

ORGANlZATION CHART

FOR
· DEPARTMENT OF

NORTHERN SASKATC

1975-76

CROWN
SOLICITOR
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ASSISTANT
DEPUTY

MINISTER
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1976-77
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MINISTER
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Organization chart for the

Department of
,

Northern Saskatchewan

-
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APPENDIX B

MAP OF THE NORTHERN ADMINISTRATION DISTRICT, INCLUDING

ELECTORAL DIVISIONS FOR THE NORTHERN MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
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APPENDIX C

NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS
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Socio-Economic Context

1., Progress Indicators

(a) Economic Well Being
.� 1978

-

Average Annual Wage $2�257 $4�695
SAP Dependency Rate 47% 16%

(b) Physical Well-Being

(i) Housing (new units
1973-80 - 1 � 121)
Houses Electrified 43% 81%

(ii) Medical Services

Population/General
Practitioners 2,208 1,733
Population/Public
Health Nurse 2,000 1,106.

(iii) Construction and Improve-
ment of Public Utilities

- 8 community water and sewer

systems completed and two

presently underway

(iv) Transportation

People with Road Access 68% 79%

Peop�e with Year Round
Air Strip Access 60% 72%

(c) Human DeveloEment
(i) Education - Northern people

with K-12 in their home

community 27% (1973) 52% (1980)
Students in Div. IV 3% (1973) 7% (1980)
Teachers with Degrees 18% 76% (1980)
Native Teachers .005% (1973) 16% (1980)

(ii) Local Government

Residents Having Local
Government (in Communities) 63% 100%

(iii) Communications

Population with Access
to T.V. 15% 95%

Population with Access
to Telephones 24% 96%
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(d) Renewable Resource Development
(i) The census value-added of foreat ry � f i.sh ing and trapping

industries in Saskatchewan increased from $10 million in
1971 to $38 million in-l979.

(ii) Forestry
1972 1979

Total Sawmills in the NAD 8 23

Total Employees in Forest Industry 176 1146

Residents Making Supplement Income
from Commercial Fisheries 1600

Tourist Lodge Operators 140

Recreational Use - Persons Annually 65,000

Trapping - Annual Return 596,000 1,805,000

Number of Active Trappers 1,460

2� Key Trends in Northern Demography 1980-1990 (Zero Migration, Constant

Birth Rate� Constant Death Rate

1. The already high rate of natural population increase will accelerate.
The NAD reproduction rate in the most recent year for which we have
details (1977) is 3.7 compared to 2.1 for all of Saskatchewan. The
NAD death rate for that year is 691/100,000.

1980

28,000

1990

36,000

2. The population will continue to be substantially younger than the

provincial average.

(i) In 1980, some 42% of the population is 14 years or less in age
and 24% of women in the prime child-bearing ages of 17-29.

.'

:.----- "<,

(ii) The proportion of women ages 17-29 will increase dramatically
'_ there will be a growth of 38% in the percentage of women in
this age-group between 1990 and now.

1980 1985 1990

24% 29% women; ages 17-29
33%

(iii) In 1980, only 3.5% of· the population is 65 years of age or more.

(iv) In 1990, the elderly will remain about the same proportion of
the total population; the big surge in the numbers of elderly
will not start until about the year 2010.
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3. The dependency ratio will remain very high.

NAD Saskatchewan

Total dependency* .86 .60

Age dependency .07 .18

Youth dependency .79 .42

12J129/14J007 349J380/602,146
.86 .60

*Tota1 dependency is the ratio of the population less than 15 or 65 and
over, to the population 15-64.

4. The growth rate of the labour force will continue to be high.

(i) School 1eavers projected at 500-700 per year to the mid 1980's.

(ii) The very low female participation rate will change as women move

through child-bearing and rearing ages out into the labour market.

5. The component of the population which is Indian in ethnic origin will
increase.

1980 1990
--

Treaty Indian 35% 36!'o
Non-Status Indian 38% 40%
Non-Indian 27% 24%

6. The growth in the group of women 17-29 will impact on the prevalance of

developmental disability, as northern women give birth at younger ages
and as younger women tend to give birth to lower birth-weight, at risk
infants and thereby have a greater proportion of health related problems.

Live Births Percentage
63%
54%

NAD under 24
All Saskatchewan under 24

538
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